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ABSTRACT 

The mid-T'ang literary arena is dominated by two 

influential figures; Han Yii and Po Chii-i and by the schools 

that formed around their poetry. These two prominent schools 

have developed very different poetic styles. Chang Chi is a 

major poet of the time who associates with both groups, yet 

he manages to retain his own uniqueness. Chang's poetic 

works include many yiieh-fu titles with realistic themes, 

which display his profound thoughts and his elegant, 

crystalline style. He is particularly good at expressing 

intimate human concerns. By employing a simple yet refined 

poetic language, he has made clear and objective sketches of 

the hardships of common people's lives in the early ninth 

century. He has also left lucid and beautiful poems written 

in the "recent style," in which natural phenomena are 

strongly correlated with human feelings. 

My approach to Chang Chi's poetry is both historical 

and thematic. In studying the topoi of Chang's poetry, I 

first investigate the source and history of each theme and 

then compare Chang's works with his predecessors'. Chapter 1 

provides a biographical study of Chang Chi's life, using 

available biographical and literary sources. In addition, I 

discuss the editions of Chang Chi's poetry collection. 

Chapter 2 deals with some of Chang Chi's major thematic 

concerns as reflected mainly in his yiieh-fu poetry, such as 



/ 

social injustice brought on by incessant wars and repressive 

taxation. Chapter 3 analyzes Chsmg Chi's satires on Taoist 

religion, cind poems on the carpe diem theme, as well as 

allegories and fables. Chapter 4 examines Chang's "frontier 

poetry" by tracing the origins of the "expedition and guard" 

theme. Chapter 5 explores the images of women in Chang's 

verse within the so-called "palace plaint" and "boudoir 

plaint" traditions. Finally, Chapter 6 offers a review of 

the critical reception of Chang's poetry throughout Chinese 

history, together with my own evaluation. 
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Chapter 1 

Chang Chi's Life and Works 

I. Introduction 

During the yiian-ho (806-820) peroid of T'ang 

dynasty, there were two prominent schools of poetry with 

different poetic styles. One was that of Han Yii (768-

824) and Meng Chiao (751-814), which was noted for its 

eccentricity of ideas and phraseology. The other one was 

that of Yiian Chen (779-831) and Po Chii-i 6®^ (772-846), 

which was known for its simple diction. ̂ Chang Chi (ca. 

766-830) was a major poet of the time who associated with 

both schools, yet retained his own uniqueness in his poetic 

compositions. Chang's poetic works included many yueh-fu 

titles with realistic themes, which displayed his profound 

thoughts and his crystalline and elegant style. In 

particular, he was versed in expressing intimate human 

concerns. By employing a simple yet refined poetic language, 

he created clear and objective sketches of the hardships of 

common people's lives in mid-T'ang society. Besides this, he 

also left many lucid and beautiful recent style poems in 

1 For a detailed study of these two poetic schools, see Hsu 
Tsung T'ano-shih t'i-p'ai lun (A Study of T'ang 
Poetic Styles and Schools) (Taipei: Wen-chin ch'u-pan-she, 
1994), 486-589. 
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which natural phenomena are strongly correlated with human 

emotions. Chang Chi enjoyed a wide reputation in his own 

lifetime, and he was frequently linked with Wang Chien 

(766-830), as two of the leading yiieh-fu poets in the mid-

T'ang era. 

For such an outstanddLng poet, however, biographical 

writings about Chang Chi within the two T'ang histories were 

far too negligent, and no historian attempted to verify 

historical evidences relating Chang's life and works. Thus, 

one can find little reliable information regarding Chang Chi 

in most general histories of Chinese literature.2 in the 

meantime, most Chinese scholars have been attracted to the 

lives and works of Han Yii and Po Chu-i because of their 

prominent political careers rather than their poetic 

achievements. 

Compared with the critical receptions of Han and Po' s 

works, the study of Chang Chi's poetry in modern China and 

Japan is still far behind what is needed. The only available 

monograph in the Chinese language about Chang's life and 

2 For example, Lu K'an-ju and Feng Yiian-chun 
Chung-kuo shih-shih (A History of Chinese Poetry) vol. 
2 (Hong Kong: Ku-wen shu-chu, 1968), 507-509; Liu Ta-chieh 

Chung-kuo wen-hsiieh fa-chan-shih (A 
Developmental History of Chinese Literature) (Rpt. Taipei: 
Hua-cheng shu-chu, 1979), 476-481. 
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works is Chang Chi ven-chiu (A Study of Chang Chi) by 

Chi Tso-liang published in 1986.3 Except for a few 

case, most critical essays in Chinese language have focused 

on Chang Chi's chronological biography, the social 

significance of his yiieh^fu poetry, and textual criticism of 

his works.* In Japan, Maruyama Shigeru 3^1 |il^ has written 

several articles on Chang Chi's yiieh-fu poetry, his 

3 Chi Tso-liang, Chang Chi ven-chiu. (Ho-fei: Huang-shan 
shu-she, 1986). This volume consists of a systematic 
analysis of Chang Chi's poetic works from the following five 
perspectives: (1) the historical context; (2) the poet's 
life; (3) his thoughts; (4) his poetry; (5) and his influeces 
on the later T'euig poets, particularly those of the Late 
T'ang and Sung dynasty. In the preface, the author divides 
the historical development of the study of Chang Chi's poetry 
into three stages: (1) the period of appraisal; (2) the 
period of analyses during the Sung and Ming-Ch'ing 
dynasties, most critics analyzed Chang's poetry from the 
perspectives of technique and content; (3) the period of 
inquiry since 1949 some scholars have been working on the 
textual investigation of Chang's chronological biography and 
literary compositions. 

* For example, Chang Kuo-kuang's study on Chang Chi's 
dates of birth and death, home district, early life, 
political career, the periodization of his poetry, and the 
editions of his poetry collection, see "T'ang yiieh-fu shih-
jen Chang Chi sheng-p'ing k'ao-cheng chien-lun Chang Chi shih 
te fen-ch'i," (On the 
Verification of T'ang Yiieh-fu Poet Chang Chi and the 
Periodization of His Poetry) Ch'iian-kuo T'ang-shih t'ao-lun-
hui lun-wen-hslian (Sian: Shansi jen-min 
chu-pan-she), 1984, 230-280; see also Chang Kuo-wei 
"Shih-lun Chang Chi shih te hsien-shih yi-i," 

(On the Realistic Significance of Chang Chi's Poetry) 
T'ang-shih ven-chiu lun-wen-chi (The Study of 
T'ang Poetry: A Collected Essays) vol. 2 (Peking: Jen-min 
wen-hsiieh ch'u-pan-she, 1959), 237-246. This essay is a good 
example of how a Marxist literary criticinterpreted a poem 
from the perspective of socialist realism. 



friendship with Po Chii-i, and Han Yii's evaluation on him.^ 

Other scholars in the field have scarcely touched upon Chemg 

Chi's career and poetic achievement. Chang Chi's poetry has 

been studied even less in the West, even in North America. 

Except for Chow Chuen-tang's thirty-year old dissertation 

entitled "Chang Chi the Poet," there are no articles or 

monographs availeible that discuss Chang Chi's life or works.® 

I believe Chinese and American scholcirs have not paid enough 

attention to the study of Chang Chi's poetry, in particular 

the thematic patterns and technical aspects of his oeuvre. 

Thus, I should like to call for a reappraisal of Chang Chi's 

life and works by translating and examining some one hundred 

of his poems in this dissertation. 

5 Maruyama Shigeru, "Cho Seki gafu ni o ke ru hen ho no 
myo," (^35(t3 (D (The Adroitness of the 
Construction of Chang Chi's Yiieh-fu Poems) Nihon Daigaku 
Jinbu Kagaku Kenkvuio Kenkvu kivo 23 (1980); 97-106; "Cho 

Seki to Haku Kyo-i no koyu," (The Friendship 
Between Chang Chi cuid Po Chii-i) Kanqaku Kenkvu 21 

(1984); 1-18; "Han Yu no Cho Seki hyoka ni tsu i te," <D 

3l^l¥iS (On Han Yii's Evaluation on Chang Chi) Kanqaku 
Kenlcvu 15 (1978); 17-32. 

® Chow Chuen-tang, "Chang Chi the Poet," Unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation. University of Washington, 1968. By affliating 
Chang with the two dominating schools of poetry in the mid-
T'ang era, Mr. Chow attempts to examine the literary 
associations between Chang and his contemporary poets, such 
as Han Yii, Po Chii-i, Wang Chien, and Chu Ch'ing-yii. Aside 
from the main task of this dissertation, the author also 
offers a substantial study of Chang's biography, and textual 
criticism concerning Chang's editions of poetry. 
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II. Chang Chi's Life 

This chapter will portray Chang Chi's life and 

experiences by using some of his verses and prose, together 

with other historical documents concerning the poet. I will 

also discuss the editions of Chang Chi's works. By 

describing Chang Chi's poetry and career in connection with 

his poetic circle, I wish to present to readers what the 

biographer Leon Edel has called a " vivid picture of the 

creating mind or personality."'' Moreover, such a biographical 

sketch may illustrate for us the quality of the poet's life 

and further enhance our understanding and evaluation of the 

poet's works within its literary and historical context. 

A. Biographical Sketches of Chang Chi in Traditional China 

The biographical sketches of Chang Chi appearing in 

history books and literary sources, more or less, are able to 

"reveal the individual within history, within an ethos and a 

social complex."® Though these biographical materials can 

provide us with a vehicle to understand the poet's life and 

See Leon Edel, Writing Lives; Principia Bioqraphica (Rpt. 
New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1984), 178. 

8 Ibid., 14. 
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times, somehow they are inherently limited and unreliable.' 

Official Chinese biographies were mainly designed for social 

fuctions and didactic purposes within a complex of 

interlocIdLng relationships. Such a social and commemorative 

biography seldom discloses an aspect of the personality, and 

thus merely shows us the character's curriculum vitae in his 

officialdom. 

In the following pages, I will use the works of the 

official and private biographers only as a rough outline to 

portray Chang Chi's life. Chcing Chi's biography appears in a 

chapter of the Chiu T'anq-shu (The Old History of the 

T'ang) which is appended to the biography of Han Yii (768-

824): 

He who was Chang Chi graduated under the Presented 
Scholar^i examination system in the middle of the Chen-
ytian (785-805) era. His disposition did not accord 

' Professor Marie Chan has rightly pointed out some of the 
difficulties in constructing the life of a poet based on 
Chinese biographical writings; see her monograph Kao Shih 
(Boston; Twayne Publishers, 1978), 18-20. 

10 For a study of aspects of traditional Chinese biography, 
see Denis Twitchett, "Problems of Chinese Biography," 
Confucian Personalities. ed. by Arthur F. Wright and Dennis 
Twitchett (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1962), 24-39. 

According to Charles 0. Hucker, this is "a degree or 
status often compared to the academic doctorate in the modern 
West, conferred on successful candidates in the highest-level 
regular civil service recruitment examinations, qualifying 
them for appointment to government office." See Hucker, A 
Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China (Rpt. Taipei: 
Southern Materials Center, Inc., 1988), 167. 
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with what was right. He could compose ancient style 
poetry and had striking sentences. His poetic 
compositions were circulated eimong his contemporaries. 
He was transferred to another post as the Supplicator 
at Court of In^erial Sacrifices 12 and then shifted to 
the Instructor in the Directorate of Education^^ eind 
Assistant in the Palace Library. He was famed among 
contemporaries for his poetry. Dukes and nobles like 
Pei Tu and Ling-hu ch'u, as well as the talents and 
celebrities such as Po Chli-i eind Yiian Chen, all 
associated with him. And Han Yii especially set high 
value on him. He was continuously conferred the 
Erudite of the National Universityis and vice Director 
of Bureau of Waterways and Irrigation. Later on, he 
was transferred to the Director of Bureau of Waterways 
and Irrigation 1"' and died. The world addressed him as 
the Waterways and Irrigation Chang. 

' mnm» 

^ - wmzm • " m 
m^m± ̂ m« 

The Hsin T'ana-shu (The New History of the 

T'ang) gives the account of Chang Chi's life and career as 

follows: 

12 Rank 9al, see Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles 
in Imperial China, 476-477. 

Normally ranked in the 7b-8a-8b range, see Hucker, 180. 

Rank 6bl (9bl?), see Hucker, 377. 

" Rank 6 and 7bl in T'ang, see Hucker, 389. 

Rank 6 bl in T'ang, see Hucker, 597. 

i"' Rank 5b in T'ang, see Hucker, 439. 

18 See Chiu T'ana-shu, compiled by Liu Hsii illB^ (887-946) 
et al., vol. 13 (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chu, 1975), 160.4204. 
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He who Chang Chi, cognomen Wen-ch'ang, was a native of 
Wu-chiang of Ho-chou. He received the Presented 
Scholar degree and became the Great Supplicator at 
Court of Imperial Sacrifices. After a consideraible 
period, he was transferred to be an Assistant in the 
Palace Library. Han Yu recommended him as an Erudite 
of the National University. He was periodically named 
vice Director of Bureau of Waterways and Irrigation and 
Director of Bureau of Receptions. All famous literati 
of the time associated with Chang Chi, and Han Yii 
regarded him as worthy and held him in high esteem. 
Chi's disposition was cautious and upright. He once 
reproached Han Yu for his fondness of gambling and 
getting eimusement from incongruous and baseless talk. 
Han Yii would like to defeat his opponents in debates. 
In rejecting Buddishism and Taoism, Han could not write 
a book such as what Meng K'e and Yang Hsiung handed 
down to posterity... .When Chi composed poetry, he 
excelled in yiieh-fu style and had many striking 
sentences. Chang Chi died while he served in the 
office of the Director of Studies in the Directorate of 
Education. 20 

^ mm±' - mmm 

^ 

In addition to these official accounts, there are 

two other standard sources for the biographies of T'ang 

literatures supplementing the brief descriptions of the 

dynasty's history. T'ang ts'ai-tzu chuan (The 

Biographies of the T'ang Talents), compiled in 1304 by Hsin 

Wen-fang (fl. 1300), tells us the exact date Chang 

Rank 5b in T'ang, see Hucker, 181. 

20 Rank 4b2 in T'ang, see Hucker, 459. This paragraph is 
taken from the Hsin T'anq-shu, compiled by Ou-yang Hsiu 
(1007-72) et al, vol. 17 (Peking; Chung-hua shu-chu, 1975), 
176.5266-5267. 
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received the Presented Scholar degree and how he befriended 

his conten^orary literati: 

Chi's cognomen was Wen-ch'ang and he was a native of 
Wu-chiang of Ho-chou. In the fifteenth year of the 
Chen-yiian era, he graduated at the placeurd of Feng 
Meng-shen. He was granted AssisteUit in the Palace 
Library, served as the Great Supplicator, and was 
appointed the Vice Director of the Waterways and 
Irrigation. When Chang Chi first arrived in Ch'ang-an, 
he went to visit Han Yii. Once they met, they felt they 
were old friends reuniting. They praised each other's 
reputation for talent and came to be on intimate terms 
with each other. Hem Yii highly recommended him as the 
Erudite in the Directorate of Education. However, his 
disposition was cautious and upright. He frequently 
blamed and criticized Han Yii, yet Han Yii did not dislike 
him. At that time, all famous scholars at court and out 
of office associated with him. For example, there were 
many exchanges of poems as presents in the works of Wang 
Chien, Chia Tao, Yii Hu, and Meng Chiao. The deep 
feelings reflected from their poetry were all of the 
thoughts of parting home thousands of li away. They 
travelled everywhere in search of official employment. 
They rode on emaciated horses and were escorted by their 
weak boy servants. They wore blue sleeves and black 
silk caps. Whenever they met unexpectedly amidst winds 
and dust (the cares and confusion of travel), they 
certainly would have devotedly shown their 
considerations to each other. They would have guzzled 
goblets and composed poems. Still more, they shared the 
same tastes and interests. Their voices in writings 
were similar and their characters were pretty much the 
same. In composing yueh-fu style poetry and ancient 
airs, Chang Chi and the Adjutant Wang simultaneously 
formed the controlling power and surpassed the world and 
stood alone. After Lo Po and Tu Fu, airy and elegant 
ways to write poetry had declined. Until the middle of 
the Yiian-ho era, Chang Chi's verses as well as Yiian 
Chen's and Po Chii-i's songs and poetry were the paragons 
within the seas (i.e. in China). Their poetry was 
called the "Yiian-ho style." The disease of poetic style 
of their times had been gradually cured. Chang Chi was 
unashamedly the solitary rock in a turbulent stream. Po 
Le-t'ien presented a poem to Chang and said: "Who is 
the Mr. Chang?/ He engaged in writings for thirty 
springs./ He was particularly versed in yiieh-fu 
lyrics, / In all the ages few were his equal." Chang Chi 
died while he served in the office of the Director of 
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Studies in the Directorate of Education. He had seven 
chiian of poetry collection to hand on from age to age.21 

» mm^ • 
m±u • o — 
mw •  m^bmrn -  ± "  " 

±wmm" miem ̂ ^ ^ 

• mmmm • •g'sy^^s • mnm:^' 
ff' mmm. nmm • 

• u mmm <> 
^• mjum^ - stc ̂ e 

' mz 'ytmrnj ' ' fiEl^Sfcf^5g^ 

nm" J " 

T'anq-shih chi-shih (The Record of Events in 

T'ang Poetry) by Chi Yu-kung (fl. 1121) of the Sung 

dynasty, contains a section on Chang Chi which merely 

reiterates what the New History of the T'ang said about 

Chang's cognomen, place of birth, and official posts.22 chi 

Yu-Jcung's account of Chang's life adds little that is new to 

the reader. One would not expect to obtain more biographical 

information, if one knows that Chi's main purpose of 

compiling such a book was to record T'ang poems and relate 

them to the certain events and authors. 

21 See Wu Ju-yii annotated, "Chang Chi" in T'ang 
Ts' ai-tzu chuan chiao-chien ed. by Fu Hsuan-tsung 

vol. 2 (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chu, 1989), 5.552-572. 

22 See Chi Yu-kung, T'ang-shih chi-shih Chiao-chien 
annotated by Wang Chung-yung vol. 1 

(Chengtu: Pa-shu shu-she, 1989), 34.933-939. 
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B. Chang Chi's Native Place euid Date of Birth and Death 

Because Chang Chi came from a declining gentiry family, 

one can not trace his lineage. A brief biography of Chang 

Chi in the Chiu T'anq-shu did not mention Chang's cognomen or 

place of origin. What the Hsin T'anq-shu said cd)out Chang's 

style name and native place basically follows Chang Chi's 

(933-996) preface to Chang Ssu-veh chi (A Collection 

of the Director of Studies, Chang), which appeared in Ssu-pu 

ts'unq-k' an E9pi5^fll (A Collection Edition of the Four 

Categories). 23 Remarkably, whenever there are biographies of 

T'ang poets in the two T'ang Histories, Hsin Wen-feng always 

excerpts from the New T'ang History. The New T'anq History's 

theory that Chang was a native of Wu-chiang of Ho-chou 

(modern Anhwei influences the posterity 

greatly. All of the authors of Hslian-ho shu-p'u (The 

Calligraphic Record Book of Hsiian-ho Reign), T'ang-shih chi-

shih, and Shu-shih hui-vao (A History of Chinese 

Calligraphy) shared the same opinion with Ou-yang Hsiu et. 

al. in this respect.24 

However, Han Yu addressed Chang Chi as a native of Wu-

23 See Chang Ssu-veh chi in Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an edition (Rpt. 
Shanghai: Shang-wu yin-shu-kuan, 1919-36), la. 

24 See Hslian-ho shu-p'u in Hsueh-chin t'ao-vuan 
edition (Rpt. Taipei: I-wen yin-shu-kuan, 1967), 9.Bab; T'ao 
Tsung-i (1316-1403), Shu-shih hui-vao vol. 2 (Rpt. 
Shanghai: Ku-chi shu-tien, 1979), 5.13b. 
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chiin in his essay "Postface to the Biography of the Vice 

Censor-in-Chief Chang."25 Chang Chi also implied 

that Wu-chiin was his native place in the poems "Traveling 

Thoughts at Chi-pei" (iijikSSS) and "Seeing Off Lu Ch'ang" 

Both Wang An-shih (1021-1086) and T'ang Chung 

#4^ of the late Sung also believed that Chang Chi's place of 

birth was Wu-chiin of Soochow (modem Soochow city in 

Chiangsu Now most scholars would agree that Chang 

was a native of Wu-chiin of Soochow and lived in Wu-chiang of 

Ho-chou. 

Although a general account of Chang Chi's life can be 

established from these translated biographical sketches of 

the poet, none of the materials discussed above provides the 

exact date of Chang's birth and death. There is a 

disagreement about the times when Chang Chi was born and 

died. In his T'ano-shih Ta-hsi Wen I-to 

claims Chang's date of birth to be 768.27 lo Lien-t'ien 

Yu Kuo-en and Chang Kuo-kuang place his 

25 See Han Ch'anq-li wen ch'iicin-chi vol. 1 
(Taipei: Kuang-wen shu-chu, 1973), 5.8a. 

26 Wang An-shih, "T'i Chang Ssu-yeh shih," 
(Inscribe the Poems Made by the Director of Studies Chang) in 
Wang Lin-ch'uan ch'uan-chi (The Collected Works of 
Wang Lin-ch'uan) (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chu, 1964), 31. 341; 
T'ang Chung, "Chang Ssu-yeh chi pa," in Chang Ssu-veh 
chi, 8.56. 

27 See Wen I-t'ou ch'iian-chi Hvol. 4 (Shanghai; 
K'ai-min shu-tien, 1967), 331. 
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birth at 7 6 6 . 28 other scholcirs put it between 765 and 767. 

Nevertheless, Po Chu-i addressed in "A Letter to Yiian the 

Ninth" (HtcA#): "Chang Chi, at the age of fifty, did not 

remove from the Great Supplicator. "29 This letter was written 

in the twelfth month of the tenth year of the Yuan-ho period 

(815), when Po still served as an Adjutant in Chiang-chou. 

If we calculate from 766 to 815, it was about the same year 

that Po addressed Chang's age. 

As for Chang's date of death, both Lo Lien-t'ien and 

Chang Kuo-kuang place it at 830. According to the Buddhist 

monk Wu K'o's elegy, Chang Chi died from a degenerative 

illness in a wilderness of the Ch'ang-an suburb area and 

could not realize his dream of returning to his home town for 

retirement.30 chang probably died around the third or fourth 

year of the Ta-ho regin (829 or 830). Based on the cited 

28 Lo Lien-t'ien, "Chang Chi nien-p'u" , Ta-lu tsa-
chih ;^^^IS25.4 (August 31, 1962), 14-19. This article has 
been revised cuid reprinted in the author's book entitled 
T'anq-tai shih-wen liu-chia nien-p'u which was 
published in 1986. It provides very detailed information 
about Chang Chi's life, drawn from traditional Chinese 
historiographical and literary materials; see also Yu Kuo-en, 
Chunq-kuo wen-hsiieh shih vol. 2 (Peking: Jen-min 
wen-hsiieh ch'u-pan-she, 1979), 133 and Chang Kuo-kuang, 
"T'ang yueh-fu shih-jen Chang Chi sheng-p'ing k'ao-cheng," 
231. 

29 See Po Chii-i ch'vian-chi (The Complete Works 
of Po Chii-i) annotated and edited by Ku Hsiieh-chieh 
vol. 3 (Peking; Chung-hua shu-chii, 1979), 45-964. 

30 See "K'u Chang Chi Ssu-yeh"55?i^^il (Lament for Chang 
Chi, the Director of Studies) in Ch'iian T'anq-shih. chuan 
814. 
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documents, I follow Lo Lien-t'ien and Chang Kuo-kuang's 

assuo^tion that Chang Chi was born in 766 and died in 830. 

C. A Biographical Sketch of Chang Chi 

As one Chinese scholar has pointed out, it has been 

very difficult to con^ile Chang Chi's chronological biography 

due to the limited biographical data.^i Chang Chi did not 

hold high and important positions in his political career and 

thus left us few details of his life in the two T'ang 

Histories. Given the constraints of historical sources, I 

will attempt to draw materials from Chang's poetic writings 

and poems exchanged by his friends to portray the poet's 

life. 32 

So far we do not know anything about Chang Chi's 

childhood. Before Chang Chi passed the Presented Scholar 

examination, he wandered for ten years. Roaming almost 

See Pien Hsiao-hsuan "Chang Chi chien-p'u," 
(A Brief Chronological Biography of Chang Chi) An-hui 

shih-hsiieh t'unQ-hsiin 4-5 (1959): 74. By using 
the extant historiographical and litereiry materials, this 
chronological biography is the first attempt of a kind to 
provide a year-by-year account of Chang Chi's life. 

32 This biographical sketch is based on the chronological 
biographies written by several Chinese scholars such as Pien 
Hsiao-hsiian, Lo Lien-t'en, Chang Kuo-kuang, Pan Ching-han, 
and Kuo Wen-kao. 
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everywhere in northern China Proper, the young Chang Chi had 

already been schooled through adversity. Laboriously, he 

molded his poetic career during this period. In 785, Chang 

Chi met Wang Chien in Hsing-chou (in modern Hopei 

Province), where they spent the next ten years as classmates. 

Later, both composed numerous poems reminiscent of their time 

at Hsing-chou: 

To Viang Chien When Encountering Him 

We were of the same age and now both had a newly grown 
mustache. 

At Magpie Hill and Chang River I had a long time been with 
you. 

In the morning we attended the class on I-ching together with 
(today's) Governor; 

In the evening we gathered in a scholar's garden and composed 
poetry. 

Whenever we had made a line we asked for each other's 
opinion. 

If we were at leisure we discussed it until exhausted. 
Now more than thirty years have passed. 
When talking about the past it seems to us but a matter of 

yesterday 133 

Seeing off Chang Chi to Return to the East of Yangtze River 

In the past we studied together. 
Dressed in green and serving beside our teacher. 
Staying home or going out we always followed each other. 

33 English translation is done by Chow Chuen-tang, "Chang 
Chi the Poet," 129. 
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Just as a coattail always follows its coat.^* 

From the above two poems, one can assume that Chang Chi and 

Wang Chien began composing poetry and worked closely together 

during their school days. Both of them came from poor 

families and held minor official posts throughout their 

lives. They frequently traveled around the countryside, 

where they clearly saw the peasants' difficulties. In a 

limpid poetic language, they expressed their deep sympathy 

towards the suffering of the common people. Thus, in their 

earliest stages of writing, these two young poets might have 

had the same ideals or style in poetry, 

34 Wang Chien, Wang Chien shih-chi (Rpt. Peking: 
Chung-hua shu-chii, 1959), 4.28. English translation is done 
by Chow Chuen-tang, "Chang Chi the Poet," 131. 

35 Li, I-fei^—fH, "Chang Chi Wang Chien chiao-yu k'ao-
shu," (An Account of Texual Research on Chang 
Chi and Wang Chien's Association) Wen-hsiieh i-ch'an 2 
(1993): 54-63. In this essay, Mr. Li attempts to verify the 
friendship between Chang Chi and Wang Chien through their 
poems and the relevant works written by their contemporaries. 
The author tries to trace the early life of these two poets 
and discover where they studied together. By examining 
Chang and Wang's association at different stages, the author 
intends to clarify their common characteristics of poetic 
writings and provide cin assistance in understanding of their 
political careers. For a study of Chang Chi and Wang Chien's 
relationship in their earlier lives and their practices in 
writing yiieh-fu poetry, see also Chow Chuen, "Chang Chi the 
Poet," 128-155. 
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In 794, Chang Chi ended his wsmdering. After he parted 

from Wang Chien, he went to Ch'ang-an in search of 

officialdom. Because he did not have any recommendation from 

the powerful nobles, he was not at all pleased with his 

career. At the beginning of 796, Chang Chi stayed at his 

home in Ho-chou. Not long after, the new graduate of the 

Presented Scholar Meng Chiao, passed through Ho-chou and 

stopped to visit Chang. Later, Meng and Chang travelled 

together to the Peach Blossoms Stockade (^^^1), where they 

filled up wine cups and made merry when Meng left Ho-chou. 

In the autumn of that year, Chang Chi composed a poem to 

express his appreciation for Meng's visit. 

While visiting Han Yti, Meng Chiao recommended Chang Chi 

to Han in the next year. Later in 797, Chang went to Pien-

chou to study prose with Han and resided in the west of 

the city. In the autumn of 798, Han Yu promoted Chang Chi as 

the highest graduate of the provincial examination in Pien-

chou. Shortly after he obtained the provincial degree, Chang 

went to the capital to attend the palace examination. Later 

on, Chang Chi wrote two letters to Han Yii, which combined 

high praise with some very sharp criticism, concerning the 

latter's moral stature: 

Your discussions and writings are not false to the 
standards of the ancients, but sometimes your conduct 
does not accord with traditional standards, and of this 
I cannot approve. I hope you will give up your taste 
for gambling and renounce idle talk. Make wide 
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contacts with the gentlemen of the empire and continue 
the writings of Mencius and Yeing Hsiung. Refute the 
doctrines of Yang Chu cuid Mo Ti, of the Buddha and Lao 
Tzu, and restore the Way of the Sages to the T'ang. Is 
this not a worthy goal?^^ 

- mmnzm - ^ t± -
m^=?- ̂ mzm - mmxzm. • 

A gentlemen in all his speech and all his actions never 
departs far from principle. I have never heard that he 
gets any amusement from incongruous, baseless talk. 
But whenever you heeir this kind of talk you clap your 
hands and laugh aloud. This disturbs the vital breath 
and equilibrium. If not brought under control, where 
might it not lead? If you maintain that inside, you 
have not lost control, but merely make a show of 
enjoyment for the sake of onlookers, this is to make 
sport of them and to treat them as playthings. It is 
no way to demonstrate proper conduct. 

36 See Chang Chi's "Yii Han Yii shu," Chang Ssu-veh 
Chi in Ssu-ku T'anq-1en wen-chi ts'unq-k'an 

(Rpt. Shanghai: Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she, 1993), 
8.2b-3a. English translation is taken from James R. 
Hightower, "Han Yii as Humorist," Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies 44.1 (June 1984): 6. 

" See Chang Chi's "Ch'ung yii Han T'ui-chih shu," 
(Second Letter to Han Yii) Chang Ssu-veh chi in 

Ssu-k'u T'ang-ien wen-chi ts'unq-k'an, 8.5a. English 
translation is also taken from James R. Hightower, "Han Yii as 
Humorist," 8. For a more detail discussion of Chang's two 
letters to Han and the latter's rejoinders, see Lo Lien-
t'ienP#^, "Chang Chi shang Han Ch'ang-li shu te chi-ko wen-
t'i," (Several Isues of the Letters to 
Han Yii by Chang Chi) T'anq-tai wen-hsueh lun-chi 
(The Selected Essays on T'ang Dynasty Literature) vol. 2 
(Taipei: Hsiieh-sheng shu-chli, 1989), 453-496. Together with 
complete English translations. Chow Chuen-tang has also 
provided a meticulous study on the issues of these two 
letters and their rejoinders, see "Chang Chi the Poet," 67-
84. For a study of the technical aspect of Chang Chi's 
prose, see Lii Wu-chih "Chang Chi san-wen li-ts'e," 
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There are several aims in Chemg Chi's two letters to Han Yu: 

(1) to urge Han to reject Buddhism and Taoism euid elucidate 

the way of the sages through writings; (2) to abandon 

incongruous, baseless talk (referring to T'ang Ch'uan-ch'i or 

tales of the marvellous); (3) to give up gcunbling; and (4) to 

make more allowance for the weakness of others in argument. 

Of these four points, Han Yii confessed his faults in regard 

to the last two and promised Chang he would improve himself 

by abandoning gambling and being more tolerant in discussion. 

Han Yu thought that he already made great effort to fight 

against Buddhism and Taoism and elucidated the way of the 

ancient sages through oral discussions. In his rejoinders, 

thus, Han told Chang that he would write books to restore the 

way of sages only late in his life. He believed that the 

task of elucidating the way of the sages through writings 

required experiences and wisdom. 

As for the indulgence in incongruous and baseless talk, 

Han Yu defended that it was simply a way to amuse himself. 

There was no big difference in drinking wine and reading 

(A Humble Measure of Chang Chi's Prose) Kuo-wen 
hsvieh-pao (June 1992): 167-184. 
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these tales. Judging from the viewpoint of literary history, 

no doubt Han Yu was much more open-minded than Chang in 

accepting a new literary genre. That is why Han also left us 

some interesting and well-written tales in literary Chinese. 

From these two letters, one knows that Chang was an upright 

and decent person who also entinisted himself with a weighty 

mission of restoring Confucianism. Though Han was two years 

younger than Chang and a chief examiner who promoted Chang as 

the highest rank in the provincial examination, he regarded 

Chang as one of his closest friends and did not regard these 

two letters as offensive. In fact, Han followed Chang's 

advice to write books attacking Buhhdism and Taoism in an 

atten^t to restore the way of the sages. 

The year 799 saw Chang Chi pass the Palace Examination 

and become a Presented Scholar graduate. Although Chang 

obtained his degree, he had to wait several yeeirs for his 

first appointment. At the age of thirty-five, Chang Chi was 

in mourning in Ho-chou. During Chang's mourning period, Han 

Yu wrote a letter to Meng Chiao, asking Meng to pay a visit 

to Chang while the latter was experiencing his family crisis. 

From 802 to 805, Chang served as a Private Secretariat for 

the Military Commisioner. In the first month of 805, the 

En^eror Te of T'ang (reigned 779-805) died and the 

Emperor Shun (reigned 28 Feb.- 4 Sep. 805) ascended the 

throne. The Emperor Shun could not speak due to a minor 

stroke, and the Wang Shu-wen (d. 806) faction formed 
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cliques to manipulate court politics. In the eighth month of 

805, Prince Li Ch'un began the reign of Yung-chen 

(805-806) and became the Emperor Hsien (reigned 805-820). 

All of the Wang Shu-wen faction was banished to remote areas. 

At that time, Chang Chi probably still resided in his office 

in a military encampment. Late in 805, the recalcitrant 

warlord Li Shi-ku invited Chang to work for him, Chang 

composed the "Song of a Chaste Wife" (fP^fBr) to reject the 

offer. 

After he finished three years of mourning and served as 

a Private Secretariat for the Military Commissioner, Chang 

Chi was given the minor post of Great Supplicator at Court of 

Imperial Sacrifices in 806. However, Chang was not 

transferred to another post for the next ten years. Later 

on, Meng Chiao Ccune to Ch'ang-an and Han Yvi was summoned back 

to the capital for the new post of Erudite of the National 

University. At that time, Chang Chi, Han Yu, Meng Chiao, and 

Chang Ch'e MM composed a linked-verse poem in Ch'ang-an. 

Owing to his personal difficulty and poor health, Chang 

started the lines in this poem: "When a parting was said to 

be forever,/ Then coming together again becomes even more 

serious." ° )^® 

38 For an excellent study of this linked-verse poem, see 
David Pollack, "Linked-Verse Poetry in China: A Study of 
Associative Linking in 'lien-chu* Poetry with Emphasis on the 
Poems of Han Yii and His Circle," Unpublished Ph. D. 
dissertation. University of California, Berkeley, 1976, 206-
216. 
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Chang Chi was earnest in study. Since youth he was well 

read in Chinese classics and histories and devoted himself to 

writing poetry. Anecdote has it that he visited a Buddhist 

monk to discuss poetic creativity: 

In the middle of the Yiian-ho era, there was an 
anonymous Buddhist monk in Ch'ang-an who was versed in 
diagnosing other people's poetic con^ositions. The 
monk was particularily good at apprehending the 
affinities of meaning of a phrase between different 
poems. The Waterways and Irrigation Chang was quite 
angered about this and he urgently groped in the dark 
for stanzas. Thus, he wrote the lines that follows: "I 
was always present in places of seeing off someone 
else,/ To recall to mind the time when I departed ny 
home." He went directly to the monastery to boast and 
said: "These two lines should not be identical with the 
meaning of a phrase written by predecessors." The monk 
smiled and said: "These two lines were said by 
someone." Chi said: "Who else in the past?" The monk 
then recited the lines: "Whenever I saw someone's peach 
and plum trees,/ I thought of the spring in my backyard 
garden." Chi thus clapped his palms and laughed 
loudly. 39 

' mmmm » ^ - 7bB 
: i. imms: "ittWAHTiS ° °. mmmm 

Although he passed the chinshih examination and held a 

variety of government positions, Chang Chi knew extreme 

poveirty for the greater part of his life. It is possible 

that his personal knowledge of poverty and deprivation made 

39 See Wang Ting-pao (870?-954), T'ang Chih-ven 
(Picked-up Words of T'ang) (Rpt. Shanghai: Ku-chi ch'u-

pan-she, 1978), 13.148. 
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it easy for him to identify and empathize with the common 

people. He not only lived within the same tragic conditions 

of the workjLng masses but was able to produce poems which 

reflected that reality. 

In 809, Cheing Chi's father-in-law eind others were 

ordered to make investigations into a case of embezzlement 

and other unlawful accounts charged against the Metropolitan 

Governor Yang P'ing (fl. 809). In the seventh month of 

809, Chang con^osed a yueh-fu poem "A Ballad of a Sad Song" 

to describe Yang P'ing's banishment. Late in 809, Po 

Chu-i composed fifty new y'lieh-fu poems probably under Chang 

Chi's influence when he was thirty-eight years old. 

In 811, Chang Chi still served as the Great Supplicator 

in Ch'ang-an and suffered from poverty and failing eyesight. 

Han Yu thus wrote a letter to Li Sun who was 

Surveillance Commissioner in eastern Che-Chiang, hoping that 

Li will promote Chang. In 812, Chang Chi was living in Yen-

k'ang quarter behind the Hsi-ming Temple. In the 

autumn, Chia Tao (779-843) moved to Ch'ang-an and resided 

in a quarter next to Chang's. Chia Tao composed a poem 

entitled "The Song of Yen-k'ang" to praise Chang's 

personality and poetic achievement. 

In the summer of 814, Chang Chi began suffering from his 

failing eyesight. He probably developed cataracts, which is 

a disorder due to asthenia of the liver and kidney or attack 

of "wind-heat evil" in the liver channel to the eye. In the 
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eighth month of 814, Meng Chiao died and was buried in the 

east of Lo-yang. Han Yii wrote an epitaph for him, and Chang 

Chi suggested that Han should confer to Meng the 

posthumous title: Mr. Chen-yao (Upright and 

Illuminate). Han Yii took the advice."^ 

Later in 814, Po Chii-i con^osed a poem in praise of 

Chang's devotion to literay writings and his great 

achievement in yiieh-fu poetry; "He is particularily versed in 

yiieh-fu poetry,/ In all the ages no one excels him." 

In 815, Chang Chi still served as 

the Great Supplicator at Court of Imperial Sacrifices. Po 

Chu-i thus wrote the following two lines: "Alone, there is a 

Great Supplicator who chants poems/ For ten years he has not 

changed his old official title. "^2 

mnm" > 

In 816 or earlier, Chang Chi served as the Instructor of 

Institute for the Extension of Literary Arts, one of the 

advanced schools maintained by the Directorate of Education. 

Chang was supposed to train the Sons of the States (@^) to 

take the civil seirvice exeunination. Later on, he recovered a 

40 See Han Ch'ana-li wen-chi, vol. 2, 8.16. 

41 See "Tu Chang Chi ku yiieh-fu," (Reading Chang 
Chi's Old Yiieh-fu Poems) in Po Chii-i ch'uan-chi, vol. 1, 1.2. 

42 See "Chang Shih-pa," M+A (Chang Chi the Eighteenth) 
in Po Chii-i ch'lian-chi. vol. 1, 15.302. 
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little bit from his near-blindness and escorted Han Yu to 

travel around the south side of Ch'ang-an city."^3 

Chang Chi sought medicines for himself, seeking help for 

his strained and failing eyes. He was always short of money, 

and always reliant on help to pay for eye treatment. He once 

wrote: "In Ch'ang-an I am often ill and short of funds, but 

the doctors in the pharmacies demand exorbitant sums" 

In 817, the Prefect of K'ai-chou 

Wei Ch'u-hou mmm (773-828) sent Chang Semen plantaginis to 

help his failing eyes. Thus, Chang composed the following 

poem to express his gratitude: 

Answering Wei K'ai-chou for Sending me Semen Plantaginis 

Seeds of the plantain from K'ai-chou on the Double Fifth day. 

All who used it to make medicine said it had magic. 

I am asheimed that the commissioner pitied my failing 

eyesight. 

From over three thousand li away, you sent it to an idler. 

Chang Chi might have recovered his sight, yet he still 

suffered from trouble with his eyes. In the following poem, 

^3 See Arthur Waley, The Life and Times of Po Chli-i, 772-
846 A.D. (New York: The Mamillan Con^any, 1949), 143. 
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once again Chang describes his eyesight as blurred when he 

looked at the flowers in Han Yu's backyard: 

Suffering from Failing Eyesight 

For three years I have suffered from failing eyesight, this 

year I escape from it; 

I am separated and unfamilar with scenes a little bit more. 

Yesterday, in the backyard garden of the Han residence. 

When I looked at the flowers, they still looked blurred. 

Yet even with the visual impairment, which may have 

included periods of blindness, he managed to be a celebrated 

calligrapher. A fourteenth-century historian notes that he 

was especially good at the cursive and the "grass" styles of 

calligraphy: 

His disposition was cautious and upright. He would 
like to defeat his opponents in debates. In composing 
poetry, he excelled in yiieh-fu style. He was also 
versed in calligraphy and pen. The cursive and the 
grass styles were the best of his calligraphy. 
Wherever their classical elegemce and revolving power 
lied, they should be as good as his literary 
compositions. He did not necessarily obtain reputation 
from calligraphy.^^ 

44 See T'ao Tsung-i (1316-1403), Shu-shih hui-vao Si 
(A History of Chinese Calligraphy) vol. 2 (Rpt. Shanghai; 

Ku-chi shu-tien, 1979), 5.13b. Cf. Hsiian-ho shu-p'u. 9.3ab. 
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In the fourth month of 819, P'ei Tu HJ^ (765-839) was 

removed from his office and sent as a provincial governor in 

Shanhsi. Chang Chi composed a poem on the occasion of seeing 

P'ei off to T'ai-yiian. In early 820, Chang was appointed 

AssisteUit in the Palace Library. In 821, Han Yii recommended 

Chang to be an Erudite of the Directorate of Education. 

Later on, P'ei Tu sent a horse to Chang from Shanhsi, and 

Chang composed a poem to express his gratitude. Not long 

afterwards, the Princess T'ai-ho who was the Emperor 

Mu of T'ang's (reigned 820-824) sister, married a Turfan 

to make terms of peace in the seventh month of that year. 

Knowing that the Princess probably would never come back to 

her homeland, Chang Chi wrote these two lines: "Gazing 

southwadrd from the wool city, there is no day to return;/ In 

vain, she sees tumbleweed in sands and water-willows in 

spring." ° ) 

In the spring of 822, Chang Chi was appointed the Vice 

Director of Bureau of Waterways and Irrigation. According to 

the "Treatises of Official Titles" in the Old T'anq 

History. a regular appointee was responsible to assist the 

Bureau Director for "the construction of fords, boats, 

bridges, dikes, dams, irrigation canals, grain mills, etc., 
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and for supervision of state grain transportation by water." 

Both Po Chii-i and Chu Ch'ing-yu composed poems to 

congratulate Chang on his promotion. Later in that autumn, 

Chang was commissioned to go on a round of inspection of 

irrigation canals and state grain transportation by water in 

Shcuisi Province."^6 Not long afterwards, Chang went to Ling-

chiang ford and wrote a fine poem to express his 

homesickness: 

Staying overnight at the Lin-chiang Post-station 
m^xLm 

In the south of a post-station by Yangtze River, there is a 

ford. 

The night is deep, the travelers are few. 

The moon is bright, I see the tides rising; 

The river is smooth, I feel the seagull flying. 

Traveling lodges are now far, far away. 

This journey is not finished yet. 

Leaving home for long, I don't have a letter; 

Again, I hear pounding of the winter clothes. 

« See Hsin T'anq-shi, 46.1202. 

46 See Kuo Wen-kao "Chang Chi sheng-p'ing erh-san-
shih k'ao-pien," (The Verification of Several 
Incidents in Cheuig Chi's Life) T'anq-tai wen-hsueh ven-chiu 

vol. 1 (Shanhsi: Jen-min ch'u-pan-she, 1988), 296-
309. This study offers a textual criticism of Chang Chi's 
political ceureer such as the exact dates of his appointments 
as envoy and various official posts. 
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During this period of being an envoy, Chang Chi probably-

had to travel around country. In one of his long journey 

into the night, Chang once arrived at a fisherman's house 

located in the estuary where he sought lodging: 

Evening Arrival at the Fisherman 's House 

The fisherman's house lies in the river's mouth, 

Tide water laps the brushwood gate. 

The traveller wants to spend the night. 

The owner has not returned yet. 

The bamboo thick, the village path remote; 

Moon emerging, the fishing boats are few. 

Far off I see someone search for the sandy shore, 

Spring wind blows his grass coat. 

0 - ±xm^m ° 

In the summer of 824, Chang Chi resigned from the office 

of the Waterways and Irrigation. Han Yii invited Chang to 

come to his villa in the south of Ch'ang-an city, in order 

to seek a cure for an illness. They spent two months 

together traveling throughout the area and composed poems on 

the South Creek. Two months after his resignation, Chang 
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received an inperial appointment as the Director of Bureau of 

Receptions. In the second day of the twelfth month, Han Yii 

died in Ching-an Quarter and Chang Chi escorted his 

death-bed. 

Chang Chi had lived in Ho-chou for a little while, a 

place where he could still visualize the beautiful scenary 

years later. In the spring of 825, Chang Chi composed a poem 

and sent to Liu Yii-hsi (772-842) in Ho-chou. Half a 

year later, Liu Yvi-hsi told us in his answering poem to Chang 

that it was already autumn when he received the poem. Chang's 

late-coming verse describes a kind of poetic feeling 

experienced by the two understanding friends who missed each 

other while facing imaginary or actual vistas: 

Sent to the Commisioner Liu in Ho~chou 

It has been long since we parted, and you still served as a 

prefect; 

At leisure, you pour wine from the bottle toward the spring 

winds; 

Seeing off the guest, you specially cross over the dike in 

the sand. 

Looking at the flowers, you often ascend to the pavilion in 

the center of the lake; 

When the dawn comes, river' s mists blend with city, it' s 

white; 
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After the rains, mountain light is full of outer city wall, 

it's blue. 

At this moment, your poetic feelings should be more far-off; 

In drunkenness, who else would listen to your high chanting? 

Chang Chi was out of the common among the many of Han 

Yu's disciples. Chang was greatly appreicated by Han and he 

knew the latter very well. In the third month of 825, Chcing 

wrote a five-word verse to commemorate Han Yii, in which he 

commented on Han's virtue, compositions, erudition, and 

public management. In the following lines, he mentioned his 

neglected poetic career of the early stage: 

I was wandering cunong the rivers and lakes. 

And I alone regarded the Tao as my responsibility. 

I learned how to write poetry and composed various styles; 

Gradually, these poems were overflawed the book pouch. 

Yet, there were few peope who knew me, 

I was in darkness, like walking amidst the fog. 

Late in his life, Chang Chi was not only famous in the 

mid-T'ang poetic circle, he also zealously encouraged young 
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men to study and recommended candidates for the Presented 

Scholars. For example, Chu Ch'ing-yii (b. 791) passed 

his Presented Scholar examination because of Chang Chi's 

recommendation. 

During the T'ang dynasty, there was an interesting 

practice called the position-seeking competition. Many 

degree examinees would make "poetry calls" and gain 

admittance to the offices or residences of powerful political 

personages. in order to get recommendations from their 

patrons, the examinees would submit several letters to 

influential figures before they took examinations. Owing to 

the force or beauty of their compositions, candidates might 

obtain support from powerful people. Then these influential 

men at court would reconunend those scholars they had chosen 

to the chief-examiner. The following anecdote from Ch'uan-

T'ang shih-hua (Complete Poetic Anecdotes of the 

T'ang) is a case in point.-̂ 8 in 826, Chu Ch'ing-yii composed a 

beautiful poem to his patron Chang Chi before the chxn-shih 

examination. This poem immediately became famous because of 

its adept use of metaphors: 

For a study of making "poetry calls" in T'ang China, see 
Victor H. Mair, "Scroll Presentation in the T'ang Dynasty," 
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 38.1 (June 1978): 35-60. 

See Yu Mao 'XM (1127-94), Criiian-T'ang shih-hua in Ho Wen-
huan ed., Li-tai shih-hua (Remarks on Poetry 
Throught the Ages) (Rpt. Taipei: I-wen yin-shu-kuan, 1959), 
3.34ab. 
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Last night in the nuptial chamber when the red candle had 
burned out, 

I waited for the morning meeting with his parents in front 
of the hall. 

After finishing my makeup, I asked my new husband in a low 
voice: 

"Have I pencilled my eyebrows too light? too dark? Do I look 
fashionable? 

If one merely investigates this poem in light of the boudoir 

tradition, one observes a vivid description of an 

affectionate couple who were newly-wed, especially of a 

bashful bride. However, once we take a closer look, we are 

able to discover the deeper meaning of the poem through the 

hint of its title: "Chin shih shang Chang Shui-pu" 

(Presented at the Time of a Recent Examination to Mr. Chang 

of the Waterways and Irrigation). To this poem, Chang Chi 

answered with the following stanzas, using the same style and 

the same elaborated metaphors: 

The fresh adornment of the maiden from Yueh comes from the 
heart of the mirror, 

Self-conscious of her bright beauty, she fusses and frets all 
the more; 

All the fine silks of Chi do not match the high esteem men 
hold her in. 

English translation done by Victor Mair, "Scroll 
Presentation," 56. 
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One water-caltrop tune of hers is worth ten thousand pieces 
of gold.50 

Chu Ch'ing-yii received understanding support from Chang Chi. 

Chang asked Chu for his works from all periods and selected 

twenty-six pieces to show to the officials at court. Because 

his contemporcuries respected Chang, they copied and 

circulated Chu's poem. As a result, Chu passed the 

examination. Not only did Chu rely on Chang's 

recommendation, but he also was greatly influenced by Chang 

in his poetry writing. 

In the spring of 827, Chang Chi was still serving as the 

Director of Bureau of Receptions and was in charge of the 

Branch Office in the eastern capital Lo-yang. Later, Chang 

composed a poem "Autumn Thoughts" (^,H) to describe his 

homesickness: 

Inside Lo-yang city, I saw the autumn winds; 

I wanted to write a letter home, yet my thoughts were 

millionfold. 

In my haste, I worried that I had not expressed enough; 

The messenger was about to leave and I opened the seal again. 

English translation done by Victor Mair, "Scroll 
Presentation," 56. 
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Shortly afterwards, Liu Yii-hsi came to replace him and 

Chang Chi was transferred as the Director of Studies in the 

National University. This was the highest official post ever 

to be bestowed upon Chang in his political career. Although 

Chang had been through roughly nine official posts from 815 

to 830, all the official posts he had obtained were 

unchallenging and unimportant ones. During the period, Chang 

made a better material life, yet he still suffered from poor 

health. He became more and more indifferent to his 

promotions in officialdom. 

By the year 829, Chang Chi still served as the Director 

of Studies, which was the highest official position in charge 

of school administration in the T'ang dynasty. Earlier in 

the spring of 829, Po Chii-i applied for "sick leave" and 

returned to Lo-yang. In T'ang times, it was a recognized way 

of resigning from a post. Although an official could still 

get full pay during the period, he would automatically lose 

his job if he did not go back to work by the end of the one 

hundred day sick-leave. On this occasion, Chang Chi wrote a 

poem to Po Chu-i mentioning the idea of quitting his job: 

"The old man also planned to resign from office, / Then I 

would be a guest on the pond in your residence." 

° ) Together with P'ei Tu and Liu Yii-
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hsi, Chang made a farevrell banquet for Po at the Hsing-hua 

pavilion On this occasion, Chang composed a poem 

entitled "On Flowers" to express his carpe diem 

sentiment, in an unusual poetic form ranging from one word to 

seven words: 

The flowers. 

The flowers. 

They have fallen earlier. 

They have bloomed lavishly. 

They face the wine drinkers, 

They stimulate the poet family. 

They can bring back roaming horsemen. 

They often stop the traveling carriages. 

Graceful, graceful, when the mild winds blow; 

Lush, Lush, when the beautiful sun slants off. 

And I wish we could stay in this delighted moment, 

I merely worry about us wasting our time in vain. 

Next year, I know it's not too far from the time when the 

flowers will be plucked; 

When encountering this, who else can furthermore lament and 

sigh? 

m ° ° ' mmm ° » 
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Chang Chi probably passed away in 830 at the age of 

sixty-five. Before he died, Chang led a secluded life in a 

deserted woods near Ch'ang-an suburb. His dying commands 

were to bring home his remains for burial in Ho-chou and a 

wish for his posthumous works to be preserved in his native 

place. Both Chia Tao and Wu K'o composed poems to mourn for 

Chang's death. 

Chang Chi was a decent Confucian scholar who contendly 

endured poverty. Although Chang Chi passed the palace 

examinations in 199, at the age of thirty-four, he suffered 

from eye ailments and only held minor state appointments. In 

Chang-an, he served as a teacher, a supplicator, and a deputy 

director of waterways and irrigation. He rose from lowly 

origins, and was sympathetic to the plight of peasants during 

a time of economic exploitation and social unrest. It was 

the poet's own experiences of survival in his life and career 

that enabled him to penetrate the daurkness and social ills of 

the mid-T'ang times. 

III. The Editions of Chang Chi's Poetry Collection 

According to the "Treatise of Art and Literature" 

in the New T'ana History, there is a seven chuan 
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version of Chemg Chi's collected poems.51 ch'uno-wen tsunq-mu 

also records the same number of chiian amounts in the 

New T'euig History.Perhaps because it was preserved in the 

In^erial Librcury, the seven chiian version did not have a wide 

circulation during the Northern Sung dynasty. The commonly 

circulated versions of Chang Chi's poetry collection are the 

three chiian and five chiian editions. 

Some one hundred and thirty years after Chang Chi's 

death, a collection of his poetry was made into twelve chiian. 

The earliest extant and most circulated edition of Chang 

Chi's poetry is the same twelve chiian of "A Collection of the 

Wooden-Bell" compiled by Chang Chi of the early 

Sung dynasty.54 The editor Chang Chi stated that: 

Since our Imperial Court [i.e. Southern T'ang dynasty 
(923-935)], we have encountered many difficulties and 
troubles and gone through separations and chaos; Chang 
Chi's posthumous collection was extant by no more than 
one tenth." 

51 See Hsin T'anq-shu. 60.1611. 

52 See Ch' ien T' ung^-fH, Ch'una-wen tsunq-mu chi-shih 
vol. 2 (Rpt. Taipei: Kuang-wen shu-chu, 1968), 

754. 

53 See Wan Maui US, T'anq-chi hsu-lu (Peking: 
Chung-hua shu-chli, 1980), 219. 

54 Ibid. 

55 See Chanq Ssu-yeh chi in SPTK edition, 1. 
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' mmmMi • <" 

Thus, he began collecting Chang Chi's poetry in 946 and 

accumulated over four hundred poems by 965. The term "Mu-

tuo" or the bell with a wooden clapper originated from The 

Analects of Confucius. It was an instrument to be used to 

arouse people's attention in ancient China whenever the 

government had civil affairs to announce. It is hard to 

determine if the editor Chang Chi associated the poet with 

Confucius when he compiled the works. However, we do know 

that the mu-tuo tradition must have something to do with 

Chang Chi's poetry. The ancient Chinese rulers attempted to 

understand how the common people were faring. To aid in this 

political necessity, they sent out officers, with mu-tao in 

hand, to collect folk songs all over the country-side. The 

officers then brought the ballads back to the Music Bureau at 

court where they were edited and presented to the emperors.56 

It is appcirent that the editor Chang Chi used the title mu-

tuo to name the poet Chang Chi's work for its social import, 

peirticularily well expressed in his new yiieh-fu poetry. 

Another important collection is a version of four chuan 

Chang Wen-ch'anq wen-chi (, a facsimile edition of 

56 For a study of the tradition of song-collecting in 
antiquity, see Ying-Hsiung Chou, "Poetry - Collecting: From 
Parable to Political Necessity," Tamkana Review 10.3 (Spring 
1980): 447-468. 
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Szuchuan wood-print copy in Sung dynasty. This incomplete 

edition has been well preserved in the Peking Library, and 

was reprinted by Shanghai Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she in 

1994, a noted Chinese classics publisher. Compared with 

other editions, the number of poems collected in this 

Szuchuan wood-print copy are much closer to the sum total of 

the recorded verses of the time. It is valuable to verify 

the authenticity of works and examine the errors of texts.57 

In his one hundred chuan anothology Yiieh-fu shih-chi 

(A Collection of Music-Bureau Poems), Kuo Mao-ch'ien 

fPHf# includes fifty-four yiieh-fu poems by Chang Chi.58 

Later on, an eight chuan edition of The Collection of the 

Director of Study Chang. was compiled by T'ang Chung 

M't'. The editor combined many extant editions and appended 

with Han Yii, Po Chii-i, and Liu Yii-hsi's exchanges of verses 

as gifts. Since then, this eight chuan edition has become 

the model of later wood-print editions.59 

Ming Cheng-te's jE^ (1506-1521) edition, which is 

reprinted in Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an, was compiled by Liu Ch'eng-

teh (fl. 1515) of Ho-chung Liu's version includes 

s"? See the editorial introduction to Chang Wen-ch'ang wen-
chi (Shanghai; Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she, 1994), 4. 

58 This book contains four volumes, reprinted by Peking 
Chung-hua shu-chii in 1979. 

59 Chang Ssu-veh chi in STPK edition (Shanghai; Shang-wu 
yin-shu-kuan, 1919-36). 
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the already extant three hundrd and eleven poems and adds 

eighty-two more from other sources.^0 Later on, this edition 

was enlarged and reissued between 1573 and 1619 by the poet's 

descendants in Ho-chou. Ch'iian T'anq-shih which was 

published in 1707, includes five chiian of Chang Chi's poems, 

with several duplications from other T'ang poets.61 Finally, 

Chang Ssu-veh chi in Ssu-k' u T' anq- ien wen-chi ts ' ung-k' an 

was reprinted by Shanghai Classics Publishing 

in 1993. This is the edition that my translation of Chang 

Chi's works is based on. 

In addition to the collection in Ch'iian T'ang-shih, the 

following three versions of Chang Chi's poetry are presently 

available: (1) Hsi Ch'i-yii's Chang Ssu-veh Shih Chi 

appeared in T'ang Pai-Chia Shih first published in 

1702 and then in 1882? (2) the SPTK edition Chang Ssu-veh 

Chi, reprinted in 1919; (3) the Hsii Ku-vi Ts'ung-shu 

edition Chang Wen-ch'ang Wen-Chi, a Ssu-ch'uan edition of 

Sung dynasty. While the first two collections have eight 

chuan, the third one has only four.62 

To my knowledge, the latest publications of Chang Chi's 

poetry collection should include the following versions; (1) 

fio Chang Ssu-veh shih-chi, reprinted in STPK. 

61 See Ch'uan T'ang-shih vol. 5 (Peking: Chung-hua shu-
chu, 1960), 382.4279-386-4363. 

" See Lo Lien-t'ien, "Chang Chi nien-p'u," 160. 
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Chang Wang Yueh-fu contains fifty-four of Chang Chi's 

yiieb-fu poetry, published in 1957;63 (2) Chang Chi Shih-chi 

which mainly follows the SPTK edition and collected 

485 poems, published in 1959; (3) Chang Chi Wang Chien Shih-

hsuan selects Chang's fifty-five poems, published 

in 1988; (4) and the most recent annotated edition of Chang 

Chi's poetry Chang Chi Chi-chu contains 451 poems, 

published in 1989. 

Included in Ch'uan T'ang-wen (The Complete T'ang 

Prose) are two letters to Han Yii written by Chang Chi. The 

"Treatise of Art and Literature" in the New T'ang History 

notes that Chang Chi composed a commentary to the two ch'iian 

Lun-vii chu~pien (An Annotation and Collation of The 

Analects).According to the "Treatise on Hundred Officials" 

in the New T'ang History, the Director of Studies was 

supposed to supervise the Directorate's instructional 

programs and teach Confucian Classics.65 as noted earlier, 

Chang Chi was given this official post before he died. He 

probably spent some time aimotating and collating Confucius' 

This book is edited by Hsu Ch'eng-yii which 
includes fifty-four yiieh-fu poems written by Chang Chi. 

64 These two leeters were included in the chiian 684 of 
Ch'uan T'ang-wen. 

See Hsin T'ang-shu, vol. 4, 38.1265. 
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Analects for his lectures. Unfortunately, this volume has 

not survived. 

There are two useful reference tools for the study of 

Chang Chi's poetry. The first one was edited by the Japanese 

scholars Hiraoka Takeo and Maruyama Shigeru ̂ |lj^ in 

the middle of 1970s. Cho Seki kashi sakuin (A 

Concordance of Chang Chi's Poetry), based on the 1959 Chung-

hua shu-chii edition, indexes 480 poems and a few 

fragments.66 This volume offers a very useful method of 

locating Chang Chi's poems by using the four-corner system. 

However, it offers no discussion of the textual tradition. 

There are only brief introductory and explanatory comments. 

Another is Ch'iian T'anq-shih so-vin; Chang Chi chiian 

(A Concordance of the Complete T'ang Poems: 

Chang Chi's Volume), compiled by Luan Kuei-ming et al. 

and published in 1994.67 Employing modern computer technology 

to create an index of the Complete T'ang Poems, this whole 

concordance is drawn from the data base established by the 

Academy of Social Sciences in mainland China. This volume is 

based on the 1960 Chung-hua shu-chu edition of The Complete 

T'ang Poems and the 1982 edition of The Complete T'ang Poems; 

Outer Chapters. By using the four-corner system, this 

concordance is compiled according to the poems' lines, 

66 This book was published by Hoyu shoten in Tokyo. 

6"' This book was published by Hsien-tai ch'u-pan-she 
in the Island of Ch'in-shih-huang. 
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titles, preface, annotation, and the variant text. Appended 

are the four tables of the basic numerals of Chang's poetic 

writings, the frequency of words used by the poet, the 

variants of thirteen characters that appeared in Chang's 

text, and the stroke/count radical index to the poet's 

verses. 
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Chapter 2 

Major Thematic Concerns: I 

I. Introduction 

In traditional literary criticism, the basic position of 

the moral-philosophical approach is "to teach morality and to 

probe philosophical issues."^8 such critics of traditional 

approach would interpret a poem within a social context of a 

period or group. This didactic view of literature has long 

been the most influential one in traditional Chinese 

criticism. Like its ancient Western counterparts, the 

earliest pragmatic concept of poetry in China can be traced 

back to expressions from the Shih-chinq WM' Those who hold 

this idea would see poetry as a means to achieve political, 

social, and moral purposes. Most orthodox Confucian poetry 

should include moral influence, political and social 

criticism, as well as an ideal of evoking personal emotion. 

Viewing poetry mainly as a source of moral instruction and 

social comment, most Chinese literary historians and critics 

would search for political implications and social 

See A Handbook of Critical Approaches to Literature, 
et. al. Wilfred L. Guerin, 3rd edition (Oxford and New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1992), 25. 

See James J. Y. Liu, The Art of Chinese Poetry (Chicago; 
The University of Chicago Press, 1962), 65-69. Cf. James 
J.Y. Liu, Chinese Theories of Literature fChicago; The 
University of Chicago Press, 1975), 106-116. 
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significances when reading a poem. Thus, even some of the 

most glamourous love poem have been interpreted as political 

allegories because of the complicated political and 

historical background of the poets. 

Liu Ta-chieh has divided the Shih-chinq into four 

categories: religious poems, poems of imperial feast and 

hunting, poems about society, as well as love poems and 

dancing songs.^0 Using this peiradigm, this chapter will focus 

on poems about society and how they reveal Chang Chi's sense 

of compassion and social conscience. Not only can one learn 

cJjout certain historical conditions through reading poems 

about society, but one Ccin also come to understand the 

relationship between literature and the society. Poems about 

society allow one to observe the influence of social unrest 

upon poetic composition. At the same time, these verses let 

us see how poets select topics from their experiences and 

their attitudes toward various lifestyles. Poems about 

society deserve our attentions because they reflect poets' 

sense of responsibility to society. 

See Chunq-kuo wen-hsiieh fa-chan-shih (Rpt. 
Taipei: Hua-cheng shu-chU, 1979), 29. 

For a general introduction of Chinese poems about 
society, see Huang Ching-chin "Chung-kuo te she-hui-
shih" (Chinese Poems About Society) Chunq-kuo shih-
ko ven-chiu (A Study of Chinese Poetry) (Taipei: 
Chung-yang wen-wu kung-yin-she, 1985), 415-433. 
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Let us begin with the development of poems about society 

in pre-T'ang times. In pre-Ch'in sources. The Book of Songs 

reflects social realities to a great extent. Many poems tell 

us about the structure and life of an ancient society. In 

these pieces, one can see realistic descriptions of 

aristocratic feasts cuid hunts, peasant hardships, love 

between men and women, the plight of deserted women, 

conscripts' homesickness, as well as political satires. A 

modem Chinese critic has pointed out that verses in The Book 

of Songs convey more sorrows and less pleasures of the common 

people.These lamentation poems bewail the disorders and 

injustices of peasant life. One seems to see the northern 

peasants numbed and stiff from the cold when reading the 

lines such as: 

In the days of the First, sharp frosts; 
In the days of the Second, keen winds. 
Without coats, without serge. 
How should they finish the year?^^ 

• isj« 

The common people have to work hard in the rice fields, yet 

the officials sit down to enjoy the ready fruits of the 

72 Ibid, 416. 

English translation by Arthur Waley, The Book of Songs: 
The Ancient Chinese Classic of Poetry (New York: Grove Press, 
1960), 164.  



peasant's efforts. Thus, one cam assume that the toils of a 

feumer's life were caused by heavy taxations: 

Big rat, big rat. 
Do not gobble our millet 1 
Three years we have slaved for you. 
Yet you take no notice of us. 
At last we are going to leave you 
And go to that happy land; 
Happy land, happy land. 
Where we shall have our place. 

mmmm - i - mmm ° 
' mmm± ° m±m± «mnm » 

Han-Wei poetry is cheiracterized by its social and 

political concerns and heartfelt sympathy for the suffering 

of the common people. In general, Chien-an poets eire much 

more straightforward than their predecessors when depicting 

their life experiences. During the Han-Wei period, though 

many poems emulate odes and hymns from The Book of Sonos, the 

most valucible pieces are those works which reflect social 

concerns. Indeed, poetry about society at the time still 

uses themes appearing in The Book of Songs, however it treats 

subject in a different manner. In terms of describing wars, 

for example. The Book of Songs tends to focus on the 

depiction of the common people's lives and feelings. 

English translation by Arthur Waley, The Book of Songs. 
309. 
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However, Han poets pay more attention to the value of 

soldier's lives. 

In addition, eUsandoned women are also treated 

differently. While The Book of Songs laid emphasis on the 

disloyalty of men, Han-Wei poets noticed the complexity of 

this social problem. The 1765 words of Han narrative poem 

"Southeast Fly the Peacocks" is a case in point. 

In this long narrative, one can see that the entire tragedy 

resulted from the conflict between daughter-in-law and 

mother-in-law rather than the heartlessness of the husband. 

The man was also the victim of a familial conflict caused by 

the matriarch, within this poem, every reader can sense the 

tyranny of the matriarch's dominance. At the end of the 

poem, therefore, both the protagonist and the heroine commit 

suicide to express their love and to protest against an 

unreasonable, authoritarian family system. 

Although political satires were rare in Han-Wei poetry, 

the ballad "East of the P'ing-ling Tomb" is an 

outstanding narrative poem which describes how villainous 

officials abduct good people and then blackmail them. 

Besides, ballads such as "The Song of East Gate" 

"The Song of A Sick Woman" and "The Song of An 

Orphan" (MIEfl) also reflect a serious social illness of the 

time. Written in a time of great social and political 

disorder, Wang Ts'an's EEM (177-217) "Ch'i-ai shih" -fcrs^ 

(Seven Laments) and Ts'ai Yen's (fl. 190) "Pei-fen shih" 
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(Poem of Sorrow and Indignation) mirror the brutality 

of war. Sharing the same moral viewpoint, both Wang and 

Ts'ai expressed their social conscience and great compassion 

to the common people upon seeing the devastated war-zone. 

Moreover, these two poets revealed the evils of war through 

the moving descriptions of two mothers who are forced to 

abandon their children.^5 

Compared with pre-Ch'in poets, Han-Wei poets were more 

realistic in describing various social phenomena. While the 

pre-Ch'in poets preferred to express their personal 

experiences and feelings, the Han-Wei poets usually disclosed 

sharp realities from the viewpoint of a by-stander. Above 

all, Han-Wei poetry about society not only contains broad 

topics, it also expands the length of composition. At the 

same time, these narrative poems are even more dramatic, 

giving many a great shock to the reader. Thus, such a sense 

of verisimilitude is infused within many Han-Wei ballads, 

which are imitated by the later poets. 

Nevertheless, development of societal poems was very 

slow during the Six Dynasties (222-589) probably due to its 

emphasis on belles lettres. Although the literati ballads of 

Professor Ronald C. Miao has meticulously discussed the 
similarities of these two poems in theme and content in his 
monograph Early Medieval Chinese Poet; The Life and Verse of 
Wang Ts'an (A.D. 177-217) (Wiesbaden; Franz Steiner Verlag 
GmbH, 1982), 135-143. 
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the times were not short of their social in^lications, most 

of these imitation works permeated with a very strong 

individualistic color. A large number of T'ao Ch'ien's 

(365-427) poems dealt with country life, yet it is hard to 

say that these personal pastorals were of great social 

significance. Perhaps Pao Chao's SS® (414-466) poems of 

social criticism, expressed in a set of eighteen ballads 

entitled "The Weary Road" (frS&il), strike the reader with the 

poet's penetrating observations on all walks of life. 

However, Pao's poems convey no objective social judgment, 

because these works are full of bitter weeping and strident 

lamentation. 

After the An Lu-shan Rebellion, the national vigor of 

the T'ang en5)ire deteriorated with every passing day. There 

were incessant wars caused by the provincial military 

governors which ravaged the socio-economic life of the commom 

people. When encountering such a great social unrest, many 

poets could not help but notice social realities, rather than 

contemplate on their personal situations and emotions. Among 

these poets, Tu Fu (712-770) was the most creative and 

greatest writer who displayed a deep social conscience and 

compassion for those who suffered. Experiencing the An Lu-

shan Rebellion and wandering throughout his life, Tu Fu was 

able to express heartfelt emotions eind intimate concerns of 

displaced people. For example, the verse "Five Hundred Words 
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Expressing My Feeling on the Way from the Capital to Feng-

hsien County" (is an important social 

document that recorded a sharp contrast between the rich and 

the poor on the eve of the An Lu-shan Rebellion. More 

ixnportantly, the six poems collectively known as "Three 

Officials" (H^) and "Three Partings" also reflect the 

social realities of terrifying conscriptions and long 

separations between family members during the chaotic times. 

In the T'ang dynasty, yiieh-fu poetry underwent notable 

transformations. The so-called New yiieh-fu poetry, of which 

Tu Fu was a pioneer, led to the New yiieh-fu Movement during 

the mid-T'ang. New yiieh-fu poets had themes related to 

current affairs, with the intent of criticizing the 

government and society in some way. After Tu Fu, the most 

prominent poets of social protest were Yuan Chen and Po Chu-

i. For the New Yiieh-fu poets, poetry could be used as an 

effective means to bring about social and political changes. 

Generally speaking, these poets employed a plain poetic 

language to express either their personal feelings or their 

social commentaries. However, they lacked suspense created 

through concrete poetic images, particularly found in the 

works of the Wei-Chin poets and Tu Fu. Their major 

contributions were the creation of new topics for yiieh-fu 

poetry and to have extensive realistic descriptions about the 

people's lives. Although these poets brought to their poetry 

a note of personal concern and intimate experience, they also 
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addressed social and ethical issues of their times to a great 

extent. 

The poet who truly represents the tradition of poetic 

realism in mid-T'ang times is Chang Chi. According to 

legend, Chang Chi burned a copy of Tu Fu's poems and mixed 

the ashes with honey and drank the mixture hoping he would 

change his spirit forever.Although the anecdote itself is 

doubtful, one can see Chang Chi greatly admired his poetic 

ancestor. Continuing Tu Fu's legacy of realism and 

humanitarianism, Chang Chi composed many excellent poems 

about society through which he is able to reflect mid-T'ang 

social concerns. 

The biographical sources, the writings of his 

contemporary and his own works reveal that Chang Chi was a 

brilliant but timid, orthodox Confucian scholar, with a high 

moral character. Although Chang's political career was 

unsuccessful, his literary talent, especially his yiieh-fu 

poetry, was widely admired by his contemporaries. In his 

poem "On Reading Chang Chi's Old-style yiieh-fu," Po Chii-i 

stated that Chang "was particularly skilled at yiieh-fu 

poetry, in all the ages few were his equal.Po attributed 

this excellence to Chang's conscious imitation of the 

76 See Feng Chih (fl. 904), Yiin-hsien tsa-chi 
(Random Notes of an Immortal in the Clouds), in Ssu-pu 
ts 'unq-k'an kuano-pien vol. 29 (Rpt. Taipei: 
Taiwan Shang-wu yin-shu-kuan, 1981), 7.38. 

77 Po Chu-i Chi ch'iian-chi, vol. 1, 1.2. 
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orthodox techniques of poetic social criticism in the Shih-

chinq tradition. 

Chang Chi also composed the new style yiieii-fu poetry. 

While writing these realistic poems, sometimes he used old 

themes and traditional meanings to express his social and 

political concerns. Sometimes he singly emulated folk songs. 

Frequently, he created new themes to cope with his 

didacticism. Chang Chi followed the principle of the Shih-

chinq and never wrote empty verse. In particulcir, Chang Chi 

noted moral and political decadence of mid-T'ang society. 

However, unlike the poete engage Po Chii-i and Yiian Chen, 

whose intentions were to admonish a ruler or an official, 

Chang Chi expressed his feelings and ideas toward social and 

political affairs in a much more indirect and analogical way. 

Chang Chi was deeply concerned with the problems of his 

day and used his yueh-fu poems to comment on contemporary 

events. Several important themes occur in his oeuvre, such 

as anti-wcir sentiments, the common people's sufferings, and 

social injustices. He is known for his deeply contemplative 

verse that reflected the political and social upheaval of the 

early-ninth-century China. By en^iloying a single yet refined 

poetic language, he presents to us personal commentary on 

such social issues as poverty, unfair taxation, and the 

devastation of war. A sense of loss and despair informs many 

of Chang Chi's ballads, all sorrowful depictions of the 
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destruction wrought by incessant warfare. Chang Chi's poems 

of social protest were written during the troubled mid-T'ang 

times and contrast the suffering of impoverished peasants 

with the lavish life of merchants. In this and next chapter, 

I should like to discuss Chang Chi's verses reflecting his 

social conscience and compassion, mainly in yiieh-fu style, 

from the following six aspects: political criticism, poems of 

social import, revelation of the evils of war, satires of 

Taoist religion, carpe diem, allegories and fables. 

II. Political Criticism: 

As noted earlier, Chang Chi describes in great detail 

social evils and political depravity in his yiieh-fu poetry. 

Except for a few cases, Chang Chi's political criticism and 

appeal are made in a rather dispassionate manner. With 

hidden satire, Chang Chi's political verses speak of ruthless 

tcixation, government corruption, and conspicuous court 

luxury. To attain his didactic aim, Chcing Chi adopts the 

colloquial language within his poetry to express the 

innermost thoughts of the people. The first poem discussed 

is a political satire in balladic form. In the following 

stanza, Chang Chi voices his discontent over unethical 

government's actions, as exerienced by a young herder: 



The Song of a Young Herder 

I tend buffalo afar. 

Surrounding the four sides of the village, grain and millet 

are packed densely. 

Hungry birds peck the backs of cattle on the bank of the 

marsh slopes. 

They prevent me from playing atop the broad slopes. 

As I enter the bank of the marsh, there are plenty of 

grasses and buffalo walking about; 

White calves moo at the dense reeds once in a while. 

From the opposite bank, I blow a leaf to answer my 

companions, 

I also turn and snap a long whip three, four times. 

"Buffalo, buffalo, eat your grass and do not butt each 

other; 

Otherwise government officers will cut off the horns on your 

head!" 

This poem contains a sharp political satire within a light 

and free narrative pastoral. On the surface, this poem is an 

excellent portrait of a young herder tending cattle. The 

first eight lines vividly describe a pastoral scene, the 

young herder's psychological musings, and the cattle's 

movement. However, Chang Chi does not only attempt to 
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delineate herding. It is not until the last distich that one 

receives the social message the author intends to convey. 

Differentiated from the common political satires of those 

such as Po Chu-i, this poem is written from the perspective 

of a young herder without any word of judgemment or personal 

tone. Apparently Chang Chi's anti-war sentiment is voiced 

through the mouth of an innocent young herder. By employing 

the orthodox technique of "revealing one's intent in the 

closure" in a realistic poem, the poet makes the 

social protest theme explicit. That "the final lines bring 

home its in^jort" is in fact the principle of the Shih-chinq. 

At the same time, the shift from the first two tetrastiches 

to the closing couplet is made noticeable in a natural way. 

The ultimate source of the last two lines is the 

"Biography of T'o-pa Hui" in the History of the Wei * 

During the Northern Wei (386-534) dynasty, T'o-pa 

Hui was appointed Regional Inspector in Chi-chou (in 

modern Hopei province). He transported his property with 

many carts, travelling from Hsin-tu to T'ang-yin 

On his way to the post, he needed horn fat to grease cart 

wheels, so he sent his subordinates to cut off cattle's horns 

wherever they could be found. For this reason, the masses 

dared not tend cattle in the countryside. This perverse and 

78 Wei Shou^iBt, Wei-shu (History of the Wei) vol. 1 
(Peking: Chung-hua shu-chii, 1974), 15: 379. 
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irritating story was widely circulated among the people. 

Although the words in the final couplet mean nothing to the 

cattle, this young herder considers the talk of cutting off 

the cattle's horns an effective warning to the herd. 

Here Chang Chi applies this historical allusion to 

satirize the brutal actions of the mid-T'ang government by 

devising the pretext of needing military supplies. After the 

An Lu-shan Rebellion, the T'ang imperial house suffered 

because of territorial divison caused by disparate provincial 

commands and incessant civil wars. Thus, governmental 

robberies and killings of the peasants' cattle were the order 

of the day. In the same vein, Chang Chi's fellow poet Yiian 

Chen (779-831) also reflects upon the issue of military 

spending at the expense of people's livelihood; 

For sixty years soldiers roamed everywhere. 
Month after month the supply cargos rolled. 
One day the government troops reached the frontier. 
They slaughtered his buffalo and confiscated his cart.^^ 

In classical Chinese poetry, the theme of knight-

errantry first appeared in Han yueh-fu. During the Six 

Dynasties, chivalric songs became very popular with literati 

Translation by Angela C.Y. Jung Palandri, Yuan Chen 
(Boston: Twayne Publishers), 77. 
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poets. Later on, portrayals of knights-errant still remained 

a favorite theme with the T'ang poets. T'ang people's 

en^hasis of the spirit of knight-errantry may account for the 

recurring theme of chivalry. As James Liu has pointed out, 

two major groups of Chinese chivalric poetry are descriptions 

of knights-errant and comments on historical knights.80 in 

the following didactic poem, Chang Chi portrays a conceited 

and insolent youth who is a favorite of the emperor. This 

evil youth had abandoned himself to a life of pleasure after 

killing a barbarian king and attaining the emperor's favor; 

The Ballad of a Youth 

A youth follows the hunt in Ch'ang-yang Park;®^ 

In the emperor's quarters, he is the newly appointed 

Gentleman of the Feathered Forest. 

He goes alone before the emperor's carriage to shoot a pair 

of tigers. 

See James J.Y. Liu, The Chinese Knight-Errant (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1967), 55-80. 

Ch'ang-yang (long willow) was the name of a 
retirement palace of the Han dynasty, which was located in 
modern Chou-chih county of Shan-hsi province The 
palace was named for the long willow trees in the park. 
Inside the Ch'ang-yang Park, many savage animals were kept 
for the en^eror's hunting. 

Yu-lin lang refers to the Gentleman of the Palace 
Guard, a career soldier who was charged with policing and 
defending the imperial palace and its immediate environments. 
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The King hands him a reward of golden pendants. 

Day after day, he fight cocks in the capital markets; 

Winning a precious sword, he re-carves his neune on it. 

One hundred li to get revenge at night he leaves the 

city; 

By the dawn, he is still in the courtesan tower and drunk. 

From afeu: he hears the enen^ has come to P'ing-ling,®^ 

Without waiting for an imperial mandate, he goes to 

mount a horse. 

He beheads the proclaimed king cuid presents it to the 

Cassia Palace,®* 

He has enfeoffed a marquis and builds his mansion within 

a day. 

Unlike those sons from the good families of the Six 

Commanderies, 

After one hundred battles, they begin to win merit on 

the frontier. 

P'ing-ling was the tomb of the Emperor Chao of Han 
(reigned 86-74 B.C.), which was located about seventy 

li northwestern Ch'ang-an. 

Kuei-kung was a palace erected by the Emperor Wu of 
Han. Its historical site is located in the southeast of 
modern Hsi-an city of Shan-hsi province 

During the Han dynasty, the government usually chose 
those sons of good families from the following six frontier 
Commanderies; Han-yang^^, Lung-hsi^®, An-ting^^, Pei-
tiitiife, Shang-chunxfP, and Hsi-ho®?^. 
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According to Kuo Mao-ch'ien, this title belongs to the 

subcategory of "miscellaneous songs." The original title 

"Chieh-k'o shao-nien-ch'ang hsing" (Making Friends 

at the Young Bloods' Turf) is taken from the opening lines of 

Ts'ao Chih's Wtl "A Song of Making Friends" "Making 

friends at the young bloods' turf / Avenging a grievance in 

Pei-mang Mountain of Lo-yang." ° ) Wu 

Ching (d. 749) states in his Yiieh-fu chieh-t'i 

(Explanations of the Old Titles of Yueh~fu) that the title; 

"'Making Friends at the Young Bloods' Turf is to say about 

the matters of regarding life lightly and laying emphasis on 

righteousness as well as having righteous feelings to achieve 

great deeds."86 This yiieh-fu title is a narrative of a youth 

who makes friends with unruly youths and does not succeed in 

life. Later on, the literati yiieh-fu poets imitate the song 

title and change its meaning. Its thematic variations are 

all writings about the young knight-errant.®^ 

See Yiieh-fu shih-chi, vol. 3, 66.948. 

William H. Nienhauser, "The Development of Two Yiieh-fu 
Themes in the Eighth and Ninth Centuries In5)lications for 
T'ang Literary Histoiry." Tamkang Review 15.1-4 (1984-1985); 
97-132. In this study, the author discusses the various 
characterizations of the shao-nien (ruffian, roue, and 
warrior). 
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In this poem, Chang Chi uses Han historical fact to 

indirectly express his disapproval of unruly youths and 

current events. The opening two lines state that the youth 

was conferred an official post when he escorted the emperor 

in hunting. In the second distich, the poet portrays the 

youth's bravery and the honor he earned by saving the 

en^eror's life. Lines 5 to 8 describe how the youth enjoyed 

cockfighting and prostitution. Then, the poet writes of the 

youth's achievement and rise to power in one day within the 

ensuing four lines. In the closing couplet, the poet 

comments on the recognition of meritorious military seirvice 

by contrasting the good families of the Six Commanderies' 

with the opportunist youth. This poem is remarkable not only 

for its striking images but also for its subtlety. 

In the T'ang dynasty, there was a custom of building a 

sandy embankment along the road to audience upon the 

appointment of the new Prime Minister. It was because that 

they feared the mud in the roads would impede the horses' 

hooves of the newly appointed Chancellor of the Right.88 po 

Chii-i satirizes those who ordered people to cart the sand and 

spread it on the gravelled path. The following poem by Chang 

Chi also records the pathway of the sandy embankment, which 

was a special privilege granted to the Prime Minister; 

88 See "Kuan-niu" '^4^ (Government Ox) in Po Chii-i chi 
(Peking: Chung-hua shu-chU, 1984), 4.85. For an 

excellent study of this poem, see Denis Twitchett, "Po Chii-
i's 'Government Ox'," T'aina Studies 7 (1989): 23-38, 
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The Ballad of a San ' " * sjjt. Presented to the Prime 

In Ch*ang-an main road they used sand as an embankment. 

Early winds bring no dust and rains bring no mud at dusk. 

Inside the palace, the jade clepsydra descends three 

quarters; 

Vermillion clothed officials lead horsemen and the Prime 

Minister eirrives. 

In the high towers by the roadside, people stop playing 

music; 

Thousand of carriages do not move and the travellers 

give way. 

Officials on the streets and clerks at the gate of alleys 

herald each other. 

Ten li in front of him, only an en^ty street. 

The white hemp imperial rescript proclaims to remove his 

ministerial seal,®^ 

The new embankment is not completed yet, the old 

embankment exhausted. 

In the T'ang dynasty, the in^erial rescript was written 
on white hemp paper. The occassion for using the white hemp 
imperial rescript was, according to the T'ang hui-vao 0#^ 
(Gathering of Essentials of the T'ang Dynasty), whenever 
there was em amnesty document, a wise answer, an adoption of 
a queen, an erection of heir to the throne, an execution, as 
well as the removal of the Three Dukes, Prime Minister, and 
general. 

Minister Pei 
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In this new yueh-fu poem, Chang Chi expresses the Prime 

Minister Pei Tu's (765-839) sadness of being dismissed 

from office. Due to his great deeds, Pei served as prime 

minister three times. Being slandered by petty men at court, 

however, Pei was thrice dismissed from office and demoted to 

be provincial governor. In order to understand this poem, 

one must know T'ang culture. Drawing from the many poetic 

and historical sources, Maruyama Shigeru ^iJj ^ has 

discussed the purpose, origin, method, and model of the sandy 

embankment.^0 Li Chao {fl. 819) points out in his T'ang 

kuo-shih pu (Supplement to the History of the T'ang): 

All who have become a minister of state, proprieties 
prevent them from being arranged in a row. The 
governor of the prefectural district [orders the 
people] to cart the sand to block up a path, which 
ranges from the minister's private residence to the 
Eastern Street of the small city. It is called the 
sandy embankment. 

Jim' mmmff - ° 

Presumably, sands and pebbles were strewn along the Prime 

Minister's way to attend audience at dawn. While Pei was 

'0 haruyama Shigeru, "T'ang-tai Ch'angan cheng te sha-t'i" 
(The Sandy Embankment of Ch'angan Ci^ During 

the T'ang Dynasty) Chunq-hua wen-shih lun-ts'una 
51 (1993); 93-98. 

Li Chao, T'ang kuo-shih pu (Shanghai: Ku-chi ch'u-pan-
she, 1957), 49. 
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still Prime Minister, he gave Chang Chi a horse as gift. 

Chang Chi composed a poem to express his gratitude: "I always 

think cUx)ut the New Year's Eve on the sandy embankment, you 

rode on a fine horse escorted by torches and banners." 

The first two lines state 

the benefit of making up a pathway of this sort. In addition 

to the ostentatious display of the Prime Minister's sternness 

and power, there is also a pragmatic necessity to pave a 

"sandy embankment." During the T'ang dynasty, the wind-

driven eind rain-laden Ch'ang-an was almost impossible to 

travel due to the fouled and rutted streets of the capital. 

Thus, it was necessary to meike a sanded or gravelled path 

from the gate of Ta-ming palace to the private residence of 

the new Prime Minister. Lines 5 to 8 describe how the people 

were required to stop all music and clear from the official 

streets for the Prime Minister to pass through. However, 

the most compelling lines of this piece are the last couplet 

where Chang Chi voices his discontent about Pei's degradation 

by contrasting the new embankment with the old one. The poet 

also reflects upon the transiency of a political career. 

The next poem describes in vivid detail Mayor Yang 

P'ing's (fl. 809) disgraceful departure from the capital 

92 See "Hsieh Pei Ssu-k'ung chi-ma" (Thank to the 
Minister of Works Pei Sending a Horse) in Chang Ssu-veh chi 

(Rpt. Shanghai: Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she, 1993), 5.36. 
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Ch'angan, after being convicted of corruption and exiled to 

the far South: 

The Sad Song Ballad 

The Yellow Gate bears a warrant for arrest,^3 

A Metropolitan Governor is detained in a prison of the 

office of Censors. 

There eire no more servants following him when he leaves, 

When he meets his relatives, he is not allowed to talk to 

them. 

He is sentenced to be demoted to District Defender in 

Nan-hai Prefecture, 

And ordered not to stay for a moment. 

Huang-men MHr literally, the yellow (i.e., imperial) 
gate, which refers to someone serving at the palace gate. It 
was an alternate official designation of the Chancellery 
(P^T"^) in T'ang dynasty, which was in charge of the imperial 
rescript. 

In T' ang times, ching-chao yin referred to the 
Metropolitcui Governor who was the administrative head of the 
Prefecture or comparable area in which the dynastic capital 
was located. Yii-shih fu was the office of Censors in 
which Censors were authorized to submit memorials (especially 
in5)eachments) directly to the En5)eror. 

95 pu-chii pPft (Private Retainer) referred to an individual 
member of indentured peasants close to the status of serfs or 
slaves who worked the agrarian Icinds of great families. 

3® Wei lij" here refered to hsien-wei (District Defender) 
who was responsible for police activities in the District. 
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Wearing the blue sleeve, he rides on a poor horse; 

There is nobody to see him off outside the East Gate.®® 

Couriers and guards urgently bawl him forward. 

He frequently falls under the hooves frightened. 

In the Ch'ang-an neighbourhood, his big house falls into 

disarray. 

The twelve lances in front of the vermilion door have already 

been removed. 

Pipes and strings have been locked out from the hall and 

dancing kiosk. 

The beauties look into the distance of southwestern sky. 

Ch'ing-shan literally, blue sleeve. In T'ang times, 
those eighth and ninth ranks officials wore blue sleeve. The 
term usually indicated lower-ranked officialdom. Po Chu-i 
wrote in his "Ballad of the P'i-P'a" "Of those among 
the company, who wept most of all? / I, sub-prefect of 
Chiang-chou, soaked my sleeve through." 

» )  

98 The East Gate (^P1) is derived from an historical 
allusion of the Han dynasty. When Shu Kuang and Shu Shou 

resigned from office, their colleagues bid farewell 
outside the East Gate of the capital, where they drank a 
parting cup. Yang Ying was banished for his wrongdoings, 
this is why nobody sent him off. 

In ancient China, the doors of dukes and marquises' 
residences were usually painted red. Thus, a vermilion door 
refers to powerful emd wealthy families. The twelve lances 
referred to the two rows of six guards who held lances and 
stood sentry at the both sides of the high official's house. 
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This ballad belongs to the "Miscellaneous Pieces" subcategory 

in Kuo Mao-chien's Yiieh-fu shih-chi. The ancient words of 

this song lament that the sun is replaced by the moon, man's 

life is drawing to a close, and men are left at a great 

distance from their intimate friends.100 Chang Chi merely 

uses the old yiieh^fu title to describe an historical event of 

Mayor Yang's relegation in the Yiian-ho period. Originally, 

there is a note under the title of this poem: "Yuan-ho chung 

Yang P'ing pien Lin-ho wei" (In the middle 

of Yuan-ho era, Yang P'ing was demoted as the District 

Defender of Lin-ho County).101 

In 809, Yang P'ing was impeached by Vice Censor-in-chief 

Li I-chien (756-822), who had an old grudge with Yang, 

for embezzlement and other unlawful accounts at the time he 

had been serving as the Surveillance Commissioner of Chiang-

hsi. As a result of the impeachment, Yang P'ing was demoted 

and expelled to a less important place in South China. Yang 

P'ing's banishment seems to have been a momentous event at 

that time. The imperial rescript for the relegation is 

recorded in the "Biography of Yang P'ing" of the Chiu T'ano-

shu (The Old T'ang History). 102 Maruyama Shigeru has 

100 Kuo Mao-ch'ien, Yiieh-fu shih-chi. Vol. 3, 62: 897. 

101 See Ch'lian T'anq-shih (The Complete T'ang Poetry) 
Vol. 6 (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chvi, 1960), 382.4283. 

102 See Chiu T'anq-shu (Peking; Chung-hua shu-chii, 1975), 
146.3967-3968. 
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dravm a wealth of historiographical materials to verify the 

incident of Yang P'ing's relegation. In the meantime, he 

also points out that the literary value of Chang Chi's 

"Shang-ko-hsing" mainly lies in his reinvention of the 

conventional yiieh-fu theme by talcing up the banishment of the 

Mayor Yang, which was a current event witnessed by the poet 

hjjnself. 103 

By using concrete poetic image in a narrative form, 

Chang Chi portrays Yang P'ing's banishment within a sonnet. 

The first four lines describe that Yang P'ing was arrested 

and detained in prison. On his way to the jail in the office 

of Censors, he was escorted by no private army and could not 

talk with his relatives. Such an awkward predicament of 

relegated Mayor Yang can be further observed from the ensuing 

four distichs. In the closing couplet, the poet merely tells 

us that Yang P'ing's concubines gazed at the southwestern sky 

after he left the mansion. Thus, it is not easy for the 

rader to determine whether the poet sympathizes with Yang 

P'ing's dilemma in the last two lines. Since Yang Ping's 

banishment greatly affected the lives of those surrounding 

him, this poem can be regarded a negative example to 

potential wrongdoers. 

103 "cho Seki 'Sho kaan' to so no haikei kyo cho in Yo hyo 
sasen jiken."?!^ (Chang 
Chi's "The Sad Song Ballad" and Its Background The 
Banishment of Yang P'ing, the Mayor of Ch'ang-an) Tohoqaku 

63 (1982): 74-88. 
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After the An Lu-shan Rebellion, many T'ang en^erors gave 

themselves up to pleasure and dissipation. Elsewhere Chang 

Chi also boldly exposes the decadence and rapacity of the 

ruling class. In the following poem, Chang Chi describes the 

shameless extravagance of the T'ang court by borrowing an 

historical event to illustrate the current affair: 

The Ballad of the Ch 'u Palace 

Inside Chang-hua Palace, 10"^ when it is the ninth month. 

Cassia flowers have not fallen yet, red oranges hang down. 

At the riverside the cavalry's torches throw light upon the 

imperial highways. 

The King returns from Yiin-meng Marsh at night. 

Rainbow banners and phoenix-figured canopies reach the twin-

towered gateway, 10® 

On the terrace the pipes and songs play again and again. 

Thousand doors and myriad windows open face to face. 

Lanterns are drawn up in array at left and right. 

Dismounting the carriage to chcuige dress, he enters the 

innermost chamber, 

104 Chang-hua Palace was erected by the Duke Chao of 
Ch'u in order to receive and settle political fugitives. 

105 Yiin-meng Marsh {MWM) is located in the south of 
modern An-lu County of Hu-pei Province 

106 Rainbow banners and phoenix-figured canopies refer to 
insignia carried by the emperor. 
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Waiting maids in the innermost chamber all burn incense. 

Jade steps and gauze curtains are veiled with slight frost. 

They all say that this night's joy is not ended yet. 

Jade-like wine is clear eind filled in variegated goblets. 

Stringed and wind instruments sound in order in the middle 

hall. 

The Pa women start dancing towards the King,^°^ 

They turn their bodies and drop their hands to tie bright 

earrings. 

They wish the King to live for millennia and myriad years' 

alloted span. 

He could shoot elks in the morning and drink wine at night. 

In the next poem, Chang Chi not only reveals that the 

people were subjected to ruthless taxation, but also reflects 

upon their unbearable life led under the command of forced 

labor in government service: 

Song of Building the Great Wall 

107 Pa E was the name of a district in ancient China, 
located in the east of modern Feng-chieh County of Szu-chuan 
Province . 
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In the place where the Great Wall was built. 

Tens of thousands of men held their earth rcumners all 

together. 

They piled a layer of soil on another and tried to contact 

the clods. 

While the military officer held whips and pressed them to 

work quickly. 

They already came to this deep sand bank for a year. 

All wore short clothes and went thirsty without water. 

They all were exhausted, they could not put down earth 

rammers. 

The sound of earth rammers did not end at all, yet they all 

died. 

Each family raises males to manage the household. 

Today they became soil under the Lord's city wall! 

«mm±Munm • ^ 

This poem belongs to the subcategory of "Miscellaneous Songs" 

in the Yu-fu shih-chi. According to the Huai-nan Tzu , 

the Ch'in Dynasty ruler Shih Huang-ti (221-210 B.C.E.) 

dispatched a half million soldiers to build the Great Wall. 

Later on, thus, the "Song of Building the Great Wall" was 

used to discuss the matter of constructing the great Wall to 
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defend against the barbarians. This poem expresses the 

poignant grief of the Great Wall builders in a figurative 

fashion. They work eurduously and endure the superintendents' 

flogging. The grueling hard labor leave them mentally and 

physically exhausted them to death. By describing an 

historical event to illustrate the situation, Chang Chi is 

able to reveal the brutal reality of forced labor caused by 

incesscuit warfare. The final couplet brings home its import; 

the poet voices his discontent for those conscripts who died 

during the construction of the Great Wall. In the same way, 

the Late T'ang poet Lu Kuei-meng (d. c. 881) also 

reproaches those defense generals who built the Great Wall 

regardless of the conscripts' anguish: 

Don't sigh the toil of building the city wall. 

The general wants to defeat the enemy. 

As walls are built high, the deeds are high too; 

Your life is not worth cherishingl ̂0^ 

108 See Kao Yu iSSil (fl- 200) annotated, Huai-nan Tzu chii 
(The Annotated Edition of Huai-nan Tzu) (Taipei: Shih-

chieh shu-chu, 1962), 322. 

109 See Yiieh-fu shih-chi, vol. 3, 75: 1061. 
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III. Poems of Social Significance 

The T'ang dynasty's military and economic power 

drastically declined after the An Lu-shcui Rebellion. By the 

mid-T'ang times, the military governors ceded the territory 

causing incessant wars. To repair the empty national 

treasury, the T'ang government officials frequently levied 

heavy tcixes over the common people issued through artful 

designations. The incessant taxations and conscriptions made 

it impossible for numerous peasants to survive. At that 

time, officials and merchants formed an illicit connection to 

make large profits in trade and seek office and power. In 

sharp contrast, the extravagant life of the official-merchant 

loaded the heavier burden of taxation upon the helpless 

peasants. 

Unlike the usual poets of social protest who expressed 

their intentions and relied on words of righteousness when 

they composed verses, Chang Chi had a very dispassionate 

attitude in describing the social illness of his time. Po 

Chii-i's satires on social injustices were frequently 

outspoken and revealing in its content, but they were too 

explicit. Although Chang Chi shared the same idea of social 

realism in representing the common people's life, his 

techniques of presentation were quite different from that of 

Po's. At first glance, Chang Chi's poems cibout society seem 
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very gentle and pointless, yet they contain the sharpest 

satires of certain figures. For exan^le, the following poem 

by Chang Chi describes an old farmer who works hard the whole 

year to obtain the tcuc grain and has nothing left to feed his 

own family: 

Song of the Old Countryman 

The old farmer's family is poor, living among the mountains. 

Tilling and planting three or four mou of hill land. 

The plants are sparse, but taxes so heavy that he cannot eat 

the grain. 

It is paid into the official granary, where it rots into 

dust. 

At the end of the year, his hoe and plough lean by the empty 

house; 

He calls his children and they go up the mountain to gather 

acorns. 

The merchants on the Western River, with their hundred 

bushels of pearls, 

Keep dogs on their boats, which constantly live on meat. 

Hsi-chiang is located in modern Canton province. 
The upper reaches of the Western River converge with the Kuei 
RiverStE, Ch'ien River^tC, and Yu River %TL in Ts'ang-wu of 
Kuang-hsi Province Its lower reaches converge with 
Pei River dtfll in San-shui of Canton Province. 
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In the former half of T'ang dynasty, the "equal field system" 

was enacted for the purpose of making the maximum use 

of land. A system of land tenure named "inheritable land" 

was pairt of the allotment (for house) for everyone 

who received land under the "equal field system." The 80 inou 

"arcible land" (Mffl) [one mou equals one-sixth of an English 

acre] was given back to the government when the farmer 

reached the age of sixty or died. The 20 mou was kept by the 

man' s family as " inheritable land. " For those commoners who 

couldn't get any field from the government ploughed several 

mou fields in the barren area by themselves. The old farmer 

in the mountain in this poem belongs to the category three. 

After the "An Lu-shan Rebellion," it was hard to enact the 

system of direct taxation known as tsu-yung-tiao (SWU) 

because of the diminution of population. Under this system, 

each registered taxpayer paid fixed taxes in grain, cloth, 

and labor service. Therefore, the government officials 

levied many kinds of taxes at their convience, such as the " 

money for exempting from the field labors" and the 

"Twice-yearly tax" The alliance of government 

with the merchants only worsened the situation of poverty and 

wealth. 

m Denis C. Twitchett, "Financial Administration under the 
T'ang," in Political Institutions in Traditional China; Major 
Issues, ed. by James T.C. Liu (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., 1974), 86-99. 
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The poem translated above reflects an unreasonable 

social phenomena and gives a realistic sketch of the 

miserable and bitter hardships of peasant life. The first 

two lines portrays an old farmer who tilled a few inou of rice 

fields in the mountain in order to escape the heavy taxation. 

Chang Chi then collates the goods turning to dust in the 

government granery with the poveirty of the oppressed peasants 

in the ensuing two lines. The late T'cing poet P'i Jih-hsiu's 

(ca. 834-883) "Lament of a Woman Acorn-gatherer" 

is similar to Chang Chi's work in its harsh 

criticism of government corruption and its vivid description 

of the hardships of peasant life. Lines 5 and 6 describe how 

the old farmer must eat acorns to survive because of the 

exhorbitant taxes he has to pay. In the last distich, the 

poet contrasts the old farmer with the rich southern 

merchants who feed meat to the dogs on their boats. It is 

obvious that Chang Chi lays the responsibility for the 

extravagant wealth of the merchants on the shoulders of the 

poor peasants. 

The disparity in the attitudes towards merchants 

expressed in Chinese poetry can be observed from the 

portraits of merchants appearing in yiieh-fu ballads. Upon 

seeing trade flourishing the growing wealth and power of 

merchants, many mid-T'ang poets frequently commented on 

merchants, trade and urban life. Although traditional 
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Chinese thinkers highly related the importance of agriculture 

and repressed commercialism, these merchants were hard put 

to explain what had happened to them. In the following 

poem, Chang Chi not only provides a con^arison of the life of 

farmer and merchant, but also describes many aspects of the 

merchant's life including wealth, supersitition, and 

insecurity: 

The Merchant's Joy 

There are many travelling merchants who go westward from 

Chin-ling, 

Living on the boat, they enjoy their lives amid wind and 

waves. 

About to set sail, they move their ships near to the entrance 

into the Yangtze, 

They pray to the spirits and offer libations of wine on the 

ship's prows. 

112 For an excellent study of the image of the merchant in 
classical Chinese poetry, see Donald Holzman, "The Image of 
the Merchant in Medieval Chinese Poetry," Ganz allmahlich; 
Aufsatze 2ur ostasiatischen Literatur, insbesondere zur 
chinesischen Lvrik, eds., Roderich Ptak and Siegfried Englert 
(Heidelberger: Verlagsanstalt, 1986), 92-108; see also Denis 
Twitchett, "Merchant, Trade and Government in Late T'ang," 
Asia Manor 14.1 (1968-1969): 63-95. 

1" Chin-ling (in modern Nan-jing) is located in the 
lower reaches of the Yang-tze River. Usually, merchants 
went westward for business sailing along the River. 

114 It was an old custom that merchants pray to the spirits 
of water on the ships' prows before they set sail in the hope 
of protecting themselves from wreck. 
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Putting do\im the cup they discuss the dates for the distant 

journey. 

Entering Szechuan through the lands of the Man, this is a 

long separation. 

Whoever has much gold among the merchants will be a 

distinguished guest. 

Night after night, they count their strings of cash and sit 

up late. 115 

On the autumn river, the new moon and the chattering of apes: 

The lonely sail sets out by night from the bank of the Hsiao 

and Hsiang.ii® 

The sailors ply their sweeps to pull against the dark 

currents 

Straight past the mountainous cliffs after the boats ahead. 

Year after year, in search of profit they go west and east 

again. 

Their names and surnames are not to be found in any county's 

registers. 

Min ̂  is silk used to string cash. According to the 
"Basic Annals of the En^jeror of Han" in the History of Han, 
people initiay.y counted strings of cash in the fourth year 
of Yiian-shou tvN period (119 B.C.)." See Han~shu pu-chu MW 

in Erh-shih-wu shih —-hSi vol. 3 (Taipei: Taiwan Yi-
wen yin-shu-kuan, 1970), 6.15b. 

11® Hsiao-Hsiang : The Hsiang River of Hunan Province 
converges with the Hsiao River in the west of Ling-ling 
county. It is a poetic convention to address Hsiang River as 
Hsiao-Hsiang Rivers in traditional China. Sometimes, the 
term also refers to the Hunan area. 
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Yet peascints are weighed down by heavy taxes and always in 

suffering. 

They would rather give up their job and become "old dealers 

in treasures." 

This song is an old theme yueh-fu also named "Ku-k'o le" 

It belongs to the subcategory of "Western songs" of 

the "Ch'ing-shang ch'u" . The earliest yueh-fu on 

this theme is said to be written by the second emperor of the 

Southern Ch'i dynasty (479-502), the emperor Wu, Hsiao Tse 

(440-493). Kuo Mao-ch'ien quotes from the Ku-chin yueh-lu 

(Record of Ancient and Modern Music): 

"The Merchant's Joy" was composed by the Emperor Wu of 
the Ch'i (reigned 483-493). When the emperor was still 
a commoner, he once visited Fan and Teng. After he 
ascended the throne, the en^eror recalled things past 
and wrote this song. 

Yiieh-fu shih chi, 48.699. 
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Differring from emperor Wu's emotional self-indulgence, many 

verses on the theme describe the lives of merchants in a more 

general way. By the mid-T'ang times, the poets of the New 

yiieh-fu movement presented more objective and detailed 

descriptions of these travelling merchants. Chang Chi's poem 

translated above centers on the sharp comparison between 

wealthy businessmen cind underprivileged peasants. The 

opening six lines describe the merchant's preparations for 

the journey. Then, the poet writes of the hardship of 

travelling in the ensuing three distichs. Lines 13 and 14 

describe the reasons for social injustices. Because these 

merchants always travelled for the profit and their name were 

not written down in any county's registers, they were 

exempted from heavy taxation. In the last couplet, the poet 

reflects how underprivileged farmers wanted to be wealthy 

merchants, a social reality of the time. 

As Arthur Waley has pointed out, Chang Chi's ballads 

"have the same excellent social and political intentions as 

Po's, but have not even the modicum of poetry that Po manages 

to inject into his verse-tracts,i think Chang Chi's 

contribution to this theme is less one sided than Po's. 

Chang Chi shows us how the merchants set out on their voyage 

with libations to the gods, and how they choose the richest 

among them as their chief. He then describes the nocturnal 

118 See Arthur Waley, The Life and Times of Po Chu-i, 772-
846 A.D. (London; Allen & Unwin, 1949), 144. 



landscape in the Tung-t'ing Lake region and the dangerous 

race merchants engage in to reach their destination before 

their con^etitors. It is only in the last two lines that we 

feel the criticism that is presunbly the aim of the poem. 

In the poem below, Chang Chi stresses the finality of 

death and ridicules those powerful and noble families who 

hold elciborate funerals: 

The Ballad of Pei-mang Mountain ibtPfr 

The north gate of Lo-yang city is the way to Pei-mang 

Mountain, 

Funeral carriages rumble through the autumn grasses. 

In front of the carriages, they sing together the "Song of 

Dew on the Shallot," 

Newly-erected tombs are white and lofty. 

People attend a funeral every morning and evening. 

There are even more people [undying] in Lo-yang city. 

Using tons of gold to erect stele one hundred feet high. 

It eventually becomes someone else's stone under the pillar. 

Atop the mountain, trees of pine and cypress are without 

owners, 

Those white bones under the ground are even more than soil. 

On the Cold Food Festival, every family sends paper money, 

Birds and hawks make their nests with it and carry it up to 

the tree. 
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Those who live in the city don't understand the grief of 

death. 

Please go to Pei-mang Mountain to make a journey for the 

moment. 

'  I f o  

This song text belongs to the subcategory of "Words for New 

Yiieh-fu." It sighs amd chants on the occasions of death and 

burial. Pei-mang Mountain is located in the northwest area 

of modern Lo-yang city of Ho-nan Province Since the 

Han dynasty on, people from powerful and noble families were 

usually buried at this place. This poem connotes the same 

meaning with "Lament of Liang-fu" "Lament of T'ai-

shan" and "Artemisia Village" These burial 

songs are meant to mourn for the dead and condole with those 

who drew a hearse.According to the Ku-chin chu 

(Record of Things Ancient and Modern) written by Ts'ui Pao 

290-306), "Dew on the Shallot" (iE±S) and 

"Artemisia Village" were both funeral songs composed by T'ien 

Heng's disciples. When T'ien committed suicide, his 

disciples mourned him and wrote funeral songs to express 

their grief. These two elegies indicated that human life is 

119 Yiieh-fu shih-chi, 94.1323. 
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as transient as dew on the shallot and human souls returned 

to Artemisia village after death. However, there was a social 

distinction between these two funeral songs. The first one 

was to be sung when escorting the hearse of a king, duke, or 

aristocrat. The second one was to be sung when escorting the 

hearse of officials and commoners. 120 

Chang Chi's fellow poet, Wang Chien, also composed a 

poem beeiring the same title on the theme of death ritual. 121 

Compared with Wang's poem, Chang's work is shorter in length 

and more sarcastic toward social mores, while Wang's song 

mocks the nobles' insatiable greed for power and wealth, 

Chang's ballad ridicules those powerful and aristocratic who 

made vain efforts to protect their posthumous fame by holding 

an elaborate funeral. The first three distichs describe a 

funeral scene in which Chang Chi laments the brevity of human 

life. The poet believes that when a man is dead everything 

is finished. Thus, he satirizes the custom of an elaborate 

funeral in the next three couplets. The last two lines tap 

those who live in the city on the head with an icy shot: do 

not lead a befuddled life, as if drunk or in a dream. It 

seems to me that this poem is finished at once, without 

taking a "breather." Chang Chi employs a literary technique 

of intermingling discourse with deliberative narrative. 

120 Ts'ui Pao, Ku-chin chii, 3 ch'iian, SPTK (Shanghai: Shang-
wu yin-shu-kuan, 1919-1936), 2.3a-b. 

121 See Yiieh-fu shih-chi, 94.1323. 
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Although the poetic language of this poem is simple, the 

message conveyed between the lines is complicated. It is 

in^ossible to write out such a thought-provoking poem without 

many profound life experiences. 

Chang Chi's literary ballads cover a multitude of 

themes. In his new yiieh-fu poems, Chang Chi is particularly 

good at expressing intimate human concerns. He shows us his 

great compassion for the impoverished peasants who suffered 

from exorbitant taxation. Elsewhere in Chang Chi's 

collection, the poet describes the plight of the peasant 

especially when government officials imposed heavy taxes on 

the people. One of the major characteristics in Chang Chi's 

yiieh-fu poetry is that he can describe a sophisticated social 

reality within a limited space. Chang Chi is capable of 

penetrating the dark side of the mid-T'ang society and his 

deep sympathy is clearly with this oppressed class, as is 

seen in the following poem: 

A Deer on the Hilltop 

A deer on the hilltop. 

Its horns are stripped. 

Its tail is short. 

The poor people are overtaxed and unable to pay. 

Her husband dead yet unburied, and her son still in jail. 

In dry weather, the sun evaporated small hills in wildness 
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without gathering grain and millet, there is no food for 

prisoners. 

The district officials merely worry about military victuals. 

Who will let you avoid death and wounds? 

• muiS: ° <• 

Beginning with the analogical way of expression used in Shih-

chxng, many traditional Chinese poets make metaphorical 

comparisons to inspire human emotion for the purpose of 

social and political criticism. In the opening three lines, 

Chang Chi adopts the folk song form to make an explicit 

comparison between deer on a hilltop and the peasant 

beleaguered by heavy taxes. The ensuing two lines state that 

overtaxations made people's lives miserable. Apparently, the 

widow's son is hard to survive in the long run. Lines 6 and 

7 tell us of a widow who was concerned about food for her son 

in prison. However, the most compelling lines of this poem 

lies in the last couplet, where the poet reveals the naked 

truth of the govenment's oppression. It is deplorable that 

the government officials only be concerned with the levies 

for military supply and were indifferent to the sufferings of 

the impoverished peasants. 

It was true that the poor farmers who could not afford 

to pay taxes would be kept in prison. Thus, Po Chii-i 

petitioned the emperor to pardon more prisoners in his 
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memorial, hoping that this act of benevolence vrould restore 

the balance of yin and yangz 

Inside the county jail, there are more than a dozen of 
prisoners who have been restrained and attached year 
after year. Their wives and children all beg on the 
roads in order to provide their prison food. Among 
them, some have been imprisoned for many years and their 
wives have remarried. For those who died inside the 
prison, [the government] takes their boys to keep in 
detention. It says so that they are imprisoned in the 
county jail under the command of the Transport 
Commissioner of Tax Bureau. Since they owe government 
fixed tax in grain and have nothing to pay back for 
indemnities. [The government] takes them as prisoners 
and does not relieve them even if they die.l^^ 

- urn 
urn" 

T' - -nn # 

Chang Chi gives a realistic description of impoverished 

peasants who suffered from over-taxations. After the 

subjugation of the Chu Tz'u (742-784) Rebellion, the 

En^eror Te of T'emg (reigned 780-804) intentionally ordered 

tax levies of all kinds on the people to amass property. ̂̂ 3 

In the next poem, Chang Chi once again describes a poor 

couple who works hard to pay taxes: 

122 See "Tsou Wen-hsiang teng hsien chin-ch'iu chuang" 
(A Memorial to the Throne Regarding Taking 

Prisoners in Wen-hsiang and Other Counties) in Po Chii-i chi 
(A Collection of Po Chu-i), ed. by Ku Hsueh-chieh 

vol. 4 (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chu, 1979), 59.1246. 

123 See Sung Ch'i5j?^15 (996-1061) and Ou-yang Hsiui^^^i^ (1007-
1072), "Shih-huo chih," (Treatise on Economic Sections) 
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The Lyric of Toil and Care {SlSsf 

Toil and care^ care and toil: 

The family is poor, and the couple are not happy enough. 

This year, for other people, he ships tribute rice; 

Last yeeir he caught fish by the river. 

At home, my mother-in-law is old and my son is still young; 

I weave raw silk from Wu to pay the taxes by myself. 

Each family has flax and mulberries, darkening the other 

fields; 

I think you alone make vain efforts. 

I wish the cattle's hooves were round, and the sheep's horns 

straight. 

Even your body would always be kept alive, you cannot lead a 

decent life. 

In the first six lines, Chang Chi portrays the toilers who 

were fagged from paying taxes by fishing and weaving. The 

poet then expresses his heartfelt sympathy with the poor 

couple in the ensuing couplet. No matter how industrious 

in the Hsin T'anq-shu (The New T'ang History) vol. 5 
(Peking: Chung-hua shu-chii, 1975), 52.1358. 
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they were, their hard work was a waste of efforts due to the 

ruthless tsucation. In the last two lines, thus, the poet 

despairingly voices his longing for lighter taxes for the 

downtrodden. 

In the following poem, Chamg Chi lavishes great sympathy 

upon the hardships of a ploughman by portraying the details 

of his farming operations: 

The Ballad of a River Village 

In the south pond, the water is deep and the reeds rise 

in order; 

Going to the fields to plant rice, he makes no boundary 

between fields. 

The reflection of man ploughing fields in the water is clear. 

The short upper garments half stained with the mud of reeds. 

By the side of the fields, he reaps sedge and builds a house; 

Coming back from the fields, he ties the buffalo and sleep 

alone. 

He soaks his hands and feet in the water, all have wounds. 

Mountain gadflies surround their bodies and fly back and 

forth. 124 

In the mulberry woods, the fruit turns black and the 

silkworms sleep again. 

124 Meng it is a gadfly that bites horses and cattle. 
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The daughter-in-law and mother-in-law pluck mulberries and do 

not go to the fields. 

In Chiang-nan, the hot dry weather is fierce; 

During the rains, he transplants the sprouting grain. 

He always diligently ploughs the fields throughout his 

entire life. 

When the rice is ripe, every family will hold a procession to 

thank the gods. 

' mmmmmmn ° 

The opening four lines indicate the season and region of the 

tilling by describing the sprouting shoots of reeds, the 

ploughing of fields, and the mud stained on the farmer's 

garments. Chang Chi then portrays a lonely farmer who 

endured physical hardships in the ensuing two distichs. 

Lines 9 and 10 describe the sericulture activities of women. 

To the assiduous peasant, the sentiment expressed in the last 

four lines is an universal longing for a good harvest. By 

depicting the peasant's expectation of holding a procession 

125 In agricultural Chinese society, there was a sai-shen 
(thank-offering to the Gods) ceremony where peasants 

sacrificed and requited the gods in the harvest season. They 
had an idolatrous procession in which the gods are carried. 
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to thank the gods after the yearlong hardships, the poet here 

expresses the real psychological condition of the ploughman. 

The new yiieb-fu genre is relatively free in form and 

content because of its cheiracteristic of "writing a piece of 

poem on current events" It is suitable for the 

realistic description of an event without any restraints. 

For example, the next poem extensively describes the wood

cutters ' toil worn life of plucking firewood: 

The Song of Wood-cutters 

They go up to a mountain to pluck firewood and choose 

withered trees. 

There are many logs on the dense mountain, but it is hard to 

carry them down. 

When the autumn came, the prairie fire burned oak woods; 

The trunks and branches were already withered and fitted for 

plucking. 

Chop I chop I the axes sound in the dark valley; 

They pluck twigs of equal length and bind with green creeping 

vines. 

At sunset, they wait for the company to descend the mountain. 

The bcunboo carry-poles torture and bend their bodies. 

Since all know that there are many tiger dens by the 

roadside. 

They dare not rest until they get out of the deep woods. 

In the west of the village, foxes and rabbits walk around the 
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dark ground; 

When their children call them, there are answering sound. 

The wood-cutter. 

Don't pluck the pine and cypress trees. 

The pine and cypress trees grow straight hard branch 

For you to make houses, to become your cottage home. 

» ses^^i^toj ' » 

mmm • " 

The image of the wood-cutter is well portrayed in this poem. 

The first six distiches plainly depict the people, actions, 

and scenes of plucking wood. Although this poem is written 

with a kind of stylized language, the reader still can 

perceive the poet's deep concern for wood-cutters from the 

scenes described. Nevertheless, Chang Chi's portrayal of 

concrete details in plucking and carrying wood in the 

mountains proves to be a direct observation from the wood

cutter •s lives. In the last four lines, the poet's 

unpersuasive yet realistic suggestion tends to be a plausible 

argument, and thus indicates the authenticity of the emotion 

and environment within a poem. 

In the following poem, Chang Chi describes the peasant 

villagers' excitement when they heard the allligator's sound 

at night during a long drought period: 
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The White Alligators ' Sound fiSiS 

The sky is eibout to rain. 

There are the eastern winds. 

The white alligators by the southern creek sound in the cave. 

In the sixth month, people's wells don't have water. 

When they hear the alligators' sound at night, they all get 

up. 

Here tuo e refers to Alligator sinensis. This song title is 

derived from a children's song in the Three Kingdom period 

(220-280) .126 shen Yiieh's (441-513) explains the poetic 

prophecy of Chinese alligator in his "Treatise of Five 

Elements" of The History of Sung (• Sfr^) s 

In the early reign period of Sun Liang (243-258), there 
was a ditty of "White Alligators' Sound" in Kung-an. The 
children's song reads: "When the white alligators 
sounded/ The tortoise's back were flat/ Inside the city 
of Nan-chun, they could have lived forever/ Holding on 
even to death and not leaving, their righteousness had 
not been completed." What they could have lived forever 
in the city of Nan-chun is meant that it was easily to 
escape if there were in emergencies. Next year, Chu-ko 
K'e (203-253) was defeated. His younger brother Chu-ko 
Jung (?-253) garrisoned Kung-an and was raided too. 
Chu-ko Jung scraped off the golden-seal tortoise and 
took it and then died. The alligators have the scaly. 

126 See Yiieh-fu shih-chi. 88.1240-1241. 
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which have the omen of militeiry equipments. They also 
explain militeiry auspice. 

»mms: 'snni -

fiL • 

However, Chang Chi's short song about the white alligators 

does not contain any political divination. The poet only 

depicts the Chiang-nan villagers' reactions upon hearing the 

alligators' sound. It is written with a kind of natural and 

fluent colloquial language, imitating the folk songs style. 

Chang Chi's description of the white alligators invites the 

reader to speculate on their habits and the relationship 

between them and the natural phenomena. Line 3 describes 

that the alligators dwell on the cave by the water and like 

to do activities during the night time. Then the author 

tells us the exact time of the alligators' sounding in the 

ensuing line. This description tallies with the scientific 

record of alligator's activities. The alligators begin to 

hibernate in the tenth month and become active in the fourth 

or fifth month of the next year. When it comes to the sixth 

month, the alligators start to sound for seeking a mate. 

Ancient Chinese believed that the sound of Chinese alligators 

127 shen Yiieh, Suna-shu, vol. 2 (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chii, 
1974), 21. 913. 
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had astrological function to foretell the weather. When the 

alligators sound at night, the conunoners observe omens to 

divine the rains. 128 xt is obvious that Chang Chi's poem on 

Chinese alligators is based on his direct observation of the 

crocodiles. In this poem, the incident of the villagers' 

hearing alligator's sound at night is described in a vivid 

and graphic manner. 

With strong social conscience and compassion, Chang Chi 

expresses the appalling sorrows that he saw around him. To 

fulfill his moral purpose through his art, Chang Chi 

frequently describes in moving terms the grief that warfare, 

famine, and, and social unrest imposed upon the people. In 

the poem below, Chang Chi feelingly sketches the suffering of 

a wanderer who was short of cash and could not go home: 

The Weary Road frS&il 

The traveler from Eastern Hunan heaved a long sighs,^^9 

It has been ten years since he left home, unable to return. 

128 Li Shih-chen (1518-1593), Pen-ts'ao kana-mu 
(Materia Medica) vol. 2 (Rpt. Hong Kong; Shang-wu yin-

shu-kuan, 1954), 43.58-59. 

129 Hsiang-tung was a prefecture founded by the Wu State 
during the period of the Three Kingdoms (221-264). It is 
located in the modern Heng-yang city of Hunan Province 

In the Southern Dynasties, The Eii5)eror Ming of 

Sung (Liu and The Emperor Yuan of Liang (Hsiao Yi|f^) 
were enfeoffed and given the title King of Hsiang-tung. 
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He has a worn-out fur garment and a weak horse, hard for him 

to travel; 

Hungry and cold, his boy servants lack muscular strength. 

Haven't you seen. 

He uses up the gold on the top of his bed. 

He has no color on his face. 

As dragon is coiled amid mud and there are no clouds. 

We cannot sport ascending wings. 

According to the Yvieh-fu chieh-ti, this poem completely 

expresses the hardships of the road and the sadness of 

sepcirations. Conventionally, the poem would begin with the 

expression "Chun pu chien" (Haven't you seen). It was 

originally a folk song and later adopted into the balladic 

form by literati. In the first four lines, Chang Chi 

portrays a traveler who is at the end of his rope. To be 

sure, the expression "haven't you seen" in line 5 is a yiieh^ 

fu formulaic language. Lines 6 and 7 . The last couplet 

make a comparison between the traveler's difficulty and the 

dragon's trapping amid mud. 

By the same token, Chang Chi's next poem mirrors the 

harsh realities of the period, depicting in realistic detail 

the hardships of the road: 
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The Ballad of Laying the Journey HMfT 

A traveler from afar goes out the gate, and the road is 

wearisome; 

I stop the carriage and hold the riding-whip in front of the 

gate. 

In a deserted town, there is no one and frost covers the 

road; 

Wild fire burns the bridge, and I cannot cross it. 

In cold days, rabbits enter into their holes and birds return 

to their nests; 

My boy servant asks me whose house am I heading for? 

Walking and seeking by the sides of fields, at dusk he does 

not rest yet; 

Hubs and long shafts have been obstructed by thorns. 

Up mounds and through gullies, I seek lodging at a farmer's 

house; 

The host hulls rice to be the night's food. 

A morning cock crows and crows beside the thatched house. 

The traveler gets up to sweep the frost from the carriage. 

The old mountains have already been passed, and I have 

already gone far; 

I do not have livelihood yet, and it is hard for me to return 

home. 

On the paths of Ch'ang-an, my acquaintances are few; 

Gazing afar the heavenly gates, broad daylight is getting 
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late. 

Who will listen to me about the hardships I saw on the 

journey? 

And go towards the lord and sing a note for me. 

«> nmmmmm • » 

mujEsijfTEM' ° 

IV. The Revelation of the Evils of War 

After the An Lu-shan Rebellion, the Turfans and Uighurs 

invaded China proper for successive years. In 763, Turfan 

troops raided the T'ang capital Ch'ang-an and the Emperor Tai 

of T'ang (reigned 762-779) fled to Shan-chou The 

imperial armies were con^letely defeated and government 

officials ran away and went into hiding. Incessant wars made 

life miserable for the people and rendered many homeless. 

After the An Lu-shan Rebellion, there were years of extreme 

personal and and national turmoil; many mid-T'ang poets 

expressed their anti-war sentiment by composing poems on 

themes such as the misery of the battlefield, the desolate 

frontiers, the hardships of conscription, and the grievances 

of conscripts' wives. As Chang Chi matured in his poetic 

career, he began to write bitingly about war. Similar to the 

realistic poems of his poetic father Tu Pu, Chang Chi's 
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verses reveal a profound compassion for humanity caught in 

the grip of senseless war. In the following poem, Chang Chi 

vividly portrays militsiry outrages committed against the 

people: 

The Ballad of Yung-chia 

The yellow-haired Tarteirs entered Lo-yang,i3° 

They held the weapons and ascended into the palace hall. 

The En^eror of Chin's house became a surrendered captive. 

Those dukes and nobles hurried away like cattle and sheep. 

On the purple paths, banner and flag holders run up against 

each other. 

Chickens and dogs in every household were startled to the 

roofs. 

A woman went out doors and followed the disorderly soldiers. 

She dared not cry even as her husband died before her eyes. 

Yet those feudal lords of the Nine States were concerned with 

their own territory. 

Nobody led the army to protect the ruler. 

130 During the Western Chin (265-317) period, there was a 
yellow-haired Tartars among the five Tartar tribes. Here the 
poet refers to the Hsiung-nu tribe. 

131 Tzu-mo refers to the purple paths in the capital's 
suburbs. Taoists believed the so-called "auspicious 
influences" as of the sovereign, and they name it 
"purple atmosphere" because it happens to be purple color. 
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Escaping from the Tartars, the Northerners are mostly in the 

south. 

Until today, the Southerners can speak the Chin language. 

mmmmmmm - <• rnxmrmn.^ - = 

In the sixth month of the fifth year of the Yung-chia 

period (311), according to the History of the Chin (##), the 

Hsiung-nu Liu Ts'ung pillaged the Chin capital Lo-yang 

and captured the Emperor Huai of Chin (reigned 307-311). In 

316, Liu Yao §ijffl sacked Chang-an and eventually killed the 

Emperor Min of Chin. When Liu Yao and Wang Mi plundered Lo-

yang, they had soldiers burn the palaces and took all of the 

court women and treasures. 1^2 The first four lines tell us 

that the Chin emperor was captured and the nobles ran scared 

as a rabbit after the beirbarians occupied the capital Lo-

yang. In the ensuing four lines, the poet describes how the 

warfare devastated the people in the war-zone. Finally, the 

poet explains why the rebellion happened. The last two 

couplets witness the provincial warlords abandoning the 

emperor in his hour of trouble. In this poem, Chang Chi 

employs the literary technique of relating an historical 

event to illustrate a current affair. 

132 See YFSC, vol. 4, 93-1311. 
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The next poem was written in the twelfth year of the 

Yiian-ho era (817), when Chang Chi was about fifty-two years 

of age. In that period, the T'ang in^erial house was 

suffering from the revolts of military governors. Among the 

rebels, Wu Shao-ch'eng (750-809) and his son Wu Yvian-

chi (783-817) were the toughest consecutively wielding 

large troops and fighting against the government. 133 upon 

seeing the ravages of soldiers and brigands, Chang Chi 

composed the following poem to adominsh the warlords not to 

destroy the populace: 

Ballad of Tung T'ao S^fr 

On the top of Lo-yang city, the fire was blazing up; 

The rebellious army burned my emperor's palace. 

There was a deep mountain at the south of the palace city. 

The old and young all hid among the mountain. 

They used the thick grotto as shelter and chestnut-oak as 

food, 

Those fully grown men went out at night to pick up 

information. 

They heard that the government troops still caught people. 

Their old homes today, they cannot return. 

The ballad of "Tung Flees," 

133 See Yuan Shu (1131-1205), T'unq-chien chi-shih pen-
mo vol. 10 (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chU, 1964), 
34.3173-3195. 
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When will the Han imperial household be peaceful again? 

mmff ̂ mmmmm±¥i 

This piece is an old theme yiieh-fa which belongs to the the 

subcatory of the "Clear-mode of the "Matching Song" 

According to Ts'ui Pao, the song of "Tung 

T'ao" (Tung Flees) was made by children at play at the 

end of the Latter Han, when Tung Tso (d. 192) fermented 

revolt but was killed while fleeing from the capital. 

Viewed as a poetic prophecy, this ballad explained the common 

people' s grudge towcurds the belligerent warlords after the 

"Tung Cho Rebellion" (184-190). Later on, this song was 

collected into yueh-fu for the political necessity of keeping 

in touch with the people. 

In the poem translated above, however, Chang Chi 

attempts to relate the historical past of "Tung Tso 

Rebellion" to the social unrest of his times brought by the 

warlords' revolts in troops. The first four lines describe 

134 See Yiieh-fu shih-chi. 34.504-505. Originally, in the 
ballad "Tung T'ao" (Tung T'ao) every line ends with the 
refrain, which was probably the name of a Taoist immortal. 
Later, the refrain was reinterpreted to mean "Tung flees" 
when Tung Cho took over the country, substituting the homonym 
t'ao "to flee" for the name T'ao. For an English translation 
and study of this song, see Anne Birrell, Popular Songs and 
Ballads of Han China (London: Unwin Hyman, 1988), 111-112; 
see also Hans H. Frankel, "Yiieh-fu Poetry," in Studies in 
Chinese Literary Genres, ed. by Cyril Birch (Berkeley; 
University of California Press, 1974), 88. 
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how the people escaped from the blazing city and hid in the 

deep mountain. Lines 5 to 8 tell us these people lived in 

the thick grotto and ate chestnut-oak and they could not go 

home because of the war devastation. In the last two lines, 

the poet expresses his deep concern for the displaced 

populace by raising a question: when will our country be at 

peace again? 

In the following new yiieh-fu poem, Chang Chi implicitly 

writes of the decline of the T'ang empire, as reflected from 

the ruined imperial palace in Lo-yang: 

The Ballad of Lo-yang 

Gates of the palace in Lo-yang are located in the middle 

divison, 

Above the city wall, lofty indeedI the twelve towers 

Kingfisher splendor goes westward, when will it return? 1^7 

135 chung-chou refers to Ho-nan province in ancient 
China. 

136 There were four sides of city wall in old Lo-yang which 
had three gates on each side. Each gate had one tower, thus 
there were the Twelve Towers in Lo-yang city. The number 
twelve here might be an imaginary number. The Taoist adepts 
deceived the Emperor Wu of Han about the legend of "welcoming 
the new-year" claiming that the Yellow Emperor erected 
the Five Cities and the Twelve Towers to wait for the 
transcendents coming. 

137 Ts'iii-hua (Kingfisher splendor) refers to an 
in^erial banner ornamented with a kingfisher's blue feathers, 
used in ancient times when the emperor was on circuit. In 
classical Chinese poetry, the term is employed to symbolize 
the emperor. For example, Tu Fu writes in his "Journey 
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In the owl nest, the little birds hide with the perched 

swallows. 

In^erial gates have vainly been locked for fifty years. 

Taxes the peasants eind builds the jade palace. 

In the six streets, morning and evening, drums beat and 

rattle; 138 

In^erial Guardsmen holding lances watch over the empty 

palace. 

A hundred officials, every day and month, send a memorial; 

Postal envoys, in succession, come and go in the Ch'ang-an 

roads. 

The trees by Shang-yang palace turn yellow and green 

again, 

Wild wolves enter the Imperial grounds to eat elk and deer. 

On the paths of the field, the old men weep a few tears. 

North" (ittE): "men of the capital look for the kingfisher 
splendor / as the aus^cious spirit moves toward the Golden 
T o w e r . "  ( )  

Liu-chieh (the six streets): In T'ang-Sung times, 
there were the six main streets in the capital, surrounding 
the imperial palace. All day long, the imperial guardmen 
patrolled around the six streets beating drums. 

Shang-yang was the neime of a palace in the T'ang 
eastern capital Lo-yang, which was built by the Emperor Kao 
of T'ang (reigned 649-684). According to the Old T'anQ 
History. Shang-yang Palace of the eastern capital was located 
east of the forbidden imperial park. The Emperor Kao of 
T'ang frequently resided there to administer the affairs of 
State. In 746, the Consort Yang won the undivided devotion 
of the Emperor Hsuan of T'ang and all the beautiful palace 
ladies were sent off to live in secluded palaces. Shang-yang 
Palace was one of six such palaces. 
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They talk about the time of Emperor Wu's imperial tour.^-^ 

Earlier in Chinese history, Lo-yang was the capital of the 

Eastern Chou dynasty (770-256 B.C.). The emperors of Later 

Han (25-220), Western Chin (266-316), Later Wei (535-577), 

Sui (581-619), and the Five Dynasties (907-960) also founded 

capitals in Lo-yang. In the T'ang times, En5>ress Wu once 

made Lo-yang the capital. This poem deals with a deserted 

palace in Lo-yang when the T'ang en^erors stopped the 

in^erial tour after the An Lu-shan Rebellion. After the 

Emperor Hsuan of T'ang (reigned 712-756) took Yang Yu-

huan as his In^)erial Consort, he did not visit the 

retirement palace in Lo-yang any more. Even though there was 

no more imperial tour, the empty palace in Lo-yang was still 

guarded and repaired by tax money levied from peasants. Lo-

yang was actually a secondary capital in T'ang times; yet, 

the government still set up many important official posts, 

which became a huge burden on the T'ang financial 

administration. 

The first two lines describe the grandeur of Lo-yang 

city. In the next four lines, the poet then tells us that 

140 T'ang poets often compared the Emperor Hsuan of T'ang to 
the Emperor Wu of Han. 
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the palace gates have been locked for fifty years since 

Enperor Hsuan's last visit. Lines 7 and 8 witness an en^ty 

palace tended by Imperial Guardsmen. Subsequently, Chang 

Chi contrasts the flourishing of officialdom with the faded 

palace in the ensuing two couplets. Although the palace was 

rusty from disuse, there were still many political ties 

between the capital Chang-an and Lo-yang. The imperial park 

became desolate, and was ravaged by wild wolves. Finally, 

the poem ends on a satirical note, in which the poet 

describes the old men who still thought of the En4)eror Hsuan 

of T'ang with affection. This closing couplet in^lies the 

vicissitudes of the T'ang imperial house. 

During the mid-T'ang period, the Turfans and Uighurs 

incessantly massacred the entire population of the capital 

city and its royal domain. Prosperous Ch'ang-an and Lo-yang 

cities were ravaged by the beacon fires. In the following 

poem, Chang Chi describes the bleak scene of a post-war city: 

The Ballad of an Abandoned House I^^ff 

The Tartar horses run and scatter on the paths between 

fields, 

The men escape from the riot in the capital, only the empty 

house remains. 

Beside the house, green mulberries droop gracefully, 

deviously; 
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Wild silkworms eat leaves cuid spin cocoons. 

Yellow sparrows carry grasses and enter their nests. 

The birds are crying and sobbing, and the white sun is about 

to set. 

When they leave, they bury their millet in the ground; 

Those hungry soldiers dig the soil and turn it repeatedly. 

Owls raise their offspring above the court trees. 

Whirlwinds blow over winding walls and empty houses. 

After the riot was settled, how many people could ever return 

to their native places? 

Only the government would become the landlord again. 

urn" " 

The internal order or arrangement of a poem, is 

certainly of central in^ortance. Interestingly, the 

development of metaphors and the relationships among images 

will direct readers to the appreciation of the integrity of a 

certain text. In relation to our study of Chang Chi's yiieh-

fu poetry, the notion of harmonious unity between theme and 

epiphany may also be applied to the analysis of the above 

poem. In terms of the poetic structure, this piece can be 
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divided into three parts; opening, development, and 

closure. The first two lines begin with the description of 

a deserted house devastated by foreign invasion. Then Chang 

Chi describes the abandoned house in great detail in the 

ensuing four distiches. As shown from the devastated 

setting, in these eight lines the poet represents a desolate 

war-zone by using visionary and auditory poetic images. The 

last couplet illustrates Chang Chi's use of hypothetical 

interrogative, which is a popular device in yueh-fu poetry. 

With a satirical note, Chang Chi accuses of the corrupted 

officials of being savage and cruel to the war-torn people. 

During the mid-T'ang period, incessant wars gave rise to 

military conscriptions and kept numerous families and 

relatives apart. Similar to the preceding poem, Chang Chi 

expresses the poignant grief of a conscript who suffers from 

a long separation in the following piece: 

A Long Separation 

The lotus leaves are round, yet the fringed waterlily's 

leaves are broken; 

The carp in the Yangtze River have fins red. 

Remembering that in youth you abandoned your relatives, 

Maruyama Shigeru has discussed the technical aspect of 
this poem in his article "Cho Seki gafu ni o ke ru ho no 
niyo," 35(t (The Adroitness of the 
Construction of Chang Chi's Yueh-fu Poems) Nihon Daiaafu 
Jinbun Kaoaku Kenkvuio Kenkvu kivo 23 (1980): 103-105. 
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A thousand li away, ten thousand l i ,  you alone are a 

traveller. 

Who says that one's mind doesn't change in a long separation? 

If a star on the sky falls to the ground, it can be a 

meteorite. 

When can we intercept the paths in the south of city wall? 

Don't let the inhabitants be away at the wars I 

The comparative and associative modes of poetic expression 

were perfected in the hands of Tu Fu. Without doubt, Chang 

Chi succeeded in the great tradition of the yiieb-fu genre, 

especially in making metaphorical con^arasions to inspire 

human emotion. The first two couplets of the poem is in the 

"associational mode," in which the poet begins with a natural 

phenomenon and then expresses human emotion inspired by that 

phenomenon. Lines 5 and 6 witness an inconstant and changed 

world after a long separation. Striking sentences, besides 

illuminating subject matter, usually contain satirical and 

admonitory messages. Chang Chi was skilled in this respect, 

and always positioned striking observations at the closing of 

a poem to give conclusive summation of the main theme to the 

poem. The last couplet of this poem is an excellent example, 

in which the poet expressed his wish for a peaceful life for 

the common people. 
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Chapter 3 

Major Thematic Concern: II 

I. Satires of laoist Religion 

Innnortality-seeking is em important theme in Chinese 

religious poetry. In the changed political and intellectual 

atmosphere of the third century, Chien-cui poets already 

composed stanzas on the theme of "saunters in sylphdom" 

to represent their mystical experience or to allegorize their 

political frustrations. In the meantime, they also questioned 

the veracity of immortality-seeking. 

Later on, numerous T'ang poets were influenced by 

Taoism or Buddhism or both. In particular, Ch'iian T'ang shih 

(The Complete T'ang Poemsincludes many verses 

composed by Buddhist monks and Taoist adepts. Aside from 

142 por an excellent study on the theme of immortality in 
Ecurly Medieval China, see Donald Holzman, "Immortality-
Seeking in Early Chinese Poetry," in The Power of Culture; 
Studies in Chinese Cultural History, ed. by Willard J. 
Peterson and Andrew H. Plaks (Hong Kong; The Chinese 
University Press, 1994), 103-118. 

The Complete T'ang Poem is the most comprehensive 
collection of T' ang poetry compiled by Ch' ing scholars. It 
was commissioned by the Emperor Kang-hsi (reigned 1662-1722) 
in 1705 and completed two years later. Some 2,200 poets and 
almost 49,000 works were collected in The Complete T'ang 
Poems. Since this huge collection was completed in haste, 
there were a great deal of serious mistakes such as 
miscollecting, omitting, and repeating. In addition, the 
appended biographies to the poets were largely incorrect. 
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these religious poems, there were numerous works written by 

literati relevant to Buddhist and Taoist motifs. For 

excunple, Wang Wei (6997-761) wrote several Buddhist poems 

upon which he reflected on his life. Li Po (701-762) 

frequently expressed in his poetry a yearning for the 

paradise of the Taoist immortals and how he wished to 

transcend this world. Apparently, religious beliefs and 

practices provided very important sources and stimulus for 

T'ang poets' exuberant imagination. 

Since many T'ang en^erors believed in the Taoist 

religion, the T'ang dynasty is generally regarded as a golden 

age of religious Taoism. According to the T'ang liu-tien 

(Six Regulations of the T'ang)there were one 

thousand six hundred and eighty-seven Taoist cloisters during 

the reign period of the Emperor Wu-tsung of T'ang (reigned 

840-846). One of the reasons the Taoist religion increased 

in prosperity during the Tang Era is that several emperors 

took advice from the Taoist priests concerning the magical 

prescriptions for immortality. The quest for immortality 

through preserving the body and taking elixirs became a very 

prevalent custom. By the mid-T'ang times, many people 

believed in the art of longevity and sought cinnabar elixirs. 

Like Po Chii-i, Chang Chi knew several mountain hermits 

who were believed to hold the art of longevity. Although 

Ta-T'ang liu-tien (Rpt. Taipei; Wen-hai ch'u-
pan-she, 1974), 4.42a. 
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Chang befriended Taoist adepts, he doubted many Taoist 

religious doctrines. In Chang Chi's collection, there are at 

least a dozen poems related to his friendships with Taoist 

priests and priestesses. Of these, the following two are 

descriptions of Chang Chi's wishful search for inmiortals: 

In Search of a Transcendent ^fllj 

Atop the creek there is a path entering the green cliff. 

Transcendent dwellings scatter amid the apricot flowers. 

Still more, I see the recluse west of the peak who says to 

me: 

Amid the clouds there are still two or three dwellings. 

Together with the Supernuimrary Wei, Going to Kai-yiian 

Cloister to Find the Taoist Priest Shih 

Inside the cloister the weather has just cleared. The 

bamboo trees are cool. 

We take a stroll and come to the highest room together. 

Yesterday I was dismissed from office. I don't have plans for 

making a living. 

145 The highest room in a Taoist cloister is the place where 
a Taoist priest seeks immortality. 
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I want to seek the master for the prescription of cutting 

myself off from grains. 

To avoid political purgation, traditional Chinese poets 

sometimes had to criticize their rulers in an indirect way. 

For example, the following ballad employs an historical event 

about a Han emperor to ridicule the absurdity of seeking 

immortality in mid-T'ang society: 

The Ballad of Seeking Inmortality 

The Han Emperor wanted to be a flying immortal. 

Year after year he sent adepts to gather herbs in the Eastern 

Sea. 

Yet P'eng-lai was roadless and the sea was boundless. 

Those Taoist alchemists died in heaps on their boats. 

Far Flight in the sky, revolves about the white sun,i*® 

But the Jade Tree in the Sweet Spring Palace produces no 

magic fruit, 

Chao-yao is the name of a star, namely the star 
Bootes. 

Kan-ch'uan is the name of a palace. It was founded 
by The Emperor Wu of Han for seeking immortality by 
sacrificing to the gods with the sweet spring. Yii-shu is 
a legendary immortal tree made of many jewels by The Emperor 
Wu of Han for the purpose of worshiping the gods. 
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Ultimately, the Nine Immortals did not descend from heaven, 

At his retirement palace, the Han Emperor Wu vainly 

sacrificed to the Great Monad, 

Nevertheless, the Primordial Breath may be concentrated in 

the tan-t 

While the King preserves his ch'i, he can ascend to the deep 

red clouds. 

Chiu-huang chen-jen are the the name of Taoist 
deities. According to the ' ' ' " af of Taoist religion. 

commanding the heaven, three the earth, and three the human 
world respectively. 

Tai-Yi is the name of a deity. According to the 
"Chiao-szu chih" (Treatises on State Sacrifice and 
Worship), the most esteemed deity is Tai-yi. To seek 
immortality, the Emperor Hcui Wu frequently sacrificed to the 
Tai-yi deity in his Sweet Spring Palace. See Pan Ku iff®, 
Han-shu mm vol. 4 (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chii, 1978), 
25.1218. 

150 Taoist adepts maintain that the human body is made up of 
three sections called Tan-t'ien (the Cinnabar fields). 
The Higher Cinnabar Field is in the brain. The second is 
near the heart. The third is underneath the navel. In order 
to prolong life, Taoist adepts emphasize practicing breathing 
techniques to preseirve our Primordial Breath in the three 
Cinnabar Fields. In particular, the lower Cinnabar Field is 
frequently equated with the "ocean of breath," {M,M) in which 
various practices are aimed at the prolongation of life. See 
Ingrid Fischer-Scher et. al.. The Rider Encyclopedia of 
Eastern Philosophy and Religion (London: Rider, 1989), 354. 

there are the nine hsien with three deities 
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Here the poet en^loys the Emperor Wu of Hein's (reigned 140-86 

B.C.) story to admonish the rulers for the eibsurdity of 

seeking nostrum for immortality. According to Ssu-ma Kuang 

(1019-1086), the Emperor Wu of Han dispatched Taoist 

adepts to seek for P'eng-lai Island and An Ch'i-sheng on the 

sea, and engaged in transforming the cinnedaar elixirs into 

gold.151 The story about fascination with elixirs and 

paradisiacal worlds also can be found in Ch'in Shih Huang Ti 

(221-210 B.C.). It has been said that he sent adepts and 

magicians to seek the three isles of the immortals Fang Chang 

Ying-chou and P'eng-lai ̂ 1^. Later on, several 

Han emperors shared the same idea of pursuing physical 

imortality, and sought the elixir of life in the Eastern 

Sea. 152 

To seek immortality, the Emperor Wu of Hsui had the Sweet 

Spring Palace erected. Inside the palace, he made special 

sacrifices to Tai-Yi at a sweetwater spring in the hope that 

the Jade tree would grow magical fruit. However, the 

en^eror's immortality-seeking was to no avail. The Nine 

Immortals never descended to take the eii^)eror into another 

realm of transcendence. In the closing couplet, Chang Chi 

151 See T2u-chih t'ung-chien in Ssu-pu ts' ung-k' an 
edition vol. I (Shanghai: Shang-wu yin-shu-kuan, 1919-

36), 18.153. 

152 For a brief account of the passionate pursuit of 
immortality in Ch'in dynasty, see Anne Birrell, Chinese 
Mythology; An Introduction (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1993), 182. 
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thus suggests that we should embrace the reality of everyday 

life, with the same vigor as Emperor Wu. 

It is worth noting that the mid-T'ang poetry and 

literature were saturated with ideas of alchemy and 

immortality. Many mid-T'ang literati were concerned with 

experimental alcheny. They even set up furnaces in an 

attempt at elixir-making. The following poem is a satire of 

those noble euid powerful persons who searched for immortality 

elixirs to prolong their lives: 

Learning to be a Transcendent ^filj 

A towering abbey opens its red doors. 

Trees blend with rooms and porches. 

Inside a person leams to be immortal. 

Since youth he has abstained from grain. 

His tall crown looks like a lotus, ̂̂ 3 

Aurorae and moons wrapped round dress and skirt. 

At the Six Times he looks to the Highest Clarity, ̂54 

In this line, the poet shows us a male Taoist priest 
wearing the lotus crown {MMM) * As for the formal Taoist 
hats that appear in the shih poetry of T'ang tjLmes, see 
Edward H. Schafer, "The Capeline Cantos; verses on the Divine 
Loves of Taoist Priestesses," Asiatische Studien 32.1 (1978); 
5-65. 

154 Liu-shih is a Buddhist tem which refers to the 
following sdLx Times within a day and night: Early Morning, 
High Noon, Sun Set, Beginning Night, Middle Night, and Late 
Night. Shang-ch'ing ±.^ is a Taoist term which refers to 
the "Highest Clarity." It is one of the Heavens of the 
"Three Clarities" in Taoist mythology. 
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Jade pieces tinkle all around his belt. 

He says he has the books of Tian-lao, 155 

He hides it inside an embroidered book pouch.^56 

In a whole century he can save one person. 

If he told nature's secrets, he'd cause disasters. 

Whenever he divines someone who has a transcendent's 

appearance. 

Then he passes on this art. 

This Taoist sage sits in the middle hall. 

Disciples kneel in the four chambers. 

He shaves his body with a golden sword. 

He takes an oath and burns the numinous incense. 

The disciples learn his eurt of alchemy. 

They fast and go into an empty room. 157 

Keeping one's spirit and preserving one's Primal Pneuma, 

Moving or resting, they follow the Big Dipper. 

155 T'ien-lao was an official of the Yellow En^jeror who 
wrote twenty-five chuan (chapters) of Tian-lao tsa-tzu vin-
tao (Tian-lao's Miscellany on the Mysterious 
Ways). Later on, Tian-lao refers to the prime ministers and 
important officials. 

156 Yiin-chln refers to the pink flush of dawn. It 
implies that the aurora clouds are as beautiful as a thin 
brocade. 

157 ch 'Ing-chaJ. is to purify the heart and abstain from 
meat as a religious ordinance. In peirticular, Buddhists only 
drink a cup of water between seven and nine o'clock in the 
morning and do not eat anything at all throughout the entire 
day. 
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In the furnace they burn cinncibar to ashes. 

Day and night they wait for flames to flare up. 

When the medicine is ready, he eats it all; 

He counts the days till he will ride the phoenix. 

[The dream] is hollow and empty, the medicine doesn't work; 

Throughout the entire year, what can he expect? 

Diligent as he may be, he can't succeed. 

Doubts and anxieties gather in his heart and bowels. 

Decrepit and weak, he succumbs to illness. 

He doesn't live out his alloted life span. 

His body is dead, and they feeu: it will be seen. 

At night they bury it beside a ravine. 

While seeking the Tao and longing for divinity and magic. 

They can do no better than grasp the commonplace. 

The ancient rulers knew this quest was wrong. 

They ruled against it in the country's codes. 158 

' mwmnm <> " 

- mwxmm <> 
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158 English translation done by Thomas Willard and Eric Wan-
hsiang Wang, "Chang Chi's Poems on Taoist Alchemy," Cauda 
Pavonis; Studies in Hermeticism. 15.1 (Spring 1996);2. 
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This poem describes in great detail how a Taoist priest 

gathered his disciples to prepcure an elixir of immortality. 

The disciples followed the priest's instruction to fire the 

furnace for refining pill of immortality. This Taoist master 

had already been poisoned with mercuric sulphide (HgS2) in 

the process of cooking cinneibar nostrum. The master took 

more fatal poison when he drank the elixir in large doses. 

As a result, the master succumbed to death. He yearned for 

longevity yet ironically shortened his life-span. The 

disciples had to bury the body in secret because they wanted 

outsiders to believe that the master became a flying 

immortal. Thus, the priest ends up in a shallow grave under 

the cover of night.^59 

Po Chli-i, Chang Chi's contemporary, maintained that 

"Learning to be a Transcendent" ridiculed the dissolute 

emperors of the era. 160 least from 144 B.C.E. onweird, 

Chinese imperial patronage searched for alchemical gold and 

elixirs. Many emperors considered themselves to be the best 

candidates for immortality. Since several mid-T'ang emperors 

died after drinking elixirs, both Po and Chang composed 

didactic poems to warn against the search for immortality. 

Chang Chi's caution against drinking elixirs is clearly 

159 For a more detailed discussion of this poem, see Willard 
and Wang's "Chang Chi's Poem on Taoist Alchemy," 2. 

X60 "ipu Chang Chi ku-yiieh-fu," Po Chu-i ch'uan-chi. vol. 1, 
1-2 .  
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stated in the closing couplet. He believed that the quest of 

immortality through alchemical experimentations was wrong and 

ridiculous. This is the reason ancient rulers issued 

imperial edicts to warn against the act of drinking elixirs. 

The following seven poems portray Taoist priests and 

priestesses. Chang Chi wrote them to show his doubts about 

popular ideas of his time concerning the search for 

immortality. From these satirical poems, one can find how a 

Taoist adept attempted to acquire immortality through 

alchemical and dietetic practices. Through friendly yet 

ironic portraits of Taoist adepts, Chang Chi questions the 

veracity of taking cinnabar elixirs to attain immortality. 

In the first poem, Chang Chi describes an unidentified 

female Taoist priestess who dwells on the deep mountain and 

practices breathing technique, nourishing a turtle, refining 

cinnabar elixirs, and abstaining from eating cereals. The 

poet satirizes the idea of transforming oneself into an 

immortal: 

The Maiden Who Does not Eat 

16X This poem has been trsuislated by Suzanne Cahill in her 
unpublished Ph.D. dissertatation, "The Image of the Goddess 
Hsi Wang-mu in Medieval Chinese Literature," (Berkeley: 
University of California, 1982.), p. 264-265. I have 
consulted her rendition of the poem and made some 
modifications. 
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For several years, she has lived in the mountains; 

She has already turned into a green-haired body.^" 

Preserving her ch'i, she regularly thins cut her speech; 

Concentrating her thoughts, she herself see gods.163 

She nourishes a turtle and abstains from eating, 

She keep herbal drugs and lets them give rise to dust. 

I want to ask the Queen Mother of the West: 1^5 

Among the transcendent beings, what's her rank? 

162 Green-haired body refers to a turtle whose shell is 
coated with green algae which spread like hairs, thus it is 
also called green-haired turtle. Since this Taoist priestess 
is already covered with green color like a divine turtle, 
sooner or later, she will have feathers and wings. 

163 Ts'un-ssu (Concentrating thoughts) is a Taoist 
method of meditation, which requires the practitioner's 
visualization to call up the deities in her vision to teach 
methods of seeking immortality. This technique is very 
prominant in Mao shan Taoism. 

164 In China, the turtle is a symbol of longevity and 
immortality. In particular, it is frequently associated with 
Taoist breathing exercise and the prolongation of life. 

165 Hsi Wang-mu (The Queen Mother of the West) is the 
highest goddess in the Taoist pantheon. In appearance the 
Queen Mother of the West looks like human, with a panther's 
tail and a tiger's fangs. She is a deity who lives in Kun-
lun Mountain among the wild beasts. She plays the role of 
the godmother of female Taoist transcendents. Since the 
second century B.C., the Queen Mother of the West has been a 
transcendent who has recipes for prolonging life. 
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Bu-sbih ku refers to the Taoist priestess who lives in 

the mountains without eating grains to practice asceticism. 

Many Taoist adepts believe that one can preserve pneuma 

through ritual, meditation, and physical practice. They also 

maintain that one can accumulate great strength by means of 

thining out speech. This Taoist priestess does not even eat 

the herbal drugs that might be valued by someone else. She 

just leaves aside the herbal drugs and let them dry up and 

crumble into dust. 

By the Scune token, Chang Chi questions the effectiveness 

of the elixir of life in the poem below: 

A Mountain Abode of the Maiden Who Does not Eat 

Quiet and quiet, amidst the flowering branches; 

In the thatched hut, there is only a white zither. 

Because of the mountain she had changed her surname. 

Though she sees guests, she does not talk about her mind. 

The moon emerges and the path by the creek is tranquil; 

Cranes crunkle cind the trees amidst the clouds are deep. 

If the cinnabar ore can be studied. 

Thereupon, I want to live inside secluded woods. 
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Chin-hsien ^fllj (Transcendent in Gold) and Yu-chen 

(Realized in Jade) were the most in^ortant two Taoist titles 

for the royal princesses in the High T'eing period. A 

famous Taoist cloister in Ch'ang-an was founded by the 

En^eror Jui (reigned 710-712) for his daughter. It was to be 

named the Capeline Cloister [of the] Realized in Jade. 

Although the Princess Yu-chen had become a Taoist nun, she 

actually led a dissipated life in the cloister. In the 

following quatrain, Chang Chi wittily describes the Taoist 

priestesses who maintained the incense fire and shut out 

visitors during meditation exercises: 

Yii-chen Cloister 

Your platformed basilica was once the home of a noble 

princess, 

Spring winds blow through bamboo shutters. 

In the courtyard, sylphine women tend incens fire; 

They won' t let idlers in to see the flowers. 

16® Edward H. Schafer, "The Princess Realized in Jade," 
T'anq Studies 3 (1985); 1-23. 

167 fphe English translation of this poem is based on 
Schafer's, 14. 
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In the next poem, Chauig Chi tells us how a wandering 

Taoist adept carried his waymarks and tassels and boasted of 

ascending to heaven every year: 

Presented to a Taoist Priest IfHd: 

In Mao Mountain we parted recently, yet I meet you at Yen 

Creek. 

[You carry] twelve sets of jade waymark and green tail-

tassel. 

You said you have been to heaven year after year, 

Lo-fu Mountain is the peak closest to the seaside. 

168 j4ao shan was one of famous mountains in Taoist 
religion, which was called the "eighth grotto-heaven." This 
holy mountain is located in the southwestern area of present-
day Chiang-su Province. It has been said that the three Mao 
brothers sought to become transcendent beings at this place. 
For an excellent study of the religious geography of Mao 
shan, see Edward Schafer, Maoshan in T'anq Times (Boulder, 
Colorado: Society for the Study of Chinese Religion, 1980). 
Yen Creek is located in modem-day Che-chiang Province. 

169 Lo-fu was the name of a famous mountain in the Taoist 
religion which was called the "seventh grotto-heaven." It is 
located on the northern bank of Tung River of modern Canton 
Province. Ko Hung (383-443), the author of Pao-p'u tzu 
tSth? (the Master-Who-Embraces-Sin4)licity), lived as a hermit 
and dedicated himself to Taoist practices on this mountain. 
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The next poem is a portrait of a weak and slender Taoist 

practioner who seeks immortality by abstaining from grains 

and feasting on the sunrise: 

Presented to Someone Who is abstaining from grains 

You already learned the method of feasting on the aurora. 
You gave the small transmuted cinnabar while you met 

people.171 

Your body is very light. You try to ride the crane. 

Your strength is weak. You have never left the mountain. 

You don't eat. Your dog is still there. 

You don't plough. Your buffalo are at leisure. 

Every morning you vainly rinse the mouth with saliva. 

You grind teeth amidst the thatched hut.1^2 

170 The method of "feasting on the aurorae" is an important 
breathing technique in Taoist religion. Many Taoist adepts 
attempt to cibsorb the essential part of sun and moon. See 
Robinet, Taoist Meditation, 187-195. 

171 Nine-times transmuted cinneibar is an elixir pill 
believed to beget the embryo of immortal life. Cf. Robinet, 
Taoist Meditation. 139-143. 

172 For a brief discussion of these two Taoist meditation 
exercises, see Robinet, 38-39. The translation of this poem 
is based on Willard and Wang's "Chang Chi's Poems on Taoist 
Alchemy," 6. 
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with a slight satirical note, Chang Chi portrays a 

Taoist alchemist who learned the secret of the elixir and 

paced the void in the celestial sphere in the poem below: 

• * ^efined Master ffu Return to Wang-wu Mountain 

Beneath the Yii-yang Peak you have learned the formula for 

the elixir of life. 

You already gained reputation cunong the Jade Grotto 

transcendents. 

You alone wear the bear cap and go out for a moment. 

You only carry the crane-tail feui with you. 

You already refined mica and stopped cooking food. 

You summoned the god of thunder to be your deputy soldier. 

You went to the top of Beautiful Terrace and spent a night. 

You should have heard from the sky the sound of pacing the 

void. 

Among the precious herbs, c h ' a n g - p ' u  or calamus is a 

reed-like aquatic plant which grows on stones in mcurshes or 

along the shores of rivers and lakes. Many Taoist adepts 

believed that calamus could prolong the span of their earthly 
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life or perfect their bodily substance. In the following 

poem, Chang Chi implicitly critizes the idea of serving the 

calamus to attain physical immortality: 

Sending the Calamus 

Calamus grows on stones. 

It is an inch long with twelve nodes. 

The transcendent persuades me to eat it. 

It would make my head green and ny face like snow. 

Whenever he meets someone he sends you a damask satchel. 

Inside the book pouch, it reads that you cannot pass on this 

art [of longevity]. 

If you can come to be in his company in Ch'i-hsia Mountain. 

He will go with you into the cinnabar nqrstical world. 

For an excellent study of this rare and miraculous 
plant in Taoist religion, see Stephen Bokenkamp, "The 
Entheogenic Herb Calamus in Taoist Literature," Phi Theta 
Papers 15 (May 1983): 6-22. 

Ch'i-hsia Mountain is located in the northeast of modern 
Nanking city. A Taoist cloister on the foot of mountain is 
named Ch'i-hsia, after a recluse seeking immortality there. 
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II. Carpe Diem 

Carpe diem is also a common theme in traditional Chinese 

poetry. tji© locus classicus of the term is Horace's Odes, 

which means that one has to "seize the day" and make the best 

of the present moment. 176 The hedonistic idea is that since 

life is short, pleasure should be enjoyed while there is 

still time. Having realized the brevity of life and the 

inevitablity of death, Chinese literati abandoned the false 

hope of immortality and turned to the earthy and sensual 

pleasures: "eat, drink, and be merry." In Chinese lyric 

poems the theme of tempus fugit can be traced back to the 

Shih-china. The following poem bemoans the passage of time 

and urges people to drink more wine: 

Death and burial may come any day. 

Only a short time can we see each other; 

May we enjoy the wine this evening; 

The lord feasts 1 

175 For a discussion of the motif in Han yueh~fu poetry, 
see Anne Birrell, "Carpe Diem," in Popular Songs and Ballads 
of Han China (London: Unwin Hyman, 1988), 78-93. 

See William H. Race, "Carpe Diem," The New Princeton 
Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, eds. Alex Preminger and 
T.V.F. Brogan (Prnceton: Princeton University Press, 1993), 
171-172. 

177 Bernhcird Karlgren, The Book of Odes: Chinese Text, 
Transcription and Translation (Stockholm; The Museum of Far 
Eastern Antiquities1950), 171. 
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Ts'ao Ts'ao (155-220), T*ao Ch'ien (365-427), 

Pao Chao ISM (414-466), Li Po, and Po Chii-i are only a few of 

the famous writers who have written on this theme. At least 

three poems convey the thought of seizing the day in Chang 

Chi's yiieh-fu poetry. Chang Chi's verses on the carpe diem 

motif are full of references to rising and setting suns, 

seasonal changes, and flowers. When encountering the great 

transformation of mother-nature, Chang Chi urges us to enjoin 

full utilization of the present, since it is futile to take 

elixirs and seek divine transcendence, the poet suggests to 

us that we should drink more wine: 

The Ballad of a Spring Day #SfT 

The spring day is mild and fine, the pool is warm; 

Bamboo shoots sprout from the soil, the orchid buds are 

short. 

In the thatched house, I arise in the morning and half awake 

from wine. 

The boy servant reports to me that the garden is in full 

bloom. 

On my head, the bamboo hat has not yet been set right, 

I enter straight through the flowers and do not take the 

path. 
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I go from tree to tree, attentively circle them all, 

I have not finished plucking twigs yet and the spring day 

dcirkens. 

No need to pile gold up to the blue sky. 

No need to take elixirs and seek divine transcendence. 

I only wish flowers in the garden bloomed forever, 

Throughtout all my life, I drink wine and grow old in front 

of the flowers.178 

This is em interesting variation of the carpe diem. Usually 

the speaker in a carpe diem poem will display an appreciation 

of nature. The first four lines of the poem describe how the 

poet woke up on a fine spring day. Then we see the poet 

hastily plucking twigs among the flowers in the ensuing two 

couplets. At some point, the flowers become a symbol of 

beauty and transitory life, as in Robert Herrick's "Gather ye 

rosebuds while ye may.''^^^ However, the major carpe diem 

theme is stated in the last four lines, which may be a 

satirical parady of the convention of seeking wealth and 

immortality. The carpe diem sentiment expressed in the 

Cf. Willard and Wang's "Chang Chi's Poems on Taoist 
Alchemy," 4-5. 

179 See M.H. Abrams, A Glossorv of Literary Terms (New 
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1988), 21. 
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closing remark sounds familiar to the reader of Chinese 

poetry: 

Human life is as brief as a sojourn; 

His age lacks the fixity of metal or stone. 

A nyriad years come and go. 

Sage or worthy none can find a way out. 

Those who take drugs in quest of immortctlity 

Are mostly tricked by their potions. 

Better to drink fine wine. 

And clothe yourself in soft and white silkl^SO 

The context of Han-Wei yiieh-fu songs on carpe diem is 

the feast. In the following poem, Chang Chi once again 

pronounces carpe diem to stress the urgency of enjoying the 

present in the face of an uncertain future: 

The Lyric of Banquet 

Distinguished guests must not look back at your golden 

halter. 

The host has wine; don't go away. 

180 English translation is done by Charles Yim-tze Kwong, 
Tao Qian and the Chinese Poetic Tradition; The Quest for 
Cultural Identity (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese studies. The 
University of Michigan, 1994), 67. 
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Please take a look at the flowers in the garden. 

Gradually falling more on the ground, fewer remain on the 

branches. 

Atop the mountain, we cannot see rocks in the shadows of 

trees, 

The stream, without wind, should have been more green. 

When everyone gets drunk and starts dancing together. 

Who will tell that we turn our clothes and hat inside out? 

Tomorrow morning, the flowers will have fallen off and the 

people will have gone. 

We will come to this place alone and vainly encircle the 

trees. 

The song opens with an injunction expressing hedonistic carpe 

diem theme, in which the speaker persuades the guest to drink 

wine. To stress the urgency of enjoying life's pleasures 

while there is still time, the poet draws analogies from 

nature to warn about the transience of life in the ensuing 

lines. Flowers, particularly the rose, are often used as 

symbols for carpe diem. Like fallen blossoms in the garden, 

men will perish sooner or later. In the course of time, 

however, mother-nature will remain constant. The last two 

couplet exemplify the spirit of "Let us eat and drink, for 
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tomorrow we shall die." The poem ends in a sad note, in 

which the poet addresses the ultimate human concern with the 

passing of time. 

Like Ts•ao Ts'ao's famous ballad on the theme of feast, 

Chang Chi's next poem also expresses a carpe diem sentiment: 

A Short Song Ballad 

Vast and boundless, the blue sky is high and empty. 

Having the white sun above, it has no root. 

Flowing light temporarily goes out and enters the ground. 

It makes my young days stay but for a while. 

Meeting together with you, we had better not be in the 

stillness of solitude; 

Once we become decadent and old, we cannot enjoy life as we 

do now. 

There is wine with the jade goblet, I put it in front of 

you; 

I salute you and wish you ten million years of age. 

This is an old theme yiieh-fu which belongs to the subcategory 

of "Matching songs Level-mode Pieces" . 

According to the Explanations of the old Titles of Yiieh-fu. 
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the poetic lines of "A Short Song Ballad," such as the 

En^eror Wu of Wei's (155-220) "Over wine in the 

presence of song / How long does human life last?" and Lu 

Chi's WW. (261-303) "Giving a feast in the hall / Singing a 

sad song in front of the goblet," express the sentiment that 

men should make merry while they have time. 181 

The song opens with a description of nature to elicit 

the minuteness of men. Lines 3 and 4 express the theme of 

life' s ephemerality. In the next distich comes the 

realization of life's brevity and death's inevitability. 

These two lines might be assessed as the motto of 

epicureanism. In the final couplet is the felicitation 

formula "may the lord have a myriad years." The speaker in 

this poem emphasizes that one should make the most of present 

pleasures because life is short and time is fleeting. 

III. Allegories and Fables 

Traditional Chinese poetic descriptions of an object 

usually have some kind of symbolic or metaphorical 

connotations. T'ang poets used inanimate objects, plants. 

181 See YFSC. 30.447. 
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and animals images to symbolize their own conditions or 

convey a moral message. Such allegorical imagery may reflect 

the poet's own thoughts and feelings within a continuous 

system of equivants. 182 chang Chi is no exception. He 

frequently en^loys lifeless objects to set forth a critical 

comment on society. At the same time, he also applies images 

of animate beings to describe certain people whom he dares 

not attack openly. The next poem is one of Chang Chi's 

political allegories which compares the condition of an 

unused old hairpin to that of ambitious men of talent who 

could not realize their own dream: 

The Laimnt of the Old Hairpin 

The old hairpin dropped into the well and lost its color. 

Today it is regained from the mud one hundred feet under the 

ground. 

The design of the fabulous bird on the hairpin is intricate 

and has an ancient elegance, 

I want to use it as an ornament, yet it does not adapt to 

modern use. 

182 por a brief anaysis of animate and inanimate images 
contained in the eighteenth-century anthology, T'ana-shih 
san-pai-shou (Three Hundred Poems of the T'ang), see Burton 
Watson, Chinese Lyricism; Shih Poetry from the Second to the 
Twelfth Century (New York: Columbia University Press, 1971), 
127-137. 
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Female companions pass on and take a look at it, they do not 

know its owner. 

Wiped it off with a silk sleeve, it glows with splendor. 

Fragrant ointments already faded away and the hairpin was 

broken. 

Even the carved pattern and sculpted design blurred and could 

not be known for its year. 

Although it leaves the well and enters the box. 

Unused it is still the same as the time it fell. 

Court politics in mid-T'ang times were complete turmoil and 

disaster. When eunuchs assumed authority at the inner court, 

the strife of political factions rose everywhere. A common 

practice in government circles was to get rid of opponents 

and employ one's members of the same clique. On its surface, 

this poem merely describe an ancient hairpin; yet an 

allegorical reading of the text is possible. Here Chang Chi 

satirizes the unreasonable phenomenon of abandoning men of 

talent for civil service and implies his frustrated political 

career, which is similar to an unused old hairpin. The 

opening four lines allude to ambitious men who do not fall in 

with the wishes of their superiors and are poor at flattering 
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and intriguing to get a position. An overt reference appears 

in the ensuing two distichs: these able men are entirely 

forgotten and unused by the emperors. In the last couplet, 

Chang Chi implies that the T'ang government does not let the 

literati function in their full capacities as officials even 

if they were selected through the civil service examination. 

As we know, Chang Chi was appointed in 806 the Great 

Supplicator at Court of In^erial Sacrifices 

svereral years after he passed the Chin-shih degree 

excuaination. But Chang remained in this low-ranking 

ceremonial post for ten years. By relating an unused old 

hairpin to his neglected talent, Chang Chi probcdJly expressed 

his own political frustration with the closing remark. 

As a Confucian scholcir, Chang Chi was concerned with the 

hardships and difficulties that affected the peasants. By 

describing an abandoned zither, Chang Chi laments the 

oblivious condition of Music Bureau and expresses his longing 

for a return to the classical elegance of yiieh-fu tradition; 

The Song of an Abandoned Zither MMM 

Who would know an ancient zither in the box? 

Its jade posts turned upside down, the vermilion strings 

blackened. 

In one thousand years, the music book grew obscure. 
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In the Music Bureau,there was no one to pass on the 

correct tone. 

The autumn worms penetrated the zither secretly, and the dust 

was its color. 

In its interior, one could not identify the designer's name. 

When will the world return to ancient music? 

183 Yiieh-fu originally referred to the Music Bureau 
founded by the En^eror Wu of Han around 120 B.C. According 
to Pan Ku (32-92), "the En^eror Wu of Han established 
ceremonies for the seasonal worships of Heaven and set up the 
Music Bureau to make a collection of poems. Li Yen-nien 

was appointed the Director of Imperial Music 
and frequently gave performances of the poems and fu (rhyme-
prose) which had been composed by Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju and many 
others." This office frequently dispatched agents throughout 
the empire to collect current folk songs, which were believed 
to reflect the local socio-economic conditions, popular 
morale, and thus the quality of governance. Later on, the 
term yiieh-fu or yiieh-fu shih is also designated for the song 
texts written by the common people and literati who drew on 
the titles, tunes, and themes of the original folk ballads. 
Jsee "Treatise on Rites and Music" in the History of HcUi 

M^/S) in Han-shu pu-chu with commentary by Yen Shih-
ku (581-645) and W ~ ' • • • 

kuan, 1975), 22.15a. There is a debate among sinologists 
focusing on the problem of the foundation of the Yiieh-fu 
institution. See, Michael Loewe, "The Office of Music, c. 
114-7 BC," Bullentin of the School of Oriental and African 
Studies 36.2 (1973): 340-351; Hellmut Wilhelm, "The Bureau of 
Music of Western Han," Society and History; Essays in Honor 
of Karl August Wittfoael. ed. by G.L. Ulmen (Hague: Mouton 
Publishers, 1978), 123-135; Anne M. Birrell, "Mythmaking and 
Yueh-fu: Popular Songs auid Ballads of Early Imperial China," 
Journal of the American Oriental Society 109.2 (April-June 
1989): 223-235. For the definition of yiieh-fu poetry and the 
analysis of its subdivisions, see Hans H. Frankel's excellent 
study, "Yiieh-fu Poetry," in Studies in Chinese Literary 
Genres, ed. Cyril Birch (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1974), 69-107. 

ed. in Erh-shih-wu shih 
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This zither will still play the "Song of Cloud Gate. "184 

- mBmxmiETS: ° 
- itwMmmrm" 

The poem below describes apricot flowers blooming in a 

deserted park, which may symbolize the poet wallowing in 

self-pity: 

Apricot Flowers in an Old Park 

In the deserted park, apricot flowers remain; 

The travelers grieve when they pass by. 

They alone bloom on the bottom of the new moat. 

And half-disclose their old burned twigs. 

Their late colors blend with the wheel ruts in wilderness. 

Their drooping twigs cover the broken-off stele. 

Boundless and indistinct, below the ancient tomb-mound; 

Spring ends, who else will know it? 

• fxA^MNp»mmmmm - ° 

Chang Chi's next poem employs an old theme to describe 

his current affair by borrowing the image of ferocious tigers 

Yiin-men ch 'u was one of the six pieces of dancing 
music from the Chou dynasty (1122?-256 B.C.). The Musician-
in-chief used it to teach the sons of nobility. It has been 
said that this song was composed by the Yellow Emperor. 
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to criticize unjust officials while reflecting the 

helplessness of conimoners: 

Ballad of Ferocious Tigers ^J^fr 

On southern mountain and northern mountain, the trees are 

thick and dark. 

Fierce tigers in broad daylight circle the villages. 

Towards evening they eat in the middle of the path. 

While the mountain elk and deer all make not a sound. 

Year after year they bear their offspring in deserted 

valleys, 

Male and Female, superior and inferior, do not pursue one 

another. 

In the valleys near their lairs are mountain villages. 

And always from the village homes they take yellow calves. 

Wu-ling's young braves do not dare shoot them,!®^ 

They just vainly come to the forest to look at the tigers' 

tracks. 

miuitiumnn'  Bmwff» »  

185 Wu-ling was located in the suburbs of Chang-an 
(near modern Hsien-yang city of Shan-hsi Province 

where the five Ean imperial tombs were erected. 
According to the "Biography of Yuan She" in the History of 
Han (), those county heroes and chivalric youths 
in Wu-ling of Chang-an all came to follow him. Thus, the 
young braves of Wu-ling refer to the knight-errant who values 
most one's own moral and ethical behavior. 
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This is a political satire on oppressive government, written 

in balladic form. Trapped between the government and the 

warlords, the mid-T'ang people were harassed as though by 

fierce tigers. It is very common to see satirical 

admonitions in classical Chinese poetry; yet, each poet 

expresses it in a unique way. Some poets explicitly 

disclosed social realities to the extent that the reader 

would readily understand the authorial intent of the poem. 

Others concealed deep meanings about political matters of 

their time, necessitating contemplation on the message 

between the lines. There was a political taboo when 

composing poetry of social import. To avoid political 

oppression, T'ang literati had to critize the corrupt 

officials enigmatically. Superficially, this poem portrays of 

ferocious tigers menacing mountain villagers. However, it 

actually describes the seditious and subversive influences of 

mid-T'ang society. 

In the opening two lines, Chang Chi tells us where the 

ferocious tigers live and describes their audacious and 

reckless acts of preying on the yellow calves in broad 

daylight. The next three distiches explain the brutality of 

the savage tigers. Lines 3 and 4 describe how the fierce 

tigers catch the yellow calves in the middle of the path at 

dusk. These two lines recall for us of the powerful families 

and corrupt officials who seized their property by trickery 
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or by force. Lines 5 and 6 refer to a humcin world, in which 

the subversive influences of the mid-T'ang society 

consolidated like twisted roots and gnarled branches. In 

fact, lines 7 and 8 depict how the ferocious tigers in human 

form enployed a method of "draining the pond and catching the 

fish" to oppress the common people. On its surface, the poet 

ridicules those young braves who dared not to fight against 

savage tigers in the closing couplet. Yet, these two lines 

actually contain a sheirp satire on how the government's over

indulgence nourished evil. 

Through veiled criticism, Chang Chi compares ferocious 

tigers with reckless powerful families who stopped at nothing 

to do evil to the common people. Here the ferocious tigers 

may represent the harsh tax-gatherers who appear to be 

increasing numbers and boldness, while the people, 

represented by mountain deer, dared not protest. They 

repeatedly levied heavy taxes upon the villagers, while 

junior officials dared not oppose them. In reading Chang 

Chi's poem depicting peasant life, one is made aware that the 

image of the ferocious tigers may symbolize corrupt officials 

who exploited the country's weakness for personal gain. 

This old theme yiieh-fu has its own traditional meaning. 

Kuo Mao-ch'ien (fl. 1105) includes this song under the 

subcategory of "hsiang-ho ko-tzu" (matching songs) in 

his Yiieh-fu shih-chi. Including Chang Chi's poem, there are 

ten pieces bearing this song title. An old ballad says: 
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Though you starve, don't follow a fierce tiger for 

food. 

Though it's dark, don't follow wild birds to roost. 

Wild birds are content to have no nest. 

For whom would the traveller feel pride? 1^6 

In this brief song the anonymous poet employed the analogical 

way of expression to describe a self-esteemed and ambitious 

man. However, Confucius once stated the political condition 

of his time, commenting that an oppressive government is 

worse than a tiger. It was Chang Chi who began to use the 

theme of fierce tiger to satirize villains who oppressed the 

common people. Along the same line, Li Ho (791-817) 

also employed the ferocious tiger metaphor to criticize a 

state of affairs which allowed the government officials to 

treat the populace with severity. 187 

186 YFSC, vol. 2, 31: 462. Translation by Anne Birrell, 
Popular Songs and Ballads of Han China (London; UNWIN HYMAN, 
1988), 53. 

Margaret South has translated emd discusses three mid-
T'ang poems using the tiger image to convey a social message 
in her essay "Li Ho and the New Yueh-fu Movement," Journal of 
the Oriental Society of Australia 4.2 (December 1966): 49-61. 
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The following two poems by Chang Chi are also 

allegorical representations of animal life, which feature 

birds as characters and teach a moral. 188 as we know, Chang 

Chi held minor official posts in his political career and 

suffered from failing eyesight, which made him despondent and 

grieved. He thus composed the following poem to satirize 

wicked people who in^licated him: 

A Red Egret 

Fluttering and fluttering, a red egret; 

It comes to float above a spring pond and perches on a green 

tree. 

Its feathers seem to be cut off, its color seems dyed. 

Flying far away, it wants to descend and fold its pair of 

wings. 

Avoiding people, it leads a fledgling to enter the deep 

moat; 

Wherever it moves, ripples spread out and shimmer. 

Who would know that powerful families trap your body. 

Better drink and peck at the edges of rivers and seas. 

188 For an excellent study on T'ang animal allegories, see 
Madeline K. Spring, Animal Allegories in T'ang China (New 
Haven: American Oriental Society, 1993). 
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In this political satire, Chang Chi merely employs the old 

yiieh-fn title to make metaphorical comparison between a red 

egret's encountering misfortune and the politically trapped 

T'ang literati. The poet mocks those who acted for their own 

profit and sought fame and wealth through a plea of 

reclusion. He also points out that the T'ang government 

netted men of talent who dwelt in seclusion in the deep 

mountains. These literati were better off hiding by the 

rivers and lakes if they wished to live long lives. 

In the next poem, Chang Chi extends his sympathy to the 

sparrows that fell into nets. The nets on the tops of high 

trees may refer to the numerous political traps for T'ang 

literati: 

Sparrows Fly Too High 

Sparrows fly too high, 

They fall into the nets. 

The nets are on the tops of high trees. 

You fly under the tumbleweed jungle. 

Don't throw your body into the nets again. 
Millet accumulates in the barn. 

Grain in the field. 

Your fledglings in the nest. 

Looking forward to their mother's returns. 

• mmm»mmmmm - ik^m^T • ° 
mmt' 0 » 
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The last poem discussed describes a heartrending parting 

scene, in which a pair of cranes yearn to see each other 

again: 

The Separation of Cranes SiJH 

A pair of cranes leave the clouded gully. 

Flying separately, each one loses the way. 

The empty nest on the top of a pine. 

They snap feathers that fall into the river mud. 

Though seeking water, at last they don't drink; 

Reaching the woods, they don't perch either. 

Separation should make them grow old easily. 

Ten thousand li apart, they are both cold and lonely. 

According to Ts'ui Pao's Ku-chin chu. the "Separation of 

Cranes" was con^osed by Mu-tzu of Shang-ling When 

Mu-tzu had been married for five years without producing a 

son, his father and elder brother wanted him to marry someone 

else. His wife heard about it and got up at midnight. She 

leaned on the window and cried bitterly. When Mu-tzu heard 

the crying, he felt sad and took hold of a zither and played 

this song. Later on, several poets used the poetic theme 

of departing cranes to express their undying love for their 

189 See YFSC, 58.844. 
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beloved and their frustration at their long parting. It is 

difficult to determine whether Chang Chi simply emulated the 

literary ballad or he composed the poem for his love ones. 
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Chapter 4 

Chang Chi's Frontier Poetry 

I. Frontier Poetry in Pre-T'ang Times 

"Pien-sai shih" (frontier poetry) is one of the 

major motives in T'ang poetry, which covers "a range of 

attitudes from the eulogistic to the elegiac, and a variety 

of themes. "190 as Professor Ronald C. Miao has put it, 

"frontier poems are cibout life on the border garrisons, 

strategic mountain passes and desert encampments, viewed 

during the tdLmes of peace as well as war. "1^1 Lexically, the 

words pien (border) and sai (the Great Wall) were first used 

together in the "Biography of Ch'ao Ts'o" of the History of 

Han (SI# • MilHf): "To safeguard borders and prepare for wcu: 

by the Great Wall. "1^2 (^jg^g) Throughout Chinese history, 

territorial boundaries were different depending on the 

national force of each individual dynasty. However, the term 

"frontier" in this chapter refers to the vast area of 

Marie Chan, Cen Shen (Boston; Twayne Publishers, 1983), 
72. 

Ronald C. Miao, "T'ang Frontier Poetry: An Exercise in 
Archetypal Criticism," Tsinq Hua Journal of Chinese Studies 
10.2 (July 1974): 114. 

132 Pan Ku (32-92), Han-shu hsuan (A Selection of 
the History of Han) eds., Jan Chao-te and Ch'en Chih 

(Peking: Chung-hua shu-chii, 1962), 150. 
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Northern and Western Chinese borderlands stretching from 

Kansu to the region of Turfan. 

Like other litereiry topoi, frontier poetry has its own 

historical origin and developing process. 1^3 originally, it 

belonged to the category of "expedition and guard" , 

which can be traced back to the Shih-ching MM (The Book of 

Songs). Poems such as "chien-chien chih shih" (Jagged 

Are the Rocks) lament the hardship of can^aigning. The verse 

"yang chih shui" (The Spraying of the Waters) expresses 

the conscripts' deep sorrow when they can not go home.^^''^ In 

addition, several poems reflect upon the common people's 

intense desire for peace and their anti-war sentiments from 

the perspective of the conscripts and their longing wives. 

To vent the plaintive emotions shcired by these two groups 

towards battles is thus a major subject matter in the theme 

of "expedition and guard" poetry. 

During the Han dynasty, poems carrying the "expedition 

and guard" theme obtained a new development, especially in 

the folk song tradition. Similar with the Shih-chinq> these 

Han ballads were derived from the world of common people. 

193 For a study of the origin and development of frontier 
prior to T'ang dynasty, see Lan Ts'uiBf^, "Lun T'ang i-ch'ien 
Cheng-Shu shi te fa-chan," (On the 
Development of 'Expedition and Guard' Poetry in Pre-T'ang 
Times) Yen-t'ai ta-hslieh hsueh-pao 3 (1992); 70-76. 

194 For an excellent English translation of these two poems, 
see Arthur Waley tr., The Book of Songs: The Ancient Chinese 
Classic of Poetry (Rpt. New York: Grove Press, 1960), 120, 
155. 
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Within these poems, the authors air their grievances in the 

voice of the conscripts. Differentiated from the lyrical 

expression of the Shi-chino mode, however, these Han yueh-fu 

poems technically lay more emphasis on the objective 

narrative of an incident. In the opening words of "Chan 

ch'eng-nan" (Fighting in the South of City Wall), for 

exan^le, the author presents us with a mournful battle scene 

of corpses strewn about the wilderness and crows pecking up 

their rotting flesh. 1^5 gy the same token, the song text of 

"Tzu liu-ma" (Purple Steed) describes the psychological 

distress of a vetercui who left to can^aign at the age of 

fifteen and could not return home until eighty. 1^6 m other 

Han yiieh-fu poems, the soldiers voice their discontent 

towards the incessant warfare and express their homesick 

thoughts after they are given lengthy stations on the remote 

borderlands. Finally, the Han yiieh-fu song titles such as 

"Ch'u-sai"iUS (Leaving the Frontier) and "Ju-sai"AS 

(Entering the Frontier) can be regcirded as the prototypes of 

frontier poetry in its thematic designation.197 

Kuo Mao-ch'ien, YFSC. vol. 1, 16: 228. 

"6 YFSC, vol. 2, 25: 365. 

197 For example, Kuo Mao-ch'ien quotes "The Treatise of 
Music" in The Chin History • ^1^-) to trace the origin of 
this song title, see YFSC, vol., 21: 317. 
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During the Chien-an (196-220) pericxi, the poets 

Ts'ao Chih W® (192-232) and Juan chi|5c^ (210-263) composed 

frontire poetry to express their feelings toward conserving a 

heroic reputation. This ultimate concern of Chien-an poets 

could also be obseirved from their proud and unbending tones 

in frontier poetry. Thus, for the later generations the 

Chien-an legacy expresses an optimistic attitude towards a 

lifetime of achievement through government service. In 

addition, Chen Lin (d. 217) wrote eibout the hardships of 

military expedition in his poem "Yin ma Ch'ang-ch' eng k'u 

hsing" (Watering Horses at a Long Wall Hole). 198 

In form, this poem chcuiged the ancient style's employment of 

five-words into a mixure of five and seven words. At the 

same time, it also pioneered Pao Chao's fig® (4142-466) 

heptasylleibic literary yueh-fu and influenced T'ang frontier 

poetry because of its skillful operation of seven-words. 

Later on, the Southern Dynasties' literati also composed 

a great many frontier poems emulating Han yiieh-fu, in which 

they most often portrayed the plaintive emotions of the 

conscripts and longing wives towards incessant warfare. Poem 

14 of Pao Chao's sequential literary folk songs "Ni Hsing-

lu-nan" (In Imitation of "The Weary Road") is a case 

in point. 199 m this poem, the poet portrays the poignant 

198 YFSC. vol. 2, 38: 556-557. 

Ho Chi-p'eng Tsunq-shih Yii-kuan ch'inq; T'anq-tai 
Dien-sai shih ch'u-t'an (It is Always 
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grief of cm aging soldier who joined the army in youth yet 

could not return to his native place late in his life: 

Have you not seen the young men 
Going off to the wars? 
They have turned into white-haired exiles 
Because they can never return. 
Their homes are hidden in the distance. 
Cut off by night and day. 
Rivers and mountain passes 
Bar them off from their world. 
The desert wind moans sadly. 
Scudding white clouds. 
Poignant the flutes of the nomads 
In the bitter, frontier air. 
The music fills them with sadness. 
But what are they to do? 
Climbing a hill and gazing south, 
For a while they are young again. 
Trampled under nomad horses. 
They will see their families no more. 
Man runs a rough road through life 
But what is there to say? 
Ravaged by endless sorrow. 
They get to their feet with a sigh.200 

the Jade Pass Feeling: A Preliminary Inquiry of T'ang 
Frontier Poetry) (Taipei; Lien-ching ch'u-pan-she, 1978), 13-
14. 

200 pao Ts' an-chiin chi chu (The Annotated Works of 
Pao Ts'an-chun), annotated and collated by Ch'ien Chung-lien 

(Shanghai: Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she, 1980), 241. English 
translation is done by J.D. Frodsham and Cheng Hsi trs. An 
Antholocfv of Chinese Verse (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), 
151. 
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Although the theme of the conscripts and their longing wives 

already appeared earlier in the Shih-china anthology, poems 

12 and 13 of Pao Chao's "In Imitation of 'The Weary Road'" 

directly continue the Han poetic tradition. In these two 

poems, the poet portrays the wanderers and their longing 

wives in boudoirs with a sad tone and an erotic sentiment.201 

In such a mode of lyrical expression, the poet tends to focus 

on conveying the lyric personaes' lamentations over wasting 

their youth and losing their red complexions because of the 

long separation from loved ones. Most frontier poetry in the 

Liang (502-557) and Ch'en (557-589) periods developed from 

Pao Chao's lyrical expressionism. 

It was not until the High T'ang that frontier poety 

matured. Many scholars have atten^ted to explain the reasons 

why frontier poetry was so prevalent during the period.202 

literary terms, the High T'ang poets' use of topical subject 

matter expanded the themes of frontier poetry. Indeed, T'ang 

poetry is not only about moon and flowers. It is very common 

to read poems about war. T'ang frontier poetry contains a 

wealth of subject matters, not limited to the descriptions of 

the beacon fires on the frontiers. Several interesting 

201 Ibid., 238-240. 

202 For example. Professor Marie Chan discusses the non-
literary factors attributed to the populaurity of T'ang 
frontier poetry in her book Cen Shen. 72-74. Another scholar 
also explicates the prevalent phenomena of T'ang frontier 
poetry from the military, political, literary perspectives. 
See also Ho Chi-p'eng, Tsuna-shih Yu-kuan ch'ina. 23-35. 
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topics that appeared in T'auig poets' collections: portrayals 

of frontier life and objects, eulogies of weir victory, 

praises of patriotism, euid infatuations between the 

conscripts and their longing wives. Professor Ronald C. Miao 

has astutely pointed out the thematic range of T'ang frontier 

poetry: 

Frontier poetry describes in the main the impressions of 
men on military service, usually far removed from the 
familiar customs, institutions, and climate of their 
T'ang homeland. Extended periods of conscriptions in 
alien, inhospitable environments resulted in physical 
hardships as well as painful separation from family and 
home. In the case of many career officials, frontier 
duty, often exacted as punishment for political sins, 
also meant exile amd personal disgrace, experienced most 
acutely perhaps in their banishment from the capital.203 

Frontier life is one of the popular topics in the 

frontier compositions of T'ang scholar-officials. These 

literati concern themselves very much over the hardship of 

incessant warfare on the peasantry and show their deep 

compassion toward the suffering of the common people. At the 

same time, they also describe the magnificant scenery of 

Chinese borderlands from personal experience or imagination. 

Concerning the aesthetic response through feelings and 

203 See Miao's "T'ang Frontier Poetry," 114-115. 
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affections, the Sung critic Yen Yu 1^55 (fl- 1180-1235) 

mentions the poetic theme of frontal "expedition and guard" 

when he comments on several important motifs in T'ang poetry: 

T'ang literati's excellent poems are mostly those works 
about expedition and guards, banishment, travelling, and 
partings. These poems usually can move and stimulate 
human sentiments. 204 

Perhaps the military and political dominance of the High 

T'ang period helped create a useful condition for the 

development of frontier poetry. Thinking only of founding an 

en¥)ire, many talented poets left the thriving capital for the 

remote and desolate borderlands. With campaigns experiencing 

severe weather, their bodies and minds became strengthened 

and fortified, as did their poetic con^ositions. In terms of 

the change in poetic style, the T'ang poetry anothologist Yin 

Fan (ca. 753) comments on the poet Ts'ui Hao (d. 

754): "As soon as he saw the frontier wall, he expressed 

extensively on the military expeditions. " 2 0 5  ( — .  = 5 ^ ^  

204 See Ts' anq-lano shih-hua chiao-shih (Ts'ang-
lang's Remarks on Poetry), annotated and collated by Kuo 
Shao-yu (Peking: Jen-min ch'u-pan-she, 1961), 182. 

205 See his preface to Ho-vueh vinq-linq chi in 
T'anq-ien hsuan T'anq-shih (Shanghai; Chung-hua shu-
chii, 1958), 83. 
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" ) Thus, one can see grcuid and imposing scenes 

intermingling with hard and vigorous can5>aign life in these 

poets' works. 

Among the poets of the Frontier School of the High 

T'ang, Kao Shih and Ts'en Shen are the two most prominent 

representatives. Kao Shih once joined the amy to fight 

against Kitan Tartars on the North-eastern frontier. He also 

went beyond the Great Wall several times after he attained 

the highest rank at court. In general, the language of Kao's 

frontier poetry is plain yet refined. Kao usually uses the 

Icinguage of powerful, masculine emotions to express himself. 

His poetic style is vigorous and resolute. The heroic mode 

of Kao's frontier poetry gives the reader a sense of manly 

fortitude. For example, Kao's "Yen ko-hsing" (The Song 

of Yen), one of the most celebrated T' ang frontier poems, is 

noted for its profound thought and skillful presentation of 

poetic imagery. 206 Moreover, Kao not only describes about 

the scenery of the borderlands, but he also strives to 

portray the soldier's bravery in killing the eneny. In 

particular, he reveals the failings of the frontal defense 

206 pQr an excellent study of this poem, see Marie Chan, 
"Kao Shih's 'Yen Ko-hsing'," Studies in Chinese Poetry and 
Poetics, ed., Ronald C. Miao (San Francisco: Chinese Material 
Center, Inc., 1978), 197-229. See also Stephen Owen, "Kao 
Shih" in The Great Age of Chinese Poetry; The High T'ang (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1981), 147-161. 
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policy with an argiimentative tone in his poem "Sai-shang" 

(Upon the Frontier). In the following lines, the poet 

satirizes those frontier generals who did not endeavor to 

defend against nomadic hordes from the northern desert: 

Frontier dust fills the northern desert. 
The caitiff cavalry is just riding south. 
Surely combats are not a lasting policy. 
Nor marriage alliances a permanent strategy.207 

Like Kao Shih, Ts'en Shen achieves greatness with his 

fontier poetry in terms of philosophical depth and artistic 

excellence. Ts' en Shen also went to the northwestern 

frontier area twice and sojourned there for five or six 

years. Ts'en personally experienced a long-term frontier 

life and came to deep understanding of the life and sceney 

beyond the border. Based on his experiences in the frontier, 

Ts'en composed many poems to express his ambition to pacify 

the borderlands, extol the heroic spirit and deeds of 

frontier soldiers and generals, and to pori:ray the 

magnificant frontier scenery. Ts'en's use of topical subject 

matter for his frontier poetry is broad. Generally speaking, 

207 Kao Shih chi chiao-chu (An Annotated Collection 
of Kao Shih' s Works), annotated by Sun Ch' in-shan 
(Shanghai: Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she, 1984), 32. English 
translation is done by Marie Chan, Kao Shih. 26. 
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Ts'en is versed in expressing human sentiment through natural 

scenery. His unique style is massive and daring and his 

ideas are ingenious and strange.^08 upon a scene of parting, 

for exas^le, he describes the early stage of a snowstorm by 

comparing the falling of snowflakes to the blossoms of pear 

trees: 

The North wind coils the ground, white grass snaps. 
Directly from the Tartar slcy in the eighth month comes flying 

snow; 
Suddenly like the spring wind coming one night. 
And pear blossoms unfold upon the myriad trees,^09 

The Chinese tradition of poetic realism had been fully 

developed by the hands of the mid-T'ang poets. The New Yueh-

fu Movement poets reached the greatest achievement in the 

aspects of topical selection, poetic process, and artistic 

208 por an excellent study of Ts'en Shen's frontier poetry, 
see Marie Chan, "The Frontier Poems of Ts'en Shen," Journal 
of American Oriental Society 98.4 (1978): 420-437; also see 
Marie Chan, "Frontier Poetry," in her monograph Cen Shen, 72-
110, and Stephen Owen, "Ts'en Shen: The Search for 
Difference," in The Great Age of Chinese Poetiry, 169-182. 

J09 "Pai-hsueh ko sung wu P'eui-kuan kuei-ching" 
(The Song of the White Snow: Upon Escorting 

AdMnistrative Officer Wu Returning to the Capital), Ts'en 
Shen Chi Chiao-chu annoted by Ch'en T'ieh-min 

and Hou Chung-I (Shanghai: Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she, 
1981), 163. English translation is done by Marie Chan, Cen 
Shen, 89. 
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performance. Most of their works satirized conten^orary 

political events and social mores. Diiring troxibled times, 

the political and economic changes were growing more 

delapidated. Beyond the hall of audience, there were 

invasions from foreign bandits and military governors were 

seizing territory. Inside the court, there were the 

calamities caused by eunuchs and the strife of political 

factions, it was because of incessant warfare that 

conscriptions and levies of the general land t.ax became 

inevitable. Like their predecessor Tu Fu, several mid-T'ang 

poets with social conscience also aired their grievances upon 

seeing the devastation caused by wars. On these historical 

grounds, those poetic works relevant to frontier life formed 

a recurrent literary motif in T'ang poetry. 

A few mid-T'ang poets composed frontier poems based on 

their life experiences on the borderlands. They obtained 

these frontier life experiences either by acting as secretary 

in an encampment or by travelling around the area. 

Nevertheless, some poets employed the old yueh~fu theme to 

write frontier poem without any real-life experience. For 

exan^le, several of Po Chii-i's (772-846) "New Yiieh-fu" 

poems addressed various issues of frontier life. 

However, at the time he wrote them, he had not yet gone to 

the borderlands in person. Another talented poet Li Ho 

(791-817) only travelled between the capital and his hometown 
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Yi-yang, nevertheless, he con^osed frontier pieces such as 

the "Ballad of A Prefect in Yen-men " ) and "Within 

the Frontier: A Ditty" In fact, the frontier theme 

was one of the favorite topics for the mid-T'ang poets. 

Although many poets engaged in writing poems about 

borderlands, they did not form a recognized "frontier school" 

in the mid-T'ang literary scene. An excellent frontier poet 

who could compete with Wang Ch'ang-ling, Kao Shih, and Ts'en 

Shen did not appear. Nevertheless, poets such as Lu Lun MM 

(737?-798?), Li I (748-827), Chang Chi 51^ (766-830), and 

Po Chu-i achieved much in composing the frontier theme and 

developing their individual styles.210 compared with the High 

T'ang frontier poets, the mid-T'ang counterparts tended to be 

more extensive in content and more rational in spirit. 

Although a small part of poets continued the High T'ang 

legacy of expressing the spirit of fortitude, most writers on 

the theme touched upon almost every aspect of frontier life 

reality. In the main, they attempted to reveal the many 

disasters brought on by incessant warfare, the frontier 

soldiers' anguish, their feuds with intruders, and their 

willingnesses to fight with the enemy out of patriotism. 

210 Tung, Nai-pin MJbM, "Lun chung-wan-T' eing te pien-sai 
shih" (On the Middle and Late T'anq Frontier 
Poetry), T'anq-tai wen-hsiieh lun-ts'unq Vol. 8 
(Hsi-an: Shan-hsi jen-min ch'u-pan-she, 1986), 117. 
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They also reproached the corrupt frontier generals and 

expressed their wish to see lost territories recovered. Most 

of these poetic compositions registered a cheerless and 

despondent tone. 

Although most high T'ang poets exalted the lives of 

soldiers, the common attitude among the mid-T'ang literati 

towards wars and the frontiers was sheer horror. The voice 

of manly fortitude is especially rare in mid-T'ang frontier 

poetry. Many mid-T'ang poets personally experienced the 

sophisticated and difficult frontier lifestyle, and keenly 

observed the conscripts' sorrows and anguish. Weakening 

national force, incesant defeats in battle, endless frontier 

campaigns, and the parting grief between conscripts and their 

families helped fill the mid-T'ang frontier poetry with 

melancholy, cold thoughts and images. Common poetic images 

within frontier poetry include: the moonlight, field camps, 

the Tartar frost, the autumn dew, the frontier sand, and the 

sound of a flute. These images evoke a lachrymose world, 

which is characteristic of mid-T'ang frontier poetry.211 

211 Wang Cfa'ang-yuiMi^ and Chou Hsiao-li^/J^t£, "Shih-lun 
chung-T'ang pien-sai shih"^|ffl4'®iSS^ (On the mid-T'ang 
Frontier Poetry), T'ang-tai pien-sai shih ven-chiu lun-wen 
hsiian-ts'ui (The Selected Papers on T'ang 
Frontier Poetry) (Lan-chou: Kan-ssu chiao-yu ch'u-pan-she, 
1988), 279-281. 
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II. Chang Chi's Poems on Frontier Life 

There are approximately thirty poems on frontier life in 

Chang Chi's collection. Of these poems, the most conspicuous 

are the works dealing with the frontier generals, their 

conscripts, and peasants ravaged by incessant wars. Chang is 

versed in depicting scenes from the far frontiers and the 

life of the garrison soldiers. In particular, Chang writes 

of the hardships of soldiering and the complaints of a long 

absence from home. He also severely scolds those frontier 

generals who do not devote themselves to the frontier 

defense, and who achieve military deeds at the expense of 

myriad soldiers' lives. In a word, his frontier poems are 

concerned mainly with the hardships of war and garrison 

duties. Moreover, Chang expresses a profound antiwar 

sentiment through the depictions of soldiers' bones left 

unburied upon the desert sand in his old theme yiieh-fu 

poetry. 212 

The An Lu-shan Rebellion permanently weakened the T'ang 

dynasty. Afterward, the T'ang central government encountered 

the turmoil of incessant civil wars and the dangers of a 

diffusion of military power. As a corollary, the weakening 

military and political dominance over the frontiers gave rise 

212 Chi Tso-liana. Chang Chi ven-chiu. 66-83. 
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to invasions by nomadic tribes. Under such circumstances, 

composing frontier poems airing the conscripts' grievances 

became more prevalent during the mid-T'ang times. Since 

nomadic raids and incursions upon the vulnerable mid-T'ang 

frontier were frequent, Chang Chi attempted to depict the 

sorrow and suffering that followed upon these invasions. To 

express his heartfelt sympathy for the soldiers and peasants, 

Chang Chi reflected the displacement and devastations of 

wartime in the frontier zones. 

Liang-chou was a very important military outpost to 

Ch'ang-an and a required post to the "Silk Route." From the 

year 790 to the middle ninth century, the frontiers of An-hsi 

and Liang-chou fell into the hands of the Turf an. West of 

the "Silk Route," the Turfan occupied several important 

trading places. In the following three quatrains, Chang Chi 

expresses his deep concerns cibout the cumbersome and 

ineffective frontier defense: 

The Song of Liang-chou: Three Poems 

Wild geese fly low amid evening rain in a border town; 

The young reeds just sprout their shoots and gradually grow 

213 Hsueh Tsung-cheng^^iE, Li-tai hsi-chui pien-sai shih 
ven-chiu (A Study of the Western Frontier 
Poetry Through Successive Dynasties) (Lan-chou: Tun-huang 
wen-yi ch'u-pan-she, 1993), 96-108. 
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to equal height. 

Numerous Ccimels' bells echo through the remote desert; 

They should have carried the load of white silks on their 

backs to An-hsi.2i4 

The gate of an old town opens towards the white sand bank. 

The Tartar soldiers are usually near the sand-hills. 

The envoys who patroll the frontier should have come 

earlier. 

The people wanted to ask for peace, yet no envoy 

came. 

In Feng-lin Pass, the river flowed eastward; 

The white blades and the yellow elms, it's been sixty 

autumns. 

Those frontier generals all received the emperor's grace. 

Yet no one stepped forward to take Liang-chou. 

214 An-hsi was located in the west of modern Turf an 
county of Hsin-chiang provinceil^SoiS# • In the middle of 
Chen-kuan ^1^ (627-649) period, T'ang government established 
the Protectorate in An-hsi. (the present-day Chiao-ho 

city) 

215 Feng-lin Pass was located in the west of modern 
Lin-hsia county of Kan-ssu province 
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In the opening of the first poem, Chang Chi describes the 

desolate and bleak atomsphere of a border tovm. At dusk, 

there is a continuous succession of rainy weather. Wild 

geese fly low amid the evening rains imposing a sense of 

repression on the reader, which also symbolizes uneasiness 

within the northwestern frontiers. Although the poet does 

not directly write about the great cold beyond the frontier, 

the sense of barrenness and chill can still be perceived from 

the objects and scenes he selected for the presentation. The 

second line indicates that though the young reeds gradually 

grow to equal height, they are not the same height yet. Upon 

seeing the incessant evening rains falling on a border town, 

a sensitive reader could not help but ponder on the sadness 

and chill of the early spring seasons year after year. These 

two lines are unique and evocative in depicting the external 

scenes, which provide the reader with a gloomy portrait of a 

border town by juxtaposing the evening rains, the wild geese, 

and the young reeds. Line 3 presents the concrete images of 

camels' bells echoing through the remote desert. In the last 

line, the poet deplores the frontier general's inability to 

protect Liang-chou and how he allowed the Turfan to sever 

China's "Silk Route" to An-hsi. 

While the second poem merely shows us that people in an 

old border town long for a peaceful life, Chang Chi's 

indignant feeling towards the frontier generals within the 

third poem also deserves our attention. In the first two 
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lines of the third poem, the author not only describes the 

external objects present before the narrator's eyes, but also 

reflects upon the poet's psychological response to the 

phenomenal chauiges. Chang Chi employs conventional poetic 

images such as flowing water, white blades, and yellow elms 

to indicate the ever-changing seasons. As the river flows 

eastward and the blades and the elms transform within the 

temporal cind spatial dimensions, the poet perceives mother 

nature's constancy and the fickle human world. However, the 

gist of this poem lies in the last two lines. The High-T'ang 

poet Kao Shih also articulates his implacable anger towards 

the military commanders on the frontiers: "How can there be 

no epistles of frontier pacification?/The many generals have 

a l r e a d y  r e c e i v e d  i n ^ e r i a l  f a v o r s . "  2 1 6  ( °  )  

Compared with Kao's lines, this concluding distich is more 

insinuating and plausible. Lu Chih (754-805), noted for 

his straightforward and loyal remonstrations, presented a 

memorial to discuss the policy of frontier defense in 793. 

One of the six faults Lu listed in this memorial can be used 

to illustrate what Chang Chi said about the irresponsible 

frontier generals; 

Those who guarded the territory dared not resist the 
enemy because of few soldiers. Those who received the 

2X6 See Marie Chan's translation in her monograph, Kao Shih, 
100. 
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positions of military governor annexing territory did 
not want to have military expeditions because of no 
imperial rescript. Since the rebels had already finished 
the unrestrained plundering emd retreated, they then 
stated a case of deeds and reported victory. (When 
reporting) their defeats and casualities, they reduced 
one hundred to one. As for the capturing the rebels, 
they boasted turning a hundred into a thousand. 

By the same token, Chang Chi also criticizes those defending 

generals who merely wanted to be favorites and induce graces 

from the emperor. They were not concerned about how to 

recover Liang-chou city. In extreme sadness and anger, the 

poet reproaches these defense generals for neglecting their 

frontier duty. In this poem, one can no longer hear the 

manly and vigorous tone that often heard from High T'ang 

frontier poetry. Along the same lines, Po Chii-i also 

censures these frontier generals for their corruption and 

incompetency in his new yiieh-fu poem "Hsi-liang chi" 

(The Singsong Girl of Hsi-liang): 

Liang-chou has fallen for forty years. 

21"' Lu Hsiian-kung tsou-i (A Collection of 
Memorials by the Duke Hsuan of Lu) (Shanghai: Shang-wu yin-
shu-kuan, 1925), 67. See also Denis Twitchett, "Lu Chih 
(754-805): In^)erial Adivser and Court Offical," Confucian 
Personalities, eds. by Arthur F. Wright and Denis Twitchett 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1962), 107-108. 
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The defense generals in Ho-hsi and Lung-yu [guarded] seven 

thousand li. 

At peace, the An-hsi border [stretches] ten thousand li, 

Today frontier-defense lies in Feng-hsiang. 

On the rim, they vainly stationed a hundred thousand troops; 

Well-fed and clothed, they leisurely pass the days. 

The remnemts are heart broken in Liang-chou, 

The generals and soldiers look at each other and have no 

intent to recover it.218 

Po's lines reflect the reality that the frontier commanders 

and soldiers of the mid-T'ang period intentionally neglected 

their duties in defending their frontal territory. In Chang 

Chi's three quatrains on Liang-chou, he not only shows us the 

gradual decline of the mid-T'ang military and politcal 

dominance over the frontiers, but also expresses his wish to 

see those defense generals recover the frontiers. However, 

these frontier generals merely wanted to receive more 

in^erial favors and were not determined to defend the 

218 Ku Hsueh-chieh collated, Po Chii-i chi 
vol. 1 (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chii, 1979), 4. 76. 
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frontiers. Upon seeing the physical scenery of an historic 

site, Chang Chi once again ponders on the issue of frontier 

defense in the following quatrain: 

Ching-choa Frontier S'i'NS 

I travel to Ching-chou Frontier,^19 

I only hear the Ch'iang garrison drum. 

At the roadside, a pair of ancient mounds for beacons; 

I still remember that they faced towards An-hsi.220 

By using every opportunity for profit, the Tibetans 

continuously raised troops to invade T'ang China after 763 

and occupied by force several tens of T'ang districts and 

prefectures in the western region. However, the T'ang 

in^erial house did not have the military power to recover the 

lost territory. It was less than five hundred li from Ching-

chou to Ch'ang-an. At that time, Ching-chou was also 

occupied by the Tibetans. Here the poet expresses his 

219 Ching-chou is located in the north of modern Ching-
chuan District of Kansu Province. It was the governor office 
of Ching-yuan in T'ang times. 

220 An-hsi was a strategic post in T'ang western frontier. 
The An-hsi protectorate-general was established to administer 
the surrounding region. It controlled the region stretching 
from Tun-huang in the far west of Kan-ssu to the borders of 
Kcurashahr in the west. 
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lamentation over the decay of a pair of ancient beacon 

mounds, which faced the An-hsi protectorate-general. 

Most T'ang exiles were dispatched to cold frontiers and 

had no hope of returning their homeland. In the following 

poem, Chang Chi portrays the dark side of frontier life at a 

military outpost where a vagrant has to stay and grow old: 

Seeing off an Exile 

Alone you face the north of the Great Wall, 

A dust-cloud darkens the garrison sky. 

An exiled vagrant is subject to the border general. 

Your original profession is to work on public fields. 

Wrapping up in the snow, you construct an entrenchment; 

Gathering ice, you use them to be the well spring. 

I know that you would live there until old. 

You should remember the year of parting your hometown. 

In the next poem, Chang Chi reminds a frontiersman of 

the absurdity of achievement and fame. With a weary tone, 

Chang Chi once again presents to us a bleak desertscape by 

depicting chilly sands and a jaded horse: 
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Sending off a Traveler to the Frontier 

Holding up a banner to pass Mount Lung, 

Lung River flows westward. 

The frontier road follows the mountain to afar. 

In a garrison town, I meet the flute in autumn. 

Chilly sands shade off, far and wide; 

A jaded horse goes away dimly. 

I want to ask the general who goes on can^aign. 

Who will be enfeoffed as Ting-yiian Marquis?22l 

T'ang in^erial forces declined drastically after the An 

Lu-shan Rebellion, and thus the frontier troops took the 

responsibilites for defending against nomadic hordes. The 

following six poems are portrayals of several military 

commanders who went on campaigns to the northern and western 

frontiers. Generally speaking, frontier generals in Chang 

Chi's poems are cowardly and incon^etent. Although Chang Chi 

does not sketch these frontier generals in a sour and harsh 

221 Ting-yiian is the name of an ancient frontier town. Its 
old site is located in the south of modern Hsi-hsiang County 
of Shan-hsi Province . Ting-yiian Marquis refers 
to Pan Ch'ao (32-102) who went to the western frontier 
to defeat the Huns in the Eastern Han dynasty (25-220). 
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manner, he successfully portrays their ineffective management 

of frontier defense. Except for the general in the first 

poem, however, one cannot sense the sternness of these 

campaign commanders due to the contrast of desolate 

background depictions in the works. In^ressed by the heroism 

and bravery of these ambitious generals, Chang Chi is capeible 

of depicting their heroic conducts and military achievements 

in the following poem: 

The Ballad of a General 

In the East of Strumming Psaltery Gorge, there are Tartar 

dusts; 222 

The Son of Heaven chooses a good day to confer the rank of 

general. 

In front of the P'eng-lai Palace, the emperor gives the six 

big flags;223 

222 T'an-cheng hsia (Strumming Psaltery Gorge) is 
located about one hundred li west of P'ing-liang county of 
Kan-su province According to the Gazetteer of 
YUan-ho (TcfDiS) the Ching River flows southward and 
penetrates through the Tu-lu Mountain iPMlll. Amid the 
mountain roads, the sound of flowing waters is similar to the 
sound of strumming psaltery. Thus, the travelers called it 
the Strumming Psaltery Gorge. Ancient Chinese people believe 
that the omen of war or calamity could be perceived from the 
sound of strumming psaltery. 

223 P'eng-lai Palace, originally named Ta-ming 
Palace in T'ang times, is located in the east of modern Hsi-
an city of Shanhsi province Liu-tao are the 
six large flags used by Militairy Commissioner to lead the 
cimy. 
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[The general] also leads the Imperial Guard as his Private 

Amy. 

At court, he receives verbal orders but doesn't bid farewell 

to his family. 

At night, he goes toweird Hsien-yang and rests edjove the 

plateau.224 

Rumbling and rumbling go the war carriages, banners, and 

flags; 

Thirty-six armies in all go up Mount Lung.225 

He wins the battle atop Mount Lung, and then marches at 

night; 

He stations troops everywhere to recover the old towns. 

The Tcurtars have all been killed, and dusk has fallen on the 

desert; 

Disturbing and annoying, only the sounds of cattle and sheep. 

The border-men's relatives already died in battle. 

Now they follow the government armies to gather the old 

bones. 

West of the desert, you will see ten thousand li of [blue] 

sky; 

In an encanpment, they only report [to the throne] the 

general's merits. 

224 Hsien-yang was the name of an ancient capital city, 
located in the east of modern Ch'ang-an County of Shanhsi 
Province 

225 In ancient China, an amy contains 12,500 soldiers. 
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mxmm'^mi^ • = 

In the fixst four lines of this poem, Chang Chi tells of the 

emperor conferring a title to a general before he left for 

the frontier. Lines 5-8 are the presentation of a military 

confrontation after the army spent the night on the plateau 

of Hsien-yang. The next four lines depict a tranquil post

war scene. In the last two distiches, the poet addresses the 

issue of meritorious military services in a sarcastic manner: 

the general achieves his deeds at the expense of nyriad 

soldiers * lives. 

Sometimes T'ang frontier troops were supposed to change 

shifts with armies from the inlands, but in reality this 

exchange system did not exist due to a lack of soldiers. In 

the following poem, Chang Chi describes a military 

commander's poignant grief over spending long years in the 

frontier zone: 

Seeing off the Anhsi General 

For ten thousand li, a road to Hai-hsi state; 

Vast and vague, the border blades autumn. 

You calculate the journey to the mouth of the sandy garrison. 

You gaze at your companies atop the post-peaks. 
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Snow dcurkens, it's not the time for lodging. 

Sand deepens, you alone go gloomily. 

In the frontier villages, men get old easily; 

Don't live near the Turfan region. 

" mmAmm • ° 

Nomadic hordes usually waged wars in the fall, thus, 

frontier can^aigners had to guard against the raids of the 

barbarians at this time. Chang Chi presented the following 

poem to an aging general whose ambition was still strong: 

Sending off a General Who Guards Against the Raids of the 

Barbarians During the autumn 

A white-haired general on a western expedition. 

He still can shoot lances to the target. 

Being a general in charge, he selects his Private Army; 

Military officials change their banners and flags. 

He pursues the barbarians and summons surrenders from afar. 

Expanding the frontier, the old entrenchment has been moved. 

Recovering the outer Kansu territory. 

It should be like in Han times. 

mmmmm • ° ' mumm« 
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in the following poem, Chang Chi portrays a military 

commander who leads his soldiers at midnight to pursue a 

routed army by taking advantage of their high morale: 

A General Who Campaigns Westward tESrf? 

Yellow dust, north wind rising; 

At midnight, they move the defense camp again. 

War horses pass the night in the middle of snow. 

Mounted spies ride on the ice. 

In deep mountains, flags have not been unrolled. 

In a gloomy desert, drums are soundless. 

Several generals campaign westward. 

To recover Sui-yeh city together.226 

' SIAi?lc±ff » 

Chang Chi wrote this poem in his youth. In 787, the Turf an 

launched a major attack upon and occupied four Chinese 

military outposts at An-hsi. The T'ang imperial house did 

not have the power to recover the lost territory. By 

describing the military action of recovering Sui-yeh city, 

the poet extolls the accomplishments of those generals who 

226 Sui-yeh city refers to the city near Yen-ch'i 
(Karashahr), which is located in modern Hsinchiang Province). 
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campaigned westward in the early T'ang and expresses his own 

longing for the recovery of An-hsi's four military outposts. 

In his whole-hearted praise of these generals' heroic 

deeds, the poet delineates the raid of a previous generation 

to express his strongest wish. The first line is a 

description of the scene's environment during combat. The 

setting's yellow dust and north wind are full of sad and 

strong emotions. In the second line, the author tells us 

that these generals purposely chose the midnight hour to raid 

their enemy. Lines 3 and 4 portray the military maneuver. 

Afterweird, the reader is held by a sense of tranquility in 

lines 5 and 6. In the last two lines, these generals apply 

attack the enemy with separate forces in alliance. 

The next poem is the portrayal of an old diehard general 

who still wants to pacify the frontier despite that his body 

is already care-worn: 

An Old General 

His hair at the temples thinned, his head is like snow; 

He walks hastily as wind. 

He is not afraid of riding on a wild horse. 

He still can draw a hard bow. 

The embroidered words are sealed by his books on tactics. 

The imperial rescripts are full of fragrant bamboo tube. 

Today his body is care-worn. 
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still, he boasts of his services in settling the frontiers. 

mmmum • - mm^m^» 

The aged general in this poem still walks hastily as wind and 

rides an untamed horse, though his hair already turned white 

like snow. From his powerful actions, one caui imagine how 

valiant and brave this general was in youth and associate 

with his bold appearance emd meritorious military service on 

the battlefield in the past. Moreover, this old general is 

not merely a warrior. He has learned much about tactics and 

strategy from his books and received many in^erial rescripts 

because of his conspicuous deeds. Yet, the last couplet 

tells us that the general still has the spirit and ambition 

to defend the frontier late in his life. 

In the next poems, Chang Chi captures the bravura of a 

military commander who leads Yen soldiers to defend the 

frontier: 

A General at Yii-yang Commandery 

[The autumn] on the frontier is deep, blades in desert white; 

A Protector-general leads Yen soldiers. 
He sets fire, burning a Hsi (Tatabi) tribe's taOaernacle, 

He stations troops to build the Han city walls. 

He descends the barracks to observe the mountain range's 

physical features. 
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While searching for snow, he senses someone walking 

He goes forward to the north of Sang-kan River, 

To capture the leader to Inquire the desert's name. 

»m'xmmm - » 

Expressing one's heartfelt sympathy towards the 

conscripts' plight Is a part of the ballad tradition. In 

T'ang frontier poetry, one can find two problems affecting 

soldiers: "the rigors of the campaign and the pangs of long 

sepciratlon from his loved ones." 227 The following quatrain Is 

a description of a soldier's life and It Is taken from his 

viewpoint. The poet expresses the conscripts' grievous 

sentiments of homesickness: 

Joining the Army: A Song^^^ 

A lonely heart sleeps on nocturnal snow. 

All over his eyes are autumn sand. 

Ten thousand li away, he still guards the garrisons; 

For three years he hasn't seen his family. 

227 See Marie Chan, Kao Shlh, 100. 

228 This poem Is mistaken as Llng-hu Ch'u's ^511® (766-837) 
work In Yiieh-fu shlh-chl and Ch'lian T'ana-shlh. 
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This old yueb-fu title belongs to the "Level Tone" of the 

"Matching Song Words." According to the Explanations of the 

Old Titles of Yiieh-fu. this song is full of expressions about 

military can^aign hardships. 229 The early extant works are a 

set of five poems written by Wang Ts'eui (177-217). In 

these poems, Wcuig Ts' an laments over his country during the 

journey and expresses his determination to sacrifice his life 

for a patriotic cause.230 Later, many poets employed this 

same theme to write about the frontier experience. In the 

first couplet of this poem, Chang Chi adroitly juxtoposes 

recurring archetypal images in T'ang frontier poetry. Images 

such as nocturnal snow and autumn sand present a desolate 

landscape by entrusting the lyric persona's feeling within 

the scene. With a tranquil mood, then, he describes the 

conscript's solitary psychological distress caused through 

years of laborious campaigning in a remote desert in the 

closing couplet. 

The Turfan are besieging the Hsi-chou border and have 

attacked the residents. They have also plundered the 

borderland fields. In the following poem, Chang Chi 

poignantly portrays how intimidated frontier peasants 

suffered devastation from war and military conscription; 

229 See YFSC, vol. 2, 32: 475. 

230 PQJ- an excellent study of these five poems, see Ronald C-
Miao, Early Medieval Chinese Poetry: The Life and Verse of 
Wang Ts'an fA.D. 177-217) (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag 
GmbH), 156-171. 
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Hsi-chou 5'^ 

Ch'iang and Hu tribes occupied Hsi-chou Prefect,231 

Near the Imperial Domain, there were no border cities. 

In the east of Yao-han Mountain, [the government] collected 

taxes and rents; 

To support our frontier garrison amy. 

Turfan cavalries came without any definite time. 

The inhabitants were frequently terrified by shock. 

Alasl among our Wu-ling areas. 

The fanners stopped weeding and ploughing. 

In the frontier areas, there were many killings and 

woundings; 

The foot soldiers' bodies found it difficult to preserve 

their whole shape. 

From the prefectural districts, [the government] conscripted 

attendants, 

Each man went on a campaign expedition. 

Though begetting boys, they cannot raise them; 

Fearing that their boys will have names. 

An excellent horse does not think of forage, 

A patriot does not shirk danger. 

What I wish for is to save the nation from calamity. 

231 Hsi-chou was the name of a prefect in T'ang China. It 
is located near modern Turfan in eastern Sinkiang Province. 
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Again I can find peace under heaven. 

' MASMJ510 • m^mmm» 

±m^mm - » 
^mmmm - <> 

Not only does Chang Chi describe serious trouble on the 

frontier when the Turf an came to raid, he also notes the 

peasants' painful experiences caused by forced labor in 

government service. In the second tetrastich, the poet 

sketches the agricultural ravages caused by the raiding 

barbarians. Moreover, the poet mentions the war fatalities 

and governmental conscriptions for frontier defense in the 

next four lines. In lines 13 to 16, though the common 

peasants suffer from the incessant conscriptions, they still 

want to sacrifice their lives in the cause of frontier duty. 

Tu Fu also writes similar lines in his well-known "Ping-ch'e 

hsing" (Song of the Wcir Carts): 

We truly know the evil of raising sons. 
Opposite are the joys of raising daughters. 
If you have a daughter, you may still marry her to a 

neighbor; 
If you have a son, buried, he will lie with the weeds.232 

mm±mm - ° = 

232 ch'iu Chao-ao ed., Tu-shih hsiang-chu 
(Peking: Chung-hua shu-chu, 1979), 2.115. Translation by 
A.R. Davis, Tu Fu (New York; Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1971), 
35-36. 
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Finally, Chang Chi shows his burning desire to save the 

nation from calamity and let his countrymen live in peace in 

the closing couplet. 

We have seen from the last poem that the mid-T'ang 

government encountered trouble on their north-western 

frontier. In the following poem, Chang Chi once again 

describes the death scene of a frontier garrison devastated 

by the raids of Tartar horsemen: 

The Ballad of Lung-t 'ou 

Atop Mount Lung, the roads are disconnected and people don't 

travel; 

Tcurtar horses enter Liang-chou city at night. 

Han soldiers fight without weapons and die everywhere. 

Suddenly, they absorb all of Lung-hsi territory. 

Driving our frontier men to the Tartar place. 

They herd the dispersed cattle and sheep to eat grain and 

millet. 

Last year, they raised their offspring in China Proper; 

Now they wear fur clothes and learn the Tartar language. 

Who can summon General Li of the Light Chariots again,^33 

233 cb'ing-chu (General of Light Chariots) was a title 
of nobility normally given to the eldest grandson of a Duke 
in direct line of succession. General Li of the Light 
Chariots referred to Li Ts' ai who accompanied the general 
in chief Wei Ch'ing in an attack on the Hsiung-nu Wise King 
of the Right. However, the name of this assistant general 
"Li Ch'ing-chu" is frequently used in T'ang poeti^ because of 
its beauty in sound. 
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And re-tcike Liang-chou to enter the Han family? 

' Saz^'KiAil^« 

Lung-tou mm was the song title of the ancient zither piece, 
which was also called Lung-tou Waters. This title belongs to 

the category of the "Horizontal Flute Pieces" in Yiieh-fu 

shih-chi. The poet deals with an historical event of Lung-

tou ' s being overwhelmed by Turf an. At the end of T' ien-pao 

(742-755) reign, when the devastating An Lu-shan Rebellion 

(755-763) began, the T'ang government moved troops to pacify 

the rebels from the three great northwestern commands: Ho-hsi 

M®, Lung-yuH^, and Shuo-fang^^. At that time, the Turf an 

took advantage of this weakness to invade the territory of 

Ho-hsi and Lung-yu. Afterwards, the incessant attacks from 

the western frontier constantly threatened the T'ang capital 

Ch'ang-an. 

The first four lines describe the loss of the Lung-hsi 

territory to the Turfan and the death of Han soldiers in 

battle. This tetrastich arouses the reader to wreak 

vengeance upon the enemy. In contrast, the second four lines 

in^ly that Turfan cattle and sheep have already been 
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exchanged for the Chinese people in the Lung-hsi area. 

Moreover, those captured Chinese offspring wore fur clothes 

and learned the Tartar language. Finally, Chang Chi creates 

a high degree of excitement in the last two lines by asking 

whether it is possible to recover Liang-chou city without 

General Li of the Light Chciriots. He also asks why the 

defense generals are so incon^etent in battle. Meanwhile, 

the poet also questions the en^eror's decision to dispatch a 

capeible general to defend the frontier. 

The difference between the High T'ang and mid-T'ang 

literati's attitudes toward frontier wars is clearly shown by 

the following three poems. In the first poem, Chang Chi 

voices his discontent towards the incessant warfare by 

depicting a cold and bleak war-zone on the frontier: 

Ditty: within the Frontier ST® 

In the border area, they built the citadel in the eighth 

month. 

The scout cavalries first burned the grass in the desert. 

Tartar wind blew sands over Lung Mountain,234 

Atop Mount Lung, trees had no north boughs. 

234 Lung Mountain is located in the northwest area of 
modern Lung County of Shan-hsi Province 
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A general reviewed his troops in Ch'ing-sai,235 

Beating drums urge hunters to go in the hunting ground. 

The weather cold, on mountain road rocks break. 

And the white sun does not melt the snows over the tents. 

Since the Wu-sun State was in riot, many Tartars 

surrendered, 236 

An enfeoffing envoy proclaims a new king, holding the Han's 

tasselled staff. 

Year after year, no rest from the wars; 

The border people exterminated, only the empty mountains 

remain. 

According to the "Treatise on Music" in the History of Chin 

' MM), the "Song of Entering the Great Wall" and the 

"Song of Under the Great Wall" are composed by the Director 

of Imperial Music Li Yen-nien (c. 140 B.C.- c. 87 

B.C.). The "Song of Above the Great Wall" and "Song of Under 

the Great Wall" from the T'ang dynasty must have originated 

235 Ch'ing-sai WS here might be Ch'ing-sai t'e-ch'i-t'u 
on the west bank of the modern Ch' ing-chi-li River 

of Hsin-chiang Province 

236 Wu-sun MM. was a state in the Westen Region of the Han 
dynasty located in modern Hsin-chiang Province. 
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from these two pieces.^37 More than ten poets wrote on the 

theme of hardships of going on campaigns, with a slight 

difference in titles from the Han-Wei period to the T'ang 

dynasty. 

The first four lines of this poem present a picturesque 

description of a tense atmosphere beyond the frontier where 

we see the military preparing for war. To discover the 

enemy's traces early, the military commander sent many scouts 

to burn grass all throughout the desert. Next, Chang Chi 

describes a violent sand-storm across the sky and the 

starkness of the woods on top of the Lung Mountain. It is 

apparent that the poet drew analogies between the fierceness 

of Tartar winds (north wind) and the brutality of the Tartar 

people, as well as the austerity of the woods and the border 

people. Thus, there is indirect condemnation of the 

bellicose barbarians. 

Lines 5 and 6 contdlnue the delineations of warlike 

atmosphere with gathering verbal force, which also imply the 

general's excessive use of soldiers to prolong warfare. In 

lines 7 and 8, the poet further describes the hardship of 

military life beyond the border through the revelations of 

the bitter cold. The last four lines satirize the government 

by contrasting the cruelty of incessant warfeire with the pomp 

of enfeoffing the Tartar. Undeniably, Chang Chi here applies 

237 See YFSC, vol. 2, 21: 317-318. 
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historical facts to deride the social injustice resulting 

from military can5>aigns of the mid-T'ang period. 

Stylistically, the poet makes effective use metaphor 

development. The poetic diction gathers intensity as the 

imagery becomes increasingly energized toward the end of the 

poem. 

Earlier in Han-Wei yiieh-fu poems, many literati poets 

already addressed the hardships of garrison duty on the 

frontier outpost. To fulfill frontier duties, tens of 

thousands of conscripts endured the rigors of garrison life 

in remote deserts. The next anti-war poem portrays the 

conscript's cold and gloomy life in a frontier garrison: 

Leaving the Frontier i±}S 

In autumn, snow just fell on the garrison; 

The general led the army far away. 

Building barracks separately, they always used a signal fire; 

Tending horses, they did not gather flags together. 

The moon was cold, the frontier camps were wet. 

The sands blew in the dark, the spies went out late at night. 

The soldiers all have turned white-headed. 

Who witnessed the times of killing the Tartar? 
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This song is an old title yiieh-fu which belongs to the 

category of "Han Horizontal Flutes." According to 

Ts'ao Chia-chih's Chin-shu ## (The History of Chin), 

the song is composed by Liu Ch'ou who once escaped 

calamity at an entrenchment. At the time, several hundred 

Tartars wanted to kill him. But he showed no fear and took 

up a reed leaf as a whistle to blow the sounds of "Going out 

the Frontier Garrison" euid "Entering the Frontier Garrison" 

touching upon their wanderers' feelings. Hence, these 

Tartars all wailed and left.238 Nevertheless, the meaning of 

its original title changed in the hands of T'ang literati. 

In this poem, Chang Chi describes the military campaign on 

the frontiers with a succinct and simple poetic language. 

The last couplet of this poem ridicules those frontier 

generals who did not do their duty by protecting their 

country. 

Compared with many pre-T'ang war poems which usually 

describe a perceived sadness from the ancient battlefields on 

the frontiers, the following poem is more revealing and 

thought-provoking in its content. By using the old yiieh-fu 

theme to write about current affairs, Chang Chi discloses the 

brutality of the incessant wars and condemns the war crimes; 

Moon over the Mountain Pass 

238 See Kuo Mao-ch'ien, YFSC, vol. 2, 21: 317-318. 
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The autumn moon bright, bright, over the mountain pass; 

In the mountains, the hooves of travellers' horses sound. 

On the mountain pass, the autumn comes with many rains and 

snows. 

The travellers see the moon and sing the frontier songs. 

The seaside vast and vague, and the air bright. 

The Tartars cross the Huang-lung desert at night.239 

The army's mounted spies go out the city wall at dusk. 

Hidden soldiers stay in the dark and lower their banners and 

lances. 

The desert blends with sky, and frosts level the grasses. 

Wild camels search for water and cry in the desert. 

Atop the broad slope, winds rage and wild geese hover. 

On the field, there are desperate battles and many meteors. 

Alas I along ten thousand li of passes and mountain trails. 

Year after year, warriors' bones are more numerous than 

autumn grasses. 

239 Huang-lung (Yellow Dragon) is the name of a place 
which has two possible locations. One is located in modern 
Chi-lin province and Liao-ning^^ province. It was 
Huang-lung Office during Liao-Chin times. The other one is 
located in the old Chao-yang county of Je-ho province 

It is difficult to determine which one the 
author is referring to. 
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The title of this poem belongs to the category of Han 

"Horizontal Flute Pieces." The T'ang critic Wu Ching (d-

749) says in his Yiieh-fu chieh-t'i (Explanations of 

the Old Titles of Yiieh-fu) t "'Moon over the Mountain Pass' is 

a lament over sepsirations." 2^0 since the Han-Wei times 

onward, this song title is usually used to portray the 

innermost feelings about the constant partings and long 

separations between the conscripts' and their wives. 

Thematically, it is similar to the old yueh-fu titles such as 

"The Weeiry Road" cind "Joining the Army." In this poem, Chang 

Chi only employs the meaning of this title to reflect upon 

the hardship of military life on the frontiers. 

In his collection of yiieh-fu poetry, Kuo Mao-ch'ien 

includes two dozen poems bearing this song title.241 

Conventionally, most of these poems begin with a "mountain 

pass" and "moon" within the first two lines in order to 

explain the poetic theme. These opening lines often depicts 

tranquil scenes. Here Chang Chi dexterously employs the 

reduplicated words "lang lang" (bright bright) to 

describe an autumn night scene of lin4)id moon, vast sky, and 

earth on the frontier. In contrast, the serene surroundings 

in the first line illustrate the tensive and belligerent 

atmosphere of a mountain pass in the second line. Lines 3 

240 See YFSC, vol. 2, 23; 334. 

241 See YFSC. vol. 2, 23:334-339. 
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and 4 delineate the wintry weather of a frontier garrison by 

using a simple and refined language. From lines 5 to 8, 

Chang Chi effectively makes a serene sketch of a tense pre

war scene. Following the Chinese convention of writing a war 

theme, the poet should then concretely portray a violent 

battle scene in the next four lines. Instead, Chang Chi 

omits this and represents the grievous and bitter campaign 

life of those frontier generals and soldiers. However, the 

most compelling lines of this piece are the concluding 

distich where Chang Chi voices his anti-wcir sentiment and 

expresses his deep sympathy towards the conscripts. 

After the mid-T'ang times, the Turf an continued to 

increase their national force. They were engaged in several 

battles with T'ang China and attempted to sieze the four 

military posts in the western frontier area. Sometimes, they 

won battles against their Chinese opponents. Thus, many 

T'ang people were killed or captured by the Turf an. In the 

following poem, Chang Chi portrays a desolate post-war scene 

on the frontier and expresses his grief over the separation 

between life cuid death; 

To an Old Friend Interred in Turf an 

Last year you guarded the frontier of Jou-chih,^"^^ 

242 jou-chih (^3t) was originally a nomadic tribe in the 
Ch'in and Han times, which occupied land around Tun-huang and 
Ch'i-lien Mountain. In the first year of the Han Emperor of 
Wen, pressed by Hsiung-nu, a part of the tribe moved westward 
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Under the city wall, all your armies perished. 

Between the Turf an and Han, the conununications were broken; 

Separation between life and death became eternal. 

No one gathered crumpled tents. 

Returning horses recognized trampled flags. 

I want to sacrifice to you, yet I wonder if you might be 

alive; 

Looking beyond the horizon, I weep at this moment. 

The first two lines tell us the time and place his friend 

was interred by the Turf an. Continued from the second 

stanza, the next two lines describe broken bonds between 

friends and eternal separation between the living and the 

dead. These two couplets draw explanatory notes to the poem. 

In lines 5 and 6, the poet describes a bleak and dreary scene 

of the post-war battlefield from his imagination. Finally, 

Chang Chi expresses sincere, deep feelings towards his old 

friend, by vainly wondering whether his friend is alive or 

dead. This poem is mournful and touching because the poet 

to the upper reaches of the Hi River. It became the so-
called the Great Jou-chih, and its power expanded into 
Central Asia. The remainder of the tribe went to the Ch'i-
lien Mountain area and dwelt together with the Ch'iang 
people. This became the so-called the small Jou-chih. There 
was no Jou-chih in T'ang tdLmes. T'ang poets usually use the 
name of an ancient state to refer to an alien race. 
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intermingles his anguish for the dead friend with his anti

war sentiment. It is noteworthy that the last two lines of 

the poem eire probably derived from the famous T'ang prose 

work "Tiao ku chan-ch'ang wen" (A Dirge on an 

Ancient Battlefield), written by Li Hua (c. 710-c. 767): 

Whether the person is still alive or dead, his feunily 
cannot know about it. People may say something about 
him, but they are halting between doubt and belief. 
His heart is full of anxious thoughts; it seems that he 
sees the person while sleeping. He settles to offers 
libations and en^ties the goblet, and cries and gazes at 
the horizon.243 

243 See T'emq Wen-ts 'ui (An Excellency of T'ang 
Literary Writings), ed. by Yao Hsuan (968-1020) in SPTK, 
37b, 263-264. 
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Chapter 5 

The Images of Homen 

I. Introduction 

In traditional Chinese poetry, the theme of abandoned 

womcin as a vehicle for political-erotic allegory is a time-

honored convention.244 Since the Wei-Chin period onward, 

literati frequently employed two modes of lyricism to express 

their feelings and attitudes toward political realities: to 

compare the man-woman relation to that of the minister-

prince, and to use historical events to air one's present 

grievance. In these two types of poetry, the issue of 

current affairs are usually interwoven with the historical 

themes, and personal gain and loss in love are compared to 

success and failure in a political career. The ideal woman 

either represents the role model for females or symbolizes 

gentlemen's personality. Almost all the images of female 

characters in traditional Chinese poetry (such as a palace 

lady, a virtuous woman, a longing wife, an abandoned woman, a 

weaving woman, and a mulberry-picking woman) are represented 

out of male anxieties and limited within the sphere of male 

244 For a seminal study of sexual allegory in Ts' ao Chih' s 
works, see David T. Roy, "The Theme of the Neglected Wife in 
the Poetry of Ts'ao Chih," Journal of Asian Studies 19.1 
(1959); 25-31. 
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ideology.245 That is to say, the male poets always attempt to 

redefine the meanings and values of these female images by 

reinterpreting the relationship between the two sexes. In a 

word, they find meaning in lives only by obtaining their 

husband's love. Otherwise, the poets seldom portray the 

sufferings experienced by women in real-life situations. 

In his pursuit of a poetics of "eibandonment," Lawrence 

Lipking has astutely pointed out that "every Chinese male 

poet learns how to enter the feelings of the deserted 

courtesan or neglected wife. "246 When male poets sympathize 

with the opposite sex, they usually portray these pathetic 

245 Rang Cheng-kuoJ$lE$f Fenq-sao vii ven-ch'ina; Chuna-kuo 
ku-tien shih-tz'u te nii-hsinq ven-chiu 

(Airy Lyrics and Voluptuous Sentiment; A Study of 
Women in Classical Chinese Poetry and Lyric) (Taipei: Yiin-
lung ch'u-pan-she, 1991), 185-186. 

246 Lawrence Lipking, Abandoned Women and Poetic Tradition 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), 129. In her 
"Series Editor's Foreword" to the book, Catharine R. Stimpson 
has rightly pointed out the purpose of writing such a book 
about poetry and these pathetic figures; 

A poetics that grows from and returns to the abandoned 
woman, however, would recognize how deeply poets write 
to express "care and desire." Such a poetics would 
tutor our reading of poems as well as our reading of 
poets. For it would instruct us in the ways in which 
poetry can resist masculine authority and the cruelties 
toward women that authority practices and condones. 
Although the cdaandoned woman is alone, she seeks to 
share her feelings, including her devotion to such 
resistance. She encourages a community between her 
words and their audience. 
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figures in disfavor to voice the grievances of abandoned 

women or their own personal frustrations in their political 

careers. However, the persistent theme of cibandoned women is 

derived from a very complicated and deep-seated cultural 

milieu. Lipking has observed such a convention of political 

erotic allegory from the viewpoint of gender and power 

relationship: 

Abandoned women are pathetic because men need them to 
be. They serve both as "allegories" of masculine 
frustrations and as the servile other self who reminds 
the male of his power. Hence their existence, in 
poetry as in real life, often obeys an iron law of 
victimization. Abandonment must fill their whole 
horizon, without the possibility of new scenery and 
occupations or another lover. The wanderer's wife 
must have no one else to turn to; the en^eror's 
concubine must utter no reproach. In many such poems, 
one must argue, the abcuidoned woman is nothing more 
than a male conceit, shaped by fantasy of absolute 
domination. A man who uses a woman defines himself.2^7 

Traditional Chinese male poets usually write to express 

their frustrations and perennial desires to seek recognition 

of their talent and virtue. Thus, one can find that many 

lyrical poems are dominated by images associated with 

feminity. This kind of "beauty and flower" 

allegorical tradition can be traced back to Ch'u YlianSlM 

(340?-278 B.C.), a fourth century B.C. poet who first 

247 Lipking, Abandoned Women and Poetic Tradition. 134. 
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explicitly used female figures to speak about himself. 

Arthur Waley (1889-1966) has even gone further to explain 

Chinese literati poets' allegorical use of female images for 

self-empowerment: 

Love-poetry addressed by a man to a woman ceased after 
the Han Dynasty; but a conventional type of love-poem, 
in which the poet speaks in the person of a deserted 
wife or concubine, continues to be popular. The theme 
appears to be almost an obsession with the T'ang and 
Sung poets. In a vague way, such poems were felt to 
be allegorical. Just as in the Confucian interpretation 
of the love-poems in the [Odes] the woman typifies the 
Minister, and the lover the Prince, so in those 
classical poems the poet in a veiled way laments the 
thwarting of his own public ambitions. 249 

In terms of the use of political allegory, the Ch'u-tz'u 

(The Songs of the South) poets have inserted a new spirit 

into the tradition of the Airs in the Shih-chinq. Compared 

with the "Airs of the States," (SJS.) the Ch'u-tz'u poets lay 

more emphasis on personal lyrical expression, in which they 

delineate the drastic conflict between one's personality and 

reality. The simple mode of "stimulus" became less popular 

after the Han dynasty. No longer do these poets mention the 

248 por a seminal study of Ch'u Yuan's allegorical purpose 
in his pursuit of a divine woman, see David Hawks, "The Quest 
of the Goddess," Studies in Chinese Literary Genres, ed., 
Cyril Birch (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 
51. 

249 Arthur Waley tr., A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems 
(New York; Alfred.A.Knopf, 1919), 20. 
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wild grasses and trees. They are accustomed to "entrusting 

objects with commission to write one's intent," and 

that enables them to imply the meaning beyond words with some 

definite objective correlatives. In the meantime, they have 

brought on a new expression for woman as a poetic theme, in 

which Chinese literati vent their private spite over 

political frustrations in the guise as affectionate love 

affairs between men and women.25o 

II. The Boudoir Plaint Poetry 

One of the most important topoi in classical Chinese 

poetry is kuei-yuan (boudoir plaint).251 The development 

of "boudoir plaint" poetry can be divided into three stages 

prior to the T'ang times. Poems about the longing wives in 

the Book of Songs can be regarded as the prototype of buodoir 

poetry. However, these anonymous poets represent boudoir 

sentiments in an indistinct way and their descriptions about 

the internal emotions of a lyric persona do not necessarily 

250 See Li wai-yee. Enchantment and Dischantment; Love and 
Illusion in Chinese Literature (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1993), 5-17. 

251 For a study of this poetic motif in T'ang dynasty, see 
Pai Shan Slil "T'ang tai kuei-yiian shih san-t'an," 

(Rcindom Talks on T'ang Boudoir Plaint Poetry) 
Chunq-kuo ku-tai chin-tai wen-hsueh ven-chiu 

8 (1988): 101-108. 
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ccxjrdinate with the scenery. It is precisely in the yiieh-fu 

and ancient style poetry that the tones and moods of buodoir 

plaint have become more sad and touching by means of blending 

emotions with scenery.252 

By the mid-T'ang era, poems that reflected social 

realities increased in number after the great poet Tu Fu 

(712-770) paved the way for the school of realism. Such an 

en^hasis on social conscience in poetry reached its peak with 

the mid-T'cUig poet Po Chii-i (772-846) who advocated 

that "literary compositions should be written to serve one's 

generation, and poems anci songs to influence public affairs." 

(^Vrfnf^ » ) Chang Chi was a Confucian-

oriented scholar who carried on the great tradition of Tu 

Fu's social concerns and put forward the New Yueh-fu Movement 

in the early ninth century.253 

There are approximately twenty-five poems in Chang Chi's 

collection which portray the plight of mid-T'ang women. In 

most of these poems Chang attempted to express his deep 

252 Rang Cheng-kuo, Fenq-sao vu ven-ch'inq, 187-188. 

253 por an excellent study of Chang Chi's life, see Lo Lien-
t'ien "Chang Chi nien-p'u," 31^^^ (A Chronological 
Biography of Chang Chi) Ta-lu tsa-chih 25.4-6 (August 
1962-October 1962): 14-19; 15-22; 20-29. In terms of the 
"New Yueh-fu Movement" and its important writers, Chang Hsiu-
jung has provided very detailed information about the 
themes and techniques of Chang Chi's yifeh-fu poetry in her 
Chunq-T'anq vueh-fu shih ven-chiu (A Study of the 
Mid-T'ang Yueh-fu Poetry) (Taipei: Wen-chin ch'u-pan-she, 
1985), 12-92. 
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sympathy for those women who suffered from unequal treatment 

in a patriarchal society.254 Like Po Chii-i, Chang employs 

woman as poetic theme to voice his social concern. It was 

during the mid-T'ang era that Chinese women especially became 

the most pitiable victims under the governmental operations 

of military conscriptions of their husbands cuid incessant 

warfeires in the frontier areas. Except for a few cases, most 

of Chang Chi's female portraits discussed in this chapter are 

of pathetic abandoned women, such as the conscripts' wives, 

the merchants' wives, a chaste wife, a divorced woman, a 

filial daughter in mourning, the lotus-picking girls, the 

palace ladies, the prostitutes, the shamanesses, and the 

Taoist priestesses. In his portraits of women's plights in 

254 The plight of women in premodem China was especially 
difficult. In traditional Chinese society, women were 
strictly restricted by social convention and rigid gender 
role. As we know, Chinese society had been recognized as a 
hiereurchical, authoritcirian, and inequalitarian 
stratefication that divided people into the oppressors and 
the oppressed. Traditional Chinese women had to be 
subordinate to men within the clan system. For the most time 
in Chinese history, women resided in the bottom of social 
stratetification and received many cruel maltreatments from 
their fathers and husbands. For an excellent introduction to 
the women's status in traditional Chinese socie-^, see Ch'en 
Tung-yuan^^lE, Chuno-kuo fu-nii shenq-huo shih 
(A History of the Lives of Chinese Women) Rpt. (Taipei: 
Taiwan shang-wu yin-shu-kuan, 1965), 1-20; Kay Ann Johnson, 
"Women and the Traditional Chinese Family," in Women, the 
Family and Peasant Revolution in China (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1983), 7-26. 
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life, Chang has voiced female discontent about the separation 

from their errant husbands.255 

In the early ninth century, the T'euig government engaged 

in battle with several barbarian tribes in the frontier 

areas. Consequently, incalculable individual lives, 

families, and institutions were disrupted under the incessant 

beacon fire. The first poem to be discussed here is about a 

conscript's wife who experienced the suffering and separation 

brought on by war: 

Grievance of a Soldier's Wife 

In the ninth month, the Huns kill the frontier general; 

All the Han army are perished at the Liao River. 

Ten thousand li away, nobody gathers their white bones 

Each family under the city wall hold the soul-suiranoning 

funeral. 

A woman depends on her son and husband, 257 

255 Chi Tso-liang Chang Chi ven-chiu (Ho-feii 
Huai^-shan shu-she, 1986), 87-93; see also Yang Ch'ang-hui 

"Chang Chi chi ch'i yiieh-fu shih: II," 
(Chang Chi and His Yiieh-fu Poetry: Part II) Ta-lu tsa-chih 

28.11 (June 1964): 368-369. 

256 chao-huD tsang (the funeral of summoning souls) is 
a superstitious custom in eincient China. Because the dead's 
families worry about souls losing their way home, they try to 
call back the soul of one who died abroad. In the meantime, 
they prepare clothing and funeral arrangements and bury an 
en^ty coffin with all the rites for the deceased. It is also 
called "the full dress funeral" 

257 In premodern China, there are the so-called "Three 
Obediences" for women to follow, namely, obey their fathers 
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Living together in poverty, my heart is also at ease. 

My husband dies on the battlefield and my son is in my belly 

Though my body lives, it is like a Ccuidle in the daytime I 

Annwmm 

This poem preserves the primitive and simple manner of Han 

yiieh-fu. The first four lines tell how the frontier warfare 

has brought on the bitterest sorrow for those families of the 

dead. The last four lines reflect upon the harsh reality of 

a woman's miserable and hopeless situation after the death of 

her husband. Being a widow sometimes might be even more 

pitiable and despairing than losing favour, especially in the 

troubled times caused by military campaign. Indeed, living 

in a patriarchal society, a woman would become a surplus 

without her husband's love and financial support. For this 

reason, the widow regards herself as a candle in the daytime. 

Beginning with the Book of Songs, there are many works 

dealing with the unending grief and sorrow of the conscripts' 

wives. Later on, many T'ang poets attempted to portray the 

women's difficult situation brought on by incessant wars. 

Thus, women's hardships were an in^ortant poetic theme for 

most Chinese literati during these chaotic times. Some anti-

before marriage, obey their husbands when married, and obey 
their sons after their husbands died. 
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war poets had experience in militeiry caunpaigns, and this 

helped them gain the innermost feelings of soldier's wives. 

Tu Fu's "Hsin-hun p'ieh" (Parting of the Newlyweds) is 

a case in point, in which the poet voices a young bride's 

discontent to her conscript-husband in the nuptial chamber on 

the wedding night:258 

With my hair knotted, I am indeed your wife; 
But our nuptial bed has hardly been warmed. 
Married in the evening and parting on the morrow. 
Is it not too soon and hurried? 
I know you do not have far to go. 
For you are only to defend the front at Ho-yang. 
But since our marriage is not consummated. 
How am I to appear as a daughter-in-law? 259 

In the same manner, Chang Chi once again speaks in the voice 

of a newly-wedded woman to air her grievance over conscripted 

husband who just passed away on the battlefield in the 

distance: 

258 Ma Hsi-chienM^^f "Tu Fu tui fu-nii te t'ai-tu" 
(Tu Fu's Attitude Towards Women) in T'ana-shih yen-

chiu lun-wen chi (Collected Essays on the Study 
of T'ang Poety) Vol. 2 (Peking: Jen-min wen-hsiieh ch'u-pan-
she, 1959), 68. 

259 See Ch'iu Chao-acffii/^?! f Tu-shih hsiano-chu 
vol. 2 (Peking; Chung-hua shu-chii, 1979), 7:531. Translation 
by William Hung, Tu Fu; China's Greatest Poet (Cambridge; 
Harvard University Press, 1952), 141. 
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A Neighbor's Wife Crying for Her Soldier Husband 

My pair of hair knots are just bound up, then we separate, 

Ten thousands li away, I Ccuinot follow my soldier husband. 

Today the array returned yet he died alone. 

The saddle horse he used before is ridden by someone else. 

The next poem is about a young married woman whose 

husband is about to go campaigning to gain fame on the 

frontier. Once again, the poet impersonates the neglected 

wife to express the bitter sorrow of being separated in life 

and parted at death: 

My Sad Fate 

My fate is sad because I married a man of an honorable 

family. 

For nothing he joined the army to go ten thousand li away. 

Though the Han emperor already pacified the four barbarians. 

The Chief Protector of the Ch'iang was wrapped in the skin 

and returned.261 

260 In premodern China, a girl was supposed to dress her 
hair in two knots on the top of her head. However, she had 
to bind hair knots together after married. 

261 Hu-Ch 'iang Tu-wei was the Chief Protector of 
the Ch'iang in the Han government who coordinated all matters 
relating to the Ch' iang groups. It was his duty to handle 
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I thought your journey this time would be our death parting. 

Thus I sewed you the clothes that you could use in Hades. 

I played the part of couples with you even just for one day. 

For ten millienia, I also wanted accompany you. 

You loved meritorious militcury services in Lung-ch'eng,262 

I wished to sing and play with you in the boudoir.263 

Everyone has one's own desire in life. 

How can I put my heart in your belly? 

This song title belongs to the category of "Miscellaneous 

Tunes." According to Yiieh-fu chieh-t'i (Explanations 

of the Old Titles of Yiieh'fu), Ts'ao Chih WM (192-232) says 

in the poem "My Sad Fate"; "The sun now departed hides in the 

all of their complaints and find out about their problems 
through regular tours of inspection. 

2" Lung-ch'eng f|J^ was the place where the Hsiung-nu tribe 
sacrificed to Heaven at the winter solstice. It is located 
in the modern E-erh-hun River of the People's Republic 
of China. T'ang poet Wang Ch'ang-ling (690-756) 
writes: "As long as there is the Flying General in Lung-
ch'eng, / We would not let the Tartar Horse cross the Yin 
M o u n t a i n . "  ( { B "  )  

ch'ing-lou originally refers to the women's 
apartments. Later on, it also refers to brothels. For 
examples, Ts'ao Chih writes in his "A Beautiful Woman" 

'• "Her green house overlooks the highway, / Tall gates 
are bolted by heavy bar." " ) Tu Mu 

(803-852) writes in his "Easing My Heart" "Waking 
from a dream of ten years in Yang-chou,/ I won ill fame for 
being fop in the demimonde." ° ) 
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wes-b" because he regrets the fact that the pleasure of a 

b£uiguet will not last forever. When Liang Chien-wen ti 

(503-551) says, "The famous capital is full of lovely 

talent," he laments three things: the good man never 

returned, Wang Ch'iang betrothed far away, and the Lu 

Concubine married so late. The poets usually en5>loy this 

theme to express their sympathy for the plight of women. 

Here Chang Chi describes the mixed feelings of a soldier-to-

be 's wife. 

Judging by the import of the song, the woman's husband 

went campaigning because of his ambition to achieve great 

deeds. Since he was not conscripted, the deserted wife 

complains about the different desire between her and her 

husband. The last two lines conclude with an aphorism which 

addresses the real issue of individual differences in life 

between every married couple. 

The theme of separations caused by war is prevalent in 

old yiieh-fu poetry. Varied from the conventional parting 

poems, Chang Chi's depictions of lonely women longing for 

their husbands inside their boudoirs cire even more realistic 

and penetrating than those of his contemporary poets. In the 

previous and following poems, the lyric personas appeal for 

their basic rights in marriage lives, namely, living together 

with their husbands: 
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The Song of Separation 

The traveller packed up and went out the door. 

When will he tread the road in front of the door again? 

I remember the time you first proposed, 264 

You didn't say that you belonged to the Liao-yang garrison. 

If I had known earlier that we would separate today. 

Whom is this all about? when I meinage your household, 

Maui has his own battle in life. 

How can you waste my youth? 

I would rather follow you to fight a battle and die. 

Who can grow old alone in an en^ty boudoir? 

^m^rnrnrni^ 

The conscripted husband did not mention his military campaign 

when he proposed. Had the heroine known the truth, she would 

not have had married the man. Thus, the woman raises a 

question: what is the marriage all about if the newly-wedded 

couple is predestined to part? She then accuses the husband 

of wasting her youth. Finally, she expresses the wish to go 

with her husband on the campaign, instead of staying in an 

empty chamber and getting old by herself. 

264 i/a-ts 'ai is one of the Six Rites for marriage in 
ancient China. According to the custom, the bridegroom-to-be 
is supposed to send presents to the bride's home and fix the 
betrothal. 
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The early T'ang dynasty inherited a militia system of 

"garrison soldiers" from the T'o-pa institution, 

which encouraged men to enlist for lifetime military service 

in garrisons clustered in the northern frontier areas.2" But 

the militiamen were supposed to prepare their own weapons, 

saddled horses, and garments. Thus, there existed a custom 

of soldiers' wives sending their husbands garments. Since 

the mid-T'ang times, the government enacted the conscription 

system and sent clothes to the garrison soldiers. However, 

sending hand-sewn gcirments to their husband on the frontier 

became an important custom to those soldiers' wives. 

"Sending garments" is an in^ortcint literary motif in T'ang 

frontier poetry. The great poet Li Po composed many poems on 

the theme of "boudoir plaint," in which he expressed the deep 

concern of ending warfare and yearning for the coming home of 

every soldier's wife.266 in the following poem, women are 

working late into the night to pound cloth and tailor 

military attire for their soldier husbands stationed in the 

frontier: 

The moon is above the city of Ch'ang-an, 
From ten thousand houses comes the sound of cloth-pounding; 

265 Charles 0. Hucker, China to 1850 (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1975), 94. 

266 Meng Hsiu-hsiang:S^^^#f "Li Po shih chung te nii-hsing 
ch'un-hsiang," (The Images of Women in Li 
Po's Poems) T'ang-tu hsiieh-k'an 2 (1992): 44. 
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The sad autumn wind blows, and there is no end 
To my thought of you beyond the Jewel Gate Pass. 
When will the barbarian foe be vanquished. 
And you, my beloved, return from the far battlefield?267 

By the same token, Chang Chi also shows his anti-war attitude 

implicitly by depicting a young woman's mixed feelings while 

preparing and sending clothes for her conscript-husband: 

The Song of Sending Garments 

Weaving and sewing clothes, I worked alone in bitterness and 

hcirdship. 

Afar, I entrust the returning emissary to send them to my 

soldier man. 

The government itself also sends garments, 

I cherish the thought that he will be wearing on his body the 

clothes I made with my hands. 

There is no son at home to attend the aging mother-in-law, 

I cannot go to the border town by myself. 

I ask you to watch attentively while he just puts it on, 

See if it fits or not on my conscript husband. 

267 "Tzu_yeh Wu-ko," (The Ballads of the Four Seasons) 
in Chu Tui-yuan|i4S£@ and Chu Cheng-cheng^^^, eds., Li Po 
Chi chiao-chu vol. 1 (Shanghai: Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she, 
1980), 6:452. Translation by Shigeyoshi Obata, The Works of 
Li Po (New York: E.P. Dutton & Company, 1922), 149. 
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Chang Chi's yueh-fu poetry is celebrated for his cirtistic 

excellence in clothing deep thought in simple words. This 

poem describes the psyche of a soldier's wife by comparing 

her hand-sewn garments and uniforms sent by government. The 

poetic persona cherishes the thought that her husband will 

feel wanner when he wears the clothes on his body. By asking 

the envoy to teike a look to see if the garments are suitable 

for her husband, the last two lines express the woman's 

heartfelt love for her good man in a more subtle and indirect 

way. 

In traditional China, it was very hard for some married 

women to lead a life of loneliness and neglect by 

errant husbands. The following two poems, written in five-

character form, carry the theme of missing the soldiering 

husbands in the frontier areas: 

Thinking of Someone Far Away ® jlA 

Under the rustic bridge, spring water is clear; 

On the bridge, I see you off. 

Being sepsirated far away, we ought to have become old; 

Year after year, grasses grow spontaneously. 

Going out the door to look at far-off paths. 

No emissary leaves for the border towns. 
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Willow trees are the places for parting, 

Autiunn cicadas now chirp again. 

inrmmm • »mmmmm • <> 

Gazing at the Travellers MfrA 

Autumn wind blows from beneath the windows. 

Travelling wild geese fly southward again. 

Everyday she goes out the door to gaze. 

Each family's travellers have come back. 

without reason can she see the frontier emissary. 

In vain she has been waiting to send winter garments. 

Alone she leans against her green house at dusk. 

While mist is thick and birds are few. 

mmmm' ° mmnmm' » 

In the first poem, the opening two lines delineate the 

parting scene of years ago. Lines 3 and 4 describe a long 

separation between husband and wife. The lyric persona 

expresses her grief at separation and resentment at parting 

by contrasting the growing spring grasses and the aging self. 

Lines 5 and 6 mention that the wife missed her husband and 

wanted to send him a letter, but there was no emissary to 

entrust it. The last two lines tell us that it has been many 
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autumns since they parted from each other. Wherever the 

willow trees grow, cicadas chirp and bring the longing wife 

to mind with sorrow. Year after year, the passage of time 

and the parting distress sadden the protagonist. This poem 

is written in an insinuating and plausible way, which conveys 

deep thought with great limpidity. 

In the second poem, the first two lines describe the 

time and setting, in which a wife longs for her husband's 

return from the battlefield. The lyric persona cannot help 

"contacting the scene bringing on sorrow." when she 

sees homing wild geese come back again from the north. Lines 

3 and 4 tell us that every feunily's travellers have returned, 

yet there is no trace of her conscripted husband. Lines 5 

and 6 convey the heroine's heartfelt love for her good man, 

wanting to send him winter garments. The last two lines end 

in a more subtle and suggestive way, by which the poet 

juxtaposes the heroine's mixed feelings with external 

scenery. 

The next poem in the "boudoir plaint" category describes 

a young married woman neglected by her errant husband. Since 

the husband chooses to travel great distance for some reasons 

other than military conscription, the lyric persona voices 

her resentment at being faced with many years of separation 

and solitariness at youth: 

Parting Grievance 
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Soulful moans, one after another 

Autumn wind breaks the laurel bough. 

Girls get married when they are young. 

Yet I parted from you while in youth. 

I thought you did not go campaigning. 

Year after yeeir, you have gone fcir away. 

I am willing to die alone. 

Yet there are parents-in-law at home. 

How can mountains and rivers be so remote? 

The traveler himself does not want to return. 

By employing the technique of "stimulus" in the opening two 

lines, Chang Chi draws a portrait of a lonely woman who 

sufferes from constant separation from her husband. Again, 

one can see plaintive parting scene in the second pair of 

lines. The Ch'ing literary critic Shen Te-ch'ien 

(1673-1769) maintains that there is a nuance between this 

poem and those typical "boudoir plaint" works.268 The poem is 

especially prized because the heroine utters no direct 

reproach. In lines 7 and 8, the heroine states that she is 

contented to die alone in the boudoir were it not for taking 

268 See T'anq-shih Pieh-ts'ai (Shanghai: Ku-chi 
ch'u-pan-she, 1979), 89. 
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care of her parents-in-law. Instead of blaming her errant 

husband, the neglected wife merely addresses her cherished 

grievances about her forlorn life. 

In terms of the pathos of cd^andonment, women's constant 

fear of being deserted by their husbands also can be 

perceived from the following poem: 

To Stay Apart from East to West 

The wanderers depart. 

One is in the east and one in the west. 

Going out the gate, they take the opposite ways and do not 

return. 

They only trust in the wheels and hooves of a horse. 

The road is dim and far-off, and I don't know where it is; 

The mountain is high and the sea boundless, who is suffering? 

He travels afar and is unstable, hard to send him a letter; 

Day after day, I vainly search for our parting words. 

The clouds floating up in the sky and the rain falling on the 

ground. 

They meet for a moment and then separate after all. 

I am now not in the same body with you. 

How Ccui you not desert me before we die? 
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III. The Palace Plaint Poetry 

Since we have discussed Chang Chi's poems of "boudoir 

plaint," let us now turn to another important poetic motif in 

his works. The theme of kung-ytian (palace plaint) poetry 

is usually associated with a convention of political-erotic 

lyricism, in which Chinese male poets aptly make allegorical 

use of the neglected court lady to articulate their own 

frustrated ambitions in their political careers. However, 

such an allegorical reading of palace plaint poetry may not 

be effective when one differentiates the lyric persona from 

the the poet. Because a poem is not necessarily 

autobiographical, we have to "tell the difference between an 

experience in life and an experience conveyed to us in a work 

of art."269 

Many male poets take a woman's sad fate as the subject 

matter for their works. With rare exceptions, T'ang poets 

composed "palace plaint" verses to express more serious 

concerns about the ordinary classes of women rather than 

depicting the lamentation of the sexually frustrated 

seraglians. Instead of merely following step by step the 

literary convention practiced by the Liang dynasty poets, 

these poets have atten^ted to represent abandoned women in a 

269 See X.J. Kennedy, An Introduction to Poetry (Boston; 
Little, Brown and Company, 1966), 10. 
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more realistic sense. Professor Ronald C. Miao has astutely 

pointed out: 

In the T'ang kung-yuan the decorative aspects of the 
style are maintained, but their purpose is no longer 
primarily to evoke glamour and charm for its own sake. 
Details of the poem's setting and its personae are 
manipulated to serve a more complex type of thematic 
configuration, one in which the topos of frustration 
assumes paramount in5>ortance. 27o 

Compared with the "boudoir plaint" poetry, the "palace 

plaint" poetry is sinkier in content. It focuses on the 

representation of palace women's plight. There were two most 

well-known disfavored in^erial consorts in Chinese history, 

namely, the Emperor Wu's first empress Ch'en (fl. 141 

B.C.) and the Emperor Cheng's Favorite Beauty Pan Chieh-yii 

MMtff {fl' 48 B.C.) during the Former Han dynasty. The story 

of the Empress Ch'en become a prevailing subject in the 

emulations of "palace plaint" motif, as is seen in the rhyme-

prose masterpiece entitled "Rhapsody of Tall-gate Palace," 

(:^F^^) attributed to Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju (179-117 B.C.) 

in the Wen-hsiian (Selections of Refined Literature) 

270 gee Ronald C. Miao's excellent study of the development 
of the kung-t 'i shih from its origins in the North-South 
Dynasties era to the T'ang times, in "Palace-Style Poetry: 
The Courtly Treatment of Glamour and Love," Studies in 
Chinese Poetry and Poetics, ed., Ronald C. Miao, vol. (San 
Francisco: Material Center, INC, 1978), 31. 
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anthology. As for the Favorite Beauty Pan, she composed a 

pentasyllcUaic poem "Yiian ke hsing" (Song of Resentment) 

to give voice her poignant grief after she had been abandoned 

by the Emperor.After the Wei-Chin period, many literary 

yueh-fu poets wrote about the Empress Ch'en and Pan Chieh-yii 

using such titles as "Grievsuice of Tall-gate Palace" and 

"Grievance of Chieh-yii." Thus, they had already pioneered the 

T'ang "palace plaint" poetry. In fact, the so-called "palace 

plaint" poetry is initially designed to sigh and chant for 

these two pathetic figures.272 

The "palace plaint" poets do not necesseirily have 

certain metaphorical implications between the lines. Neither 

do they really sympathsize with numerous palace women in 

desertion. Traditional Chinese male poets have different 

attitudes when it comes to the depictions of beautiful women. 

While some poets merely describe palace ladies as bewitching 

sexual objects, others convey the sullen resentment of the 

deserted palace ladies. The plight of imperial concubines was 

poignantly portrayed in the following poem: 

Plaint of the Wu Palace 

271 For an excellent study of the Favorite Beauty Pan and 
her poetry, see David R. Knechtges, "The Poetry of an 
Imperial Concubine; The Favorite Beauty Ban," Oriens Extremus 
36.2 (1993): 127-138. 

272 Rang Cheng-kuo, Fena-sao vu ven-ch'ino, 200-203. 
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Surrounding Wu palace is the autumnal river water. 

The river is clear and dew white, yet the hibiscus is dead. 

King Wu wants to change his clothes after getting drunk. 

But the beauties on the seat are spoiled and do not rise up. 

There are a thousand doors and myriad houses in Wu palace. 

King's grace is unpredicteU3le, who can measure it? 

Since your heart is not the same as mine. 

It is in vain to perform singing and dancing in front of you. 

Evodia trees are around the palace, hanging with the red 

fruits; 

They grow many twigs waving in the autumn wind. 

On the Ku-su Terrace, the evening feast is just over. 

Other people wait on the sleeping, I still return alone. 

The bright sun in the sky and the light on the ground. 

How can you now desert me forever? 

The poet employs the historical past of the dissolute King 

Pu-ch'a of Wu (r. 495-473 B.C.) to illustrate the 

poet's own conten5)orary events. Chang Chi makes use of the 

historical theme to drive home a moral lesson, which is a 

poetic convention. After the King of Wu defeated the King 

Yueh, he started a proud and extravagant life befuddled with 

drink. He erected the Palace of Spring Empyrean (#W^) on 
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the Ku-su Terrace for his wild carousals on the long 

nights. Li Po also writes about the King of Wu's dissipated 

life of reeking with drink: "The King of Wu gets intoxicated 

with Hsi-shih inside the palace." Here Chang 

simply gives vent to the palace lady's suffering and anger. 

Through Chang's depiction of palace women, one can see how 

unreliaUDle and inconstant is the favor or disgrace received 

from the emperors. Meanwhile, it connotes the impossibility 

of one person' s winning affection from his majesty all the 

time. Thus, the fate of desertion is inevitable. 

Although some Chinese commentators regard the poem as a 

typical metaphorical construction, I do not believe that 

there is any further implication of the "beauty and flower" 

allegory in this work. I think these intentionalist critics 

assume that Chang Chi's life and personality may provide an 

essential key to the understanding and appraisal of his 

poetry. However, the biographical approach of interpreting a 

poem has been severely questioned by the New Critics, who 

have pointed out the error of relying too much on an author's 

intended meaning for interpretation and judgment of his or 

her work. In their seminal essay "The Intentional Fallacy," 

W. K. Wimsatt and Monroe Beards ley argue that because the 

poem is no longer the poet's but belongs to the public, any 

serious consideration of the poet's intention as an avenue 
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for understanding the poem is misguided.Instead, the 

poem's meaning is found in its internal pattern, its 

existence as an aesthetic phenomenon. 

The next poem is a portrait of the palace ladies in 

disfavor. Many neglected imperial concubines suffered from 

losing their physical attractiveness. For these palace 

ladies, as soon as their beauty began to fade, so did their 

fortune: 

The White Head Lament 

May I use the lute on your lap. 

To play my "White Head Lament." 

I recall the words in the past I bashfully dallied with you. 

Our love is bound up with, just like white silk's [twisting]. 

Inside the palace, you built a high tower for me; 

And also opened a flowered pond and planted fragrant trees. 

A hundred spring grasses will not wither until autumn. 

You abandoned me not even white haired. 

My gauze bodice and jade earrings have not faded yet. 

Today you already said that they are untimely. 

When you use the bronze of Yang-chou as a bright mirror. 

At dark, you cannot see your reflection in the mirror. 

The human mind itself is changeable endlessly, 

273 See "The Intentional Fallacy," in Contemporary Literary 
Criticism; Literary and Cultural Studies, eds. by Robert Con 
Davis and Ronald Schleifer (New York: Longman Inc., 1989), 
44-53. 
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How can you ensure fondness and jiislikeness at the moment? 

Your grace already gone, if it could come back to me; 

The calamus flowers blossom and the moon always be full. 

mmnrnmnm 
A'DiasS&lg 

According to the Hsi-china Tsa-chi (Miscellany of the 

Western Capital), this song was originally written by the 

wife of famous Han court rhapsodist Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju. Her 

name was Cho Wen-chiin It was the time when Ssu-ma 

Hsiang-ju was about to take another woman in Mao-ling as his 

concubine that Cho Wen-chiin composed this song to express her 

feelings. Later on, there are many imitations on this theme 

of love plaint. This poem can be con?)ared with Po Chu-i's 

"Shang-yang pai-fa jen"±^S^A (White-Haired Woman of 

Shang-yang Palace), in which an aged palace lady narrated her 

abandonment. It draws a picture of sharp contrast between 

affection and desertaion. 

In the first two lines, the heroine asks her lord to 

listen to the "White Head Lament,"in which she employes the 

old theme yueh-fu to air her own grievance. Lines 3 to 6 

present to us the protagonist's remembrance of receiving 

grace from the lord. By contrast, the poet then describes 

the heroine's present plight of being deserted in the next 

four lines. Lines 11 to 14 show that the abandoned woman 
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learns her sad fate of losing favor, and laments over the 

lord's changing attitudes toward is^erial consorts. Finally, 

the protagonist asserts that it is impossible for her to 

regain the lord's grace, just as the calamus flowers could 

not blossom all the time and the moon could not always be 

full. 

There is a prevalent supernatural tale about the 

marriage of a man and a female ghost in the six Dynasties. 

According to the legend, Wang Ching-po of the late Chin 

era once spent the night at a post-pavilion outside the city 

wall of Wu Prefect. While he was playing an agreeable lute 

song, a female ghost named Liu Miao-jung was attracted 

by the music and came to sing a duet with him. After fate 

had brought these lovers together for a while, they were 

separated between the dead and the living forever.274 This 

episode was not only well-known to their contemporary 

audience but also recorded in the history books. 

2"^^ There are many versions of this supernatural tale. The 
eeurliest source of the story cam be found in the Chin History 
(##). It is also recorded in Wu Chun's (469-520) Hsii 
Ch'i-hsieh chi (More Tales of Ch'i-hsieh), cited by 
Kuo Mao-ch'ien in his Yiieh-fu shih-chi; 

In Chin Dynasty, there was a person named Wang Ching-po 
from Yu-yao of K'uai-chi. In youth, he was fond of 
learning and good at plucking the lute. At eighteen, he 
resumed the office in the Eastern Palace and became an 
imperial guard. Having had a vacation, he returned 
home. When passing the Wu district, he moored his boat 
by an islet in the middle of the river. He ascended on 
a pavilion to gaze at the moon and felt hopelessness and 
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despair in his heeurt; he then chanted the poem of 
"Weeping Dews" to the accompaniment of a lute. 
Suddenly, he heard a sound of admiration over his 
performance from the outdoor. He saw an elegant and 
beautiful woman who told Ching-po: "I cim pleased in your 
lute music, and hope to perform it with youl" Ching-po 
granted her request, immediately the woman arrived 
there. Her natural disposition was genial and beautiful 
acting freely without restraint. She was followed by 
two young girls, one of them came forward. The woman 
then plucked the lute and thrummed on the strings. Its 
tune and rhyme were sad and elegemt, which resembled to 
the present music played while going up into a hall. 
She said: "Only Chi shu-yeh can play the music of what 
the ancient called the 'Ming-chun of the Ch'u'. 
Henceforth, there are few people passing on the music." 
Again, she plucked the lute and sung the lyric of "Slow 
Winds." Because of this, she sighed for a long time. 
She then ordered the elder maid to pour wine and the 
younger maid to play the harp. Thus she con^osed "The 
Song of A Divine Woman Who Played Agreeable Music." The 
woman took the golden hairpin off her head and plucked 
the thrummed the strings to keep in tune with the music. 
The meanings and rhymes inside the music were so con^lex 
and harmonious. The young woman played eight ballads, 
but Ching-po could only remember two of them. As she 
was about to leave, she left the brocaded bedding, 
embroidered perfume-sachets, and a pair of girdle 
ornaments to make a peurting present for Ching-po. 
Ching-po gave her an ivory fiery dragon (once used as 
ornament on garments, etc.) and a jade lute-peg in 
return. The young woman was in despair and did not want 
to depart. She said: "I have stayed alone in the inner 
quarters for sixteen years. I met you unexpectedly at 
an inn and fulfilled my lifelong ambition. This is due 
to tacit understanding between us, rather than human 
affairs." Having had no more to say, she left. When 
Ching-po"s boat currived at Hu-lao Garrison, he happened 
to know that the Magistrate of Wu Prefect had a lovely 
daughter who died young. For those bedding disappeared 
from the daughter's boat, they found it on Ching-po's 
boat. Ching-po told the whole truth and indeed obtained 
the fiery dragon and lute-peg from the curtain on boat. 
The young woman's name was Miao-jung, cognoman Ya-hua. 
The elder maid was named Chun-t'iao and was about twenty 
of age. The younger maid named Tao-chih and was fifteen 
of age. Both of them were good at playing the harp and 
singing "The Song of Agreeable music." They died one 
after another. 
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miscellaneous notes, and fictions. Since the Sui-T'ang times 

onwards, moreover, the story was chanted or adapted into a 

new song by the literati poets. Chang Chi may have learned 

about this legend and con^osed the following poem in 

emulation: 

The Ballad of Agreeable Music 

A splendid mansion [hangs] layers of emerald curtains. 

The patterned silk mat spreads over the carved ivory bed. 

From afar, clepsydra slightly [reach] watches infrequently; 

Wearing a thin lapel, at midnight [she feels] cool. 

The censer's smoke is darkly flying about. 

The cold lamp averts the slanting light. 

Her beauty is crystallized at night time. 

By the bedroom's walls, her deep dream is long. 

Toss and turn, turn and toss: 

While she is remembering you, the night watch is not yet up. 

See YFSC, vol. 3 (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chu, 1979), 60:872. 
Having given the explanation of this song title, Kuo includes 
seven poems about this moving story, together with Chang 
Chi's work and Li Tuan's "The Song of Wang Ching-po." For an 
excellent study of the Wang Ching-po's story, see Wang Kuo-
liang Hsu Ch'i-hsieh chi ven-chiu (A Study 
of More Tales from Ch'i-hsieh) (Taipei: Wen-shih-che ch'u-
pan-she, 1987), 55-73. 
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This poem belongs to the category of "Songs for the Flute." 

It is also called "The Ballad of a Divine Woman Who Played 

Agreeable Music" The poet portrays a longing 

woman who tossed and turned at midnight for her beloved. 

Here one can see flowery poetic imagery, which is typical in 

the palace-style poeti^. 

In much the same way with "Plaint of the Wu Palace," the 

poem "The Chu Consort's Lament" reflects upon the corrupted 

life of the King of Ch'u. The only difference between these 

two poems is that the former writes about the 

profligate King Wu's obsession with debauchery, while the 

latter describes how the King Chu neglected her for pleasure 

in hunting: 

The Ch'u Consort's Lament 

The clouds began to rise in Hsiang, the River was misty; 

The King of Ch'u was far away in the woods of Yun-meng 

Marsh. 275 

In Chiang-nan, banners and flags were darkened by rains. 

Under the Terrace, every morning the spring water is deep. 

Before Chang-hua Hall, ten thousand states attended court. 

Yet The King of Ch'u himself alone was covetous without end. 

275 Yun-meng Marsh was a place where the King of Chu usually 
went for hunting. According to the "Treatises on Geography" 
in the History of Han ilS * , Yun-meng Marsh was located 
in the south of Hua-jung Prefacture (modern Chien-li 
county of Hupei Province . 
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Ch'u soldiers could pursue animals all over the ground. 

Who would need to gallop by using his own strength? 

If you overturn the Western River into the Yun-meng Marsh, 

As elk and deer die out, he should return to his palace. 

The following three poems are sketches of palace women 

waiting for an imperial progress. The first poem delineates 

a lonely palace beauty who just gets up at day's break and 

wipes off a silver bottle. In the second poem, the palace 

beauty sings and dances by herself after the King of Ching 

has left for some other concubines. The third poem portrays 

the Wu Concubine's finding favor just for a one night stand. 

Grievance of the Ch ' u Consort >^$5^ 

Paulownia leaves fall into the golden well. 

Windlass on the cross-rack hauls the white rope. 

The beauty just rises and day is not breaking yet. 

Her hands wipe off a silver bottle, the autumn water is cold. 

Grievance of the En^eror's Travelling Lodge 

The high halls and retreats blend with the river islet. 
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They always open ten thouscind houses facing the spring river. 

The King of Ching has gone and does not come again. 

In the palace, the beauties sing and dance by themselves. 

Song of the Roosting Crows 

[The King] erected a palace on West Mountain, and the pool is 

full of tides; 

Palace birds chirp in the morning on the evodia branches. 

The Wu concubine plucks a lotus and sings a song to herself. 

The King lodged on the boat last night. 

Unlike the traditional "palace plaint" by poets who 

merely portrayed women as a glamorous sexual objects, the new 

yiieh-fu poets reflected upon the mental anguish of numerous 

harem ladies within the palace confines. At least three 

poems by Chang Chi are written cUDOut these pathetic sibandoned 

women, in which the poet indirectly criticizes the imperial 

system of concubinage: 

An Old Palace Lady 

A singing and dancing girl from Liang-chou, 

Her hair had grown white when she returned home. 
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Her entire family was interred in the Tibetan territory. 

Nowhere can she ask eibout the journey to her native place. 

The patterns of palace brocade do not pass on. 

Her name is vainly inscribed in the imperial fragrance 

[garden]. 

All her life is hard to talk eUx)ut by herself. 

Grief pursues her all the way the stranger goes. 

mm&m± mmrmm 

The poet poignantly portrays an aged palace lady who was just 

relieved from service in the imperial harem. She had wasted 

away her prime time in the solitude of palace confinement. 

Since her family has been destroyed, she has nowhere to go. 

What could be said about her miserable fate? I believe that 

the poet's intent here is to criticize the T'ang imperial 

custom of incarcerating thousands of women. During the T'ang 

times, the government sometime would set free a certain 

numbers of palace ladies in order to disperse portents and 

bring down blessings. For excunple, there was a drought in 

parts of China in the years of 808 and 809. As "reminder" 

(fnS) in the Chancellery, Po Chii-i wrote a memorial to 

suggest the emperor release palace ladies from service. In 

doing so, this act of benevolence would restore the balance 

of yln and yang and help bring an end to the drought. 

Because the number of palace ladies had increased since the 
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mid-eighth century, the imperial hcurems were overstaffed with 

middle-aged consorts. By sending these aged women home, the 

es^eror could either save money for national budget or 

perform a remarkable act of grace. 

After all, where could these palace women go when they 

were released from the imperial harem? usually, the released 

women were sent to Buddhist or Taoist cloisters if they had 

no home to return when they grew old.277 The next poem is 

about a palace lady who has just said farewell to all of the 

dancing nobles and is sent to a Taoist cloister to be a 

priestess: 

Sending off the Palace Lady to Enter into Tao 

You were former favorite love in the Chao-yang Palace, 

It's rare to go in search of the Immortals. 

Your name has just been struck from the palace register. 

Your body does not fit in the aurorae robe yet.^^s 

276 chu Chin-ch'eng^^JS^, ed., Po Ch'u-i chi chien-chiao 
(Shanghai: Shanghai ku-chi ch'u-pan-she, 1988), 

58.3340. Cheng Hua-ta?iP^® discusses the four main reasons 
for the release of T'ang palace women in detail, see "T'ang-
tai kung-jen shih-fang wen-t'i ch'u-t'an" 
(A Preliminary Survey of the Issue of Releasii^ T'ang Palace 
Women) Chuno-hua wen-shih lun-ts'unq 53 (1994); 
138-148. 

277 Cheng Hua-ta, "T'ang-tai kung-jen shih-fang wen-t'i 
ch'u-t'ein," 148-149. 

278 iphe "aurorae robe" is a Taoist gown. 
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You already parted from the singing and dancing nobles. 

You will always follow the phoenix and cranes to fly. 

The eunuch watches you enter the grotto,279 

In vain, you ride on the jade-wheel to return. 280 

mmmmm mmntmrn 
Mmmmm 

However, many ill-fated palace women just died at the 

secluded imperial haurems. In the T'ang dynasty, the court 

ladies were all buried in a special cemetery for in^erial 

consorts and concubines. There is a generic title of the 

poem on such theme as the demise and burial of the court 

lady, namely, kung-jen hsieh (the palace ladies' 

graves): 

The Ancestral Hall of the Palace by the Mountain 

The autumn grasses over the palace ladies' graves. 

Who sent these palace ladies to be buried here? 

Thousands and myriads were all like this. 

Their families in border towns did not even know about it I 

279 In Taoist religion, a grotto refers to the place of 
seclusion where transcendents dwell on it. There were the 
so-called "ten grotto-heaven" in Wang-wu Mountain and 
"thirty-six grotto-heaven" in Tai Mountain. 

280 The "jade-wheel" is the moon, which could bring special 
powers to a woman. 
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Most palace women never had a chance to see their family 

again after they were recruited into the imperial harems. 

They endured lonely lives in the deep palaces until they 

died. Since they were disconnected from their family for the 

most times, it was almost impossible to know what happened to 

them. Wang Chien (766?-830), who is Chang Chi's fellow 

poet, also describes the burial site of the deceased palace 

women in a sarcastic way: 

Westward the Wei-yang park walls, the green grass paths; 

Inside the palace ladies* graves, the red trousers tombs. 

Carrying out by one side, yet coming in by the other side; 

Changing-dress [women] do not reduce to the regular amount.28i 

Although palace ladies were released many times throughout 

the entire T'ang dynasty, the vast number of imperial 

concubines always exceeded several tens-of-thousands. One 

can thus assume that the recruitment of palace ladies during 

the T'ang era was never discontinued. Consequently the 

281 See " Rung-jen hsieh" in Wang Chien shih-chi 
(Peking: Chung-hua shu-chu, 1959), 9:81. For an excellent 
study of this poem, see Chang Hao-hsun§S^^, "Tu Wang Chien te 
'Kung-jen hsieh', <( » T'anq-tai wen-hsueh lun-
ts'unq Vol. 2 (Hsian: Shan-hsi jen-min ch'u-pan-
she, 1982), 131-133. 
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palace ladies' plaints and resentments would never be soothed 

as long as recruiting were still in progress.202 

IV. others 

Many poems on the topos of lotus picking celebrate a 

rustic pastime. 283 usually the pastoral poets convey a sense 

of evanescence by depicting the attractive sleeves of the 

women who finger lotus and row oar at the same time. In yet 

another yueh-fu, Chang Chi uses this pastoral mode to 

describe the tranquil scene of lotus picking: 

The Song of Picking Lotus ScSfi 

Beside the bank of autumn river, there are many lotus seeds, 

Lotus-gathering girls sail a boat in an even row and sing. 

Green seed-case of the lotus grows lotus seeds orderly. 

Contending for the first to pluck it, they stir the ripples. 

Trying to pull green stems, they search for roots below. 

In the place of broken stems, many threads stick hands. 

Banding their waists with white bleached silk, they roll up 

their sleeves half way, 

282 Kao Shih-yui^tM:^, T'anq-tai fu-nii (The Women of 
T'ang Dynasty) (Sian: San-ch'in ch'u-pan-she, 1988), 26-30. 

283 Jeanne Larsen, "Gathering Lotuses, Picking Water 
Chestnuts," The Comparatist 11 (May 1987): 5-20. 
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without sticking in jade hairpins, they dress their hairs and 

comb it lightly. 

The boats did not fill up with the lotus seeds, they cross to 

the front river isle; 

Let me ask whose home lies farthest. 

When returning, they wait together for the evening tides to 

rise. 

Fingering lotus by themselves and still rowing oar [on their 

way home]. 

The song is derived from one of the seven songs "Chiang-nan 

nong" (QlM#) composed in the Han-Wei period. There are mainy 

variations on this theme with various titles. Most of them 

are about the glamorous feelings between men and women. It 

is not until the High T'ang era that the great poet Wang 

Ch'ang-ling (690-756) and Li Po employ this song title 

to draw the portrait of picking-lotus women in the Chiang-nan 

area. Compared with his predecessors' works, Chang Chi's 

poem is still very unique in its fine and smooth descriptions 

of lotus picking. The first two lines delineate the time and 

setting for the activities of gathering lotus. In a much 

more concrete and detailed way, the second two lines depict 

the green seed-case of lotus and competition of picking lotus 
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seeds between these young girls. Lines 5 eind 6 describe the 

activities of searching for lotus seeds. In lines 7, 8, 9, 

and 10, one can see a lively portrait of picking-lotus girls. 

The last two lines present a vivid picture of picking-lotus 

women who have waited for the evening tide to return their 

home. 

Many T'ang poets have portrayed the melancholy and 

solitary life of merchant's wives. The following poem 

describes a neglected merchant wife who is asking to return 

to her parents' home after her husband had journeyed on 

business: 

The Song of Spring River 

In spring, the clouds melt and the river is at high tide. 

Slender rushes appear above water and the mallards and chicks 

sound. 

My husbcind at Ch'ang-kan loves to take a long journey,284 

I already dyed unpadded garments and sewed them. 

I grew up by the side of Chin-ling, 

I followed my husband to live in the northern part of the 

river last year. 

I have not returned to my parents' house since this spring, 

284 Ch'ang-kan is the name of a lane which is located in 
old Chin-ling (modern Nanking city of Chiang-su Province 

). Li Po's (701-762) famous poem "The Ballad 
of Ch'ang-kan" says; "I married a man from Ch'ang-kan lane." 
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I cannot cross the river because the boat is small and wind 

is high. 

I want to bid farewell to my parents-in-law and first get my 

husband's permisson. 

In private, I pray to water spirits toward the river. 

The first four lines sketch a young wife whose merchant 

husbeind travelled afar in a cloudless spring day. In the 

second four lines, then, the heroine tells us she hopes she 

Ccui visit her parents in Ching-ling. Yet, she needs to get 

permission from her parent-in-law. Finally, she prays to 

water spirits toward the river because she wants to have safe 

trip under the windy condition. The unbearable of being 

loneliness is thus expressed through the portrait of a young 

merchant wife in a subtle representation. 

In the following poem, the poet presents to us a vivid 

picture of how a meticulous wife who tried to make spring 

dress for her husband: 

The Song of White Sackcloth 

Glistening bright white sackcloth is white and raw, 

I'll make spring robe to fit my young husband. 
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But how long to cut it I could not decide. 

Holding scissors and a measure, I go to ask my mother-in-law. 

After all, I am afraid that fragrant ointments would soil my 

tiny fingers; 

I usually ask a bysteuider to gather my drooping ear-

omaments. 

My husband will put on the dress when the Cold Food Festival 

comes, 285 

And he will hold a jade whip to whip the white horse. 

This poem gives new meaning to an old yiieh-fu of that title. 

The old theme usually concerned the sharp contrast between 

the extravagant pleasures of wealthy nobles and the bitterest 

sufferings of dancing girls. With great verisimilitude and 

285 Han-shih refers to the three-day period known in 
post-Han times as the Cold Food festival, which came one day 
before the Ch'ing-ming (Clear Brightness) festival 
(about April 6). During these three days, fires were 
extinguished and only cold provisions were eaten. According 
to most versions of the Chieh Chih-t'ui legend, the 
Marquis of Chin burned down the mountain forest in an effort 
to drive him out of hiding. However, Chieh chose to die in 
the flames. The Marquis of Chin cherished Chieh's virtue and 
talent very much, he thus commemorated the death of Chieh 
Chih-t'ui by puting out cooking fires and eating only cold 
food. For the origin of this annual observance, see Donald 
Holzman, "The Cold Food Festival in Early Medival China," 
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 46.1 (June 1986): 51-79. 
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subtlety, here the poet only describes how a woman makes a 

new spring dress for her young husband. 

The next poem is what Arthur Waley has termed the 

"elliptical ballads"286 of the early Chinese folk-song, in 

which Chang Chi depicts a young wife's hope and doubt about 

the popular belief that when a crow caws at night a prisoner 

will be pardoned: 

The Crow that Cawed at Night 

In the land of Ch'in, a crow cawed a jarring cry; 

At night, it cawed over an official's house in Ch'ang-an. 

The official was sentenced and was put in jail, 

Ruined, he sold his proprieties to pay his debts. 

The young wife gets up to listen to the night cawing crow. 

She knows there is an amnesty order at the official's house. 

Getting off the bed, she feels happy and doesn't sleep again 

Not until the dawn, she goes to the Hall and congratulates 

her parents-in-law. 

The young wife tells the cawing crow: 

"Your crying had better not be in vain, 

I'11 lend you the court trees to make your high nests, 

Year after year, I won't let someone hurt your fledgelings." 

286 Arthur Waley, The Life and Times of Po Chu-i (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1949), 144. 
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This poem belongs to the category of "song for the lute," 

intended to be sung to the traditional lute tunes. Chang Chi 

uses the ancient yiieh-fu theme to write of his contemporary 

event.287 as for the popular belief that the cawing of a crow 

would bring good news of eunnesty, Li Mien states in his 

Ch'in-shuo (The Theory of Lute): 

"The Crow that Cawed at Might" was composed by Ho Yen's 
daughter. Earlier when Yen was in prison, there were 

two crows perching on the Yen's house. Yen's daughter 
said: "The crows have the sound of good omen, my father 
will be pardoned." Then she composed this song.288 

287 According to the "Treatise on Music" of History of the 
T'anq (US • "The Crow that Cawed at Night" was composed 
by the Liu-Sung prince Liu I-c^'ing MSJH (403-444). In the 
seventeenth year of Yiian-chia tlM period (440), the Emperor 
Wen of Sung (reigned 424-453) moved P'eng-cheng Liu I-kang's 

abode to Yu-chang MM- Liu I-ch'ing was then in 
Chiang-chou He went to the town to meet I-K'ang and 
shed tears in the time when they saw each other. The Emperor 
Wen of Sung heard about their meeting and upbraided I-ch'ing 
for this. Later on, the Emperor summoned I-ch'ing to come 
back to his house, and he trembled with fear. When I-
ch'ing's courtesan heeird the crow that cawed at night, she 
went to knock at his study and said: "There will be an 
anmesty tomorrow." Afterwcurd, he had been moved to the 
Regional Inspector in southern Yen-chou that year. Thus 
he composed this song for the event. See Yiieh-fu shih-chi, 
vol. 2, 47.690. 

288 YFSC, vol. 3, 60.872. 
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In his poems about abandoned women, Chang Chi has also 

touched upon one important aspect of marital life, that is 

the termination of the marriage relationship issued by their 

husbands. At least three kinds of divorce in traditional 

China were recorded in historical documents: divorce for 

which either the husband or the wife was responsible, divorce 

by mutual agreement, and divorce by compulsion.289 as we 

know, divorce in pre-modern times was usually initiated by 

the husband or husband's family. To be sure, divorces were 

seldom initiated by the wives. Consequently, divorce meant a 

great calamity for women because they had almost no 

opportunity for making a living or remarrying. In the 

following poem, Chang Chi voices women's discontent about the 

unequal treatment of married women in patriarchal Chinese 

society; 

A Divorced Woman MW 

289 As for the discussions of the various forms of divorce 
and its reasons, see Chao Feng-chiehMJEtt^, Chunq-kuo fu-nii 
tsai fa-lii shanq te ti-wei (The Legal 
Status of Chinese Women) (Rpt. Taijpei; Tao-hsiang ch'u-pan-
she, 1993), 51-59; Niu Chih-p'ing^J^^, "Tsung li-hun yu 
tsai-chia k'an T'ang-tai fu-nu te chen-chieh kuan," 

(T'ang women's Views of Chastity: 
A Consideration from Divorce and Remarriage) in Chunq-kuo fu-
nii-shih lun-chi vol. 4 ed., Pao Chia-lin|S^®5 
(Taipei: Tao-hsiang ch'u-pan-she, 1995), 134-135; Tai Yen-
hui, "Divorce in Traditional Chinese Law," in David C. 
Buxbaum ed., Chinese Family Law and Social Change in 
Historical and Comparative Perspecti/e (Seattle and London; 
University of Washington Press, 1978), 76-79. 
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I came to your home for ten yeairs, 

In the boudoir, there was no fault. 

My fate was so sad that I did not produce a son. 

According to the ancient custom, I should be divorced. 

I entrusted myself to you and said we would be buried in one 

grave. 

Today that matter is at odds with my wish. 

I thought you would abandon me eventually. 

Who could stay here unwelcome? 

I went to the hall to thank my parents-in-law, 29o 

And prostrating myself with reverence to ask the departing 

words. 

My parents-in-law saw ny leave-taking. 

When I was about to go, they hesitated for a while again. 

They gave me an ancient bracelet. 

And kept ny wedding gown. 

My parents-in-law gently touched my body. 

And cried for me on the roadside. 

In the past, when I first became your wife; 

It was the time when you were poor and humble. 

I always spun thread day and night, 

I could not have painted my moth-eyebrows. 

290 Ku-chang refers to a wife's pcurents-in-law in 
ancient China. 

291 premodern Chinese women loved to paint their eyebrows 
into a slender and long shape, so that they would resemble 
delicate moth-eyebrows. 
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I worked industriously and accumulated gold. 

To relieve your cold and hunger. 

I bought a huge mansion in Lo-yang, 

I bought attendants from Han-tan. 292 

You rode on a noble horse. 

And looked splendid when you came and went, 

I was about to be a wife of a wealthy family. 

And raise our descendants forever. 

Who would have thought that I am dismissed from your house, 

I went alone on a Ccirriage and returned home. 

It is not necessary to be honorable if you have a son. 

Yet it will make you sad if you do not produce a sonl 

Do not be a woman in the human world. 

Being a woman is really difficult to do! 

mrmMm 
itmmmm 

tiiitiigp! 

This poem writes of a virtuous and sagacious wife who helps 

her poor husband establish competency and finally wealth for 

the entire family. Nevertheless, the woman is divorced by 

her husband because she produced no male heir. No one had ' 

292 Han-tan was a metropolis region which became the 
biggest business center in the northern area of the Yellow 
River during the Ch'in-Han period. It is located in the 
southwest of modern-day Han-tan in Hopei Province. 
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ever doubted the unreasoneible ancient custom of ch'i-c/i'u 

-fcltJj (Seven Dismissals) contained in the Li chi ̂ i2 (Book of 

Rites), which were incorporated in the T' ang legal codes. 293 

However, a husband could not oust his wife even if she 

committed one or more of the above seven faults under the 

legal protection of san-pu-ch'u (Three Bars to 

separation). First, she had kept the three years mourning 

for either of her parents-in-law. Second, her husband's 

family had become wealthy after she was married into it. 

Finally, she had no home to return to.294 Although the lyric 

pesona in this poem should not be divorced, we know that it 

was almost impossible to restrict divorce in actual practice. 

Perhaps for the first time in Chinese poetry, Chang Chi 

criticizes the unfair practice of expelling wives because of 

their failure to bear boys. The last four lines make a 

strong appeal for the equal treatment of married women in 

patrieirchal Chinese society. In early Chinese poetry. 

293 since the beginning of the Chou Dynasty (1027-256 B.C.), 
according to the "Seven Dismissals," failure to give birth to 
a son might cause a married woman to be expelled from her 
husband's family. The other six reasons a wife could be 
dismissed from the feunily were: failure to serve the parents-
in-law, lasciviousness, jealousy, contracting an incurable 
disease, talkativeness, and larceny. See Ch'ii T'ung-tsu 
HI^M, Chung-kuo fa-lii vu Chunq-kuo she-hui 
(Law and Society in Traditional China) (Rpt. Taipei: Li-jen 
shu-chu, 1984), 162-169; Kao Shih-yu, T'ang-tai fu-nii, 151. 

294 chao Feng-chieh, Chunq-kuo fu-nii tsai fa-lii shanq chih 
ti-wei, 55; Li Shu-t'ung^MI^, "T'ang-tai fu-nii te hun-
yin, (The Meirital Life of T'ang Women) Shih-ta 
hsiieh-pao 18 (June 1973): 16-17. 
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women's feelings of injustice in marriage life can also be 

found in the Book of Songs (especieilly in the poem entitled 

"A Simple Bumplcin"tS) and the Han ballad "Bittersweet" 

(-hlil^H^) .295 Here Chang Chi attempts to voice female 

discontent of a deserted wife by emulating the Han ballad 

"Southeast Fly the Peacocks" yet his narrations 

and depictions of the divorced woman sure not so elaborate and 

subtle as its predecessors '. 296 

The last poem discussed here is probably the most well-

known piece in Chang Chi's collection. The poet deliberately 

portrays a young woman's internal conflicts between her pent-

up emotions and moral integrity: 

Song of a Chaste Wife 

You knew that I had a husband. 

And sent me a pair of bright pearls. 

Moved by your tenacious and devoted thoughts, 

I wore them over ny red silken vest. 

My home is a tall house near the Imperial grounds. 

295 Ann-Marie Hsiung^gP, "The Images of Women in Early 
Chinese Poetry: The Book of Songs, Han Ballads and Palace 
Style Verse of the Liang Dynasty," Chinese Culture 35.4 
(December 1994): 81-90. 

296 pQr an excellent study on the artistic skill of this 
narrative poem, see Hans H. Frankel, "The Chinese Ballad 
' Southeast Fly the Peacocks'," Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies 34 (1974): 248-271. 
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My good man holds a Icince in the Ming-kuang Palace. 

I know your intent is as bright as the sun and the moon. 

In serving my husband, I vow to live and die with him. 

Returning your bright pearls, I weep with a pair of tears; 

Regretting that we did not meet while I was still unwedded. 

mmm^M 

The first four lines, written in pentasyliabic form by using 

one rhyme word, narrate an incident of the love-affair. The 

last six lines, applied in heptasyllabic form with another 

rhyme word, voice the female protagonist's internal grief and 

her resolution to maintain moral integrity when responding to 

the ten^tation of a precious gift from an unidentified man. 

The heroine did have affection for the man who offered her 

the bright pearls. She first accepted the pearls and wored 

them to her red silken vest. However, she recalled her 

solemn vow to be with her husband in life and death after 

pondering her situation. Apparently, her sense of chastity, 

rather than love for her husband, made her change her mind 

and return the pecurls to the man. If she retained the 

297 Ming-kuang 0^^ was the name of a palace in Han dynasty. 
It was located in the west of Wei-yang 5^:^ Palace. There 
were many bead screens embroidered with golds and jades 
hanging in this palace. Because the palace was bright day 
and night, it was called the Brilliant Light Palace. 
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pearls, people would probably think that her affection for 

the suitor had outweighed her chastity. 

This poem seems to derive from two Han yiieh-fu works 

"Mo-shang sang"©Jil% (The Mulberries by the Path) and "Yii-lin 

lang"35#IP (Captain of the Yu-lin Cavalry); yet it is written 

in a more economical and suggestive style.298 The rewriting 

of the Lo-fu narrative in the yiieh-fu tradition had long been 

a serious goal for literati poets, one that would show its 

thematic development and help define its male lyricism. 299 in 

this imitative poem, Chang Chi is dexterous in arranging the 

chcuracters and plot to freune and organize events in narrative 

poetry.300 By employing antithetical design to depict the 

heroine's innermost thoughts, the poet successfully reveals 

her psychological condition. It is noteworthy that the man 

in this poem has been portrayed as a dignified and devoted 

298 As for the discussion of these two yiieh-fu poem in the 
literaury folk tradition, see Marie Chan's excellent study 
"From the Folk to the Literary Yiieh-fu," Tamkang Review 1 
(1974): 31-55. See also Maruyama Shigeru^lil^, "Cho Seki ga 
fu 'Seppu gin' ni tsu i te,"j (On Chang 
Chi's Yiieh-fu Poem "Song of a Chaste Wife") Nihon Daigaku 
Jinbungaku Kenkvuio kivo 29 (1984): 76-87. 

299 See Allen, "From Saint to Singing Girl," Harvard Journal 
of Asiatic Studies 48.2 (December 1988): 321-324. 

300 Hsiu-hsiao "Shih-hsi 'Chieh-fu yin'." 
(An Analysis of "Song of a Chaste Wife") Chung-

wai wen-hsxieh 7.2 (July 1978): 140-152. In this 
essay, the author intends to analyze Chang Chi's "Song of a 
Chaste Wife" from the perspective of "formalistic criticism" 
and also discuss the technique of framing to organize events 
in narrative poetry. 
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lover, who is quite different from the philandering gentlemen 

that appeared in the two literary ballads mentioned above. 

There is a subhead for this poem: "Sending the Minister 

of Works Li Shih-tao in Tung-p'ing." 

According to Hung Mai's (1123-1202) Jang-chai shih-hua 

(Remarks on Poetry From the Tolerant Study), Li 

wanted to appoint Chang Chi to office when he was a Private 

Secretariat for the other Military Commissioner. Since Chang 

did not want to serve a recalcitrant warlord, he thus wrote 

the "Song of a Chaste wife" to reject the offer. To express 

his courteous and determined manner, the poet likened himself 

to a chaste wife who was grateful for his attention but could 

not break her vow to her husband, ̂ oi Based on the historical 

ground, this poem might be regarded as metaphorical one, in 

which the poet compares the husband-wife relationship to the 

Minister-Prince" bond and thus suggests a kind of "politico-

erotic" lyricism. 

Suffice it to say that traditional Chinese commentators 

on the poem have reflected upon the changing concept towards 

female chastity.^02 m the early Northern Sung dynasty, Yao 

Hsiian (968-1020) included this song into his collection 

T' ana-wen ts'ui (An Excellency of T'ang Literary 

301 See Hung Mai, Junq-chai shih-hua, 1:11. 

302 shih Chih-ts • unJSM#- T'ang-shih pai-hua (One 
Hundred Talks on T'ang Poetry) (Shanghai: Ku-chi ch'u-pan-
she, 1987), 396-403. 
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Writings) under the category of "chasteness."^03 Thus one can 

assume that a woman might still be regarded as a chaste wife 

in the T'emg-Sung times as long as she did not desert her 

husband to elope with or re-msurry someone else after 

expressing her true feelings to the pursuant. In this poem, 

the lyric persona first exposes her human nature when 

encountering ex-marital affairs. However, those neo-

Confucianists in the Southern Sung period, such as Chu Hsi 

(1130-1200), distorted Confucian idea of propriety and 

fixed many inhumane rules for Chinese women to live by. They 

requested Chinese women to follow every male-centered ethical 

codes and prohibit them from revealing their innermost 

feelings. Unfortunately, this neo-Confucianist conception of 

propriety has greatly shaped the Ming-Ch'ing literati's ideal 

of a chaste woman, which can also be observed from their 

poetry commentaries. In his T'anq-shih chieh 

(Explanations of T'ang Poetry), for example, the Ming scholar 

T'ang Ju-hsun critizes the heroine's affectionate 

reactions to the man who sent her a pair of 

bright peeurls; 

Wearing the pearls on her silken vest means that her 
heart already consented to the man. Since her husband 
is held in high esteem, she cannot betray him and thus 
refuses that man's request. While returning the 

303 T' anq wen-ts 'ui, in Ssu-pu ts 'unq-k'an (Shanghai: Shang-
wu yin-shu-kuan, 1919-1936), pt.l2, 87. 
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bright pearls, however, she weeps lachrymosely cind 
regrets so much. May there not be expected hazards to 
that woman's chastity? 

In the meantime, the Ch'ing scholar Ho Yi-sun also 

blames this chaste wife who has expressed her soft cuid 

sentimental feelings to the man: 

This poem is so persuasive and affectionate in words 
and emotions that it is woeful and worthy of chanting. 
Nevertheless, since the woman has already worn them on 
her red silken vest, she must have been moved by the 
pearls. Yet, she has returned them to the man. Since 
she has already shed tears when returning the pearls, 
then she has regretted that they did not meet while 
she was still unwedded. Her soft and sentimental 
feelings make her attached to the man, and turn it 
over in her mind without an end. The chaste woman's 
chastity is in imminent peril 1 

Preoccupied with the neo-Confucianist idea of propriety, it 

is not surprising at all that T'ang and Ho have already 

304 See Ch'en Po-hai^{0^ et. al., T'ang shih hui-p'ina 
vol. 2 (Hang-chou: Che-chiang chiao-yu ch'u-pan-she, 

1995), 1900. 

305 "shih-fa"^^ in Ch'ing shih-hua hsu-pien 
compiled by Kuo Shao-yuff^J^, Vol. 1 (Shanghai; Ku-chi ch'u-
pan-she, 1983), 188. 
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degraded the greatness of the poem because the heroine wears 

and then returns the shining pearls tearfully. Although 

these two conmtentators have not considered the woman's 

behavior unchaste, they have emphasized that the heroine's 

chastity is difficult to preserve. 

On the contrary, the Late-Ming literary anthologist 

Chung Hsing (1574-1625) has briefly remarked on the poem 

in his T'anq-shih kuei (The Return of T'ang Poetry): 

"The woman's attitude toward chastity and feelings is uttered 

by the affectionate words. ExcellentI Excellent I" 

) Chung believes that the 

heroine is chaste in consideration of the true love between 

man and woman, rather than judging from the neo-Confucian 

standard of propriety. I think Chung Hsing's judgement on 

the woman's chastity is much more acceptable than that of 

T'ang Ju-hsun and Ho Yi-sun, because it does take humanity 

into account. 

Based on the recognition of the poem's subhead, some 

critics have attempted to re-orient the readers to an 

allegorical reading; a reading would assume the indirect 

comparisons of the lyric persona explicitly given in the 

text and also seek to explain the metaphorical intent and its 

historical context. Here the poet portrays the heroine's 

moral conflict by using symbolic imagery such as "a pair of 

306 See Shih-kuei WM ed. by Chang Kuo-kuang (Hu-pei 
jen-min ch'u-pan-she, 1985), 30. 
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shining pearls" and a "red silken vest." In the act of 

reading about the poet's life, one may be cQsle to discover a 

level of meaning beyond the literal sense of the work. 

Nevertheless, this work can still be regarded as a pure love 

poem that reflects an universal moral dilemma of the love-

affair. It is precisely through an interaction between text 

and reader that one can experience the heroine's unrequited 

love and the inner conflict represented from an episode of 

receiving and returning a pair of shining pearls-
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion: The Critical Reception of Chang Chi's 

Poetry 

The interpretation of poetry is historically and 

culturally conditioned. When reading traditional Chinese 

poetry in the West, one has to realize that the most 

inportant issue in intercultural literairy reception is the 

danger of "misreading" and misunderstanding of a literary 

work caused by different cultural and historical backgrounds. 

At least three representative reading directions in 

interpreting ChdLnese poetry are illustrated by those scholars 

with strong crosscultural and bilingual expertise in the 

American Sinological field: James J.Y. Liu's interlingual 

criticism, Stephen Owen's emphasis on Chinese rules of 

reading, and Wai-lim Yip's advocacy of con^arative poetics. 

By examining these three critics' interpretative 

differentials, one can develop a new discursive space for the 

reading of traditional Chinese poetry in the West.^O^ 

307 For a critque of these three representative reading 
positions of classical Chinese poetry in the West, see Chu 
Yiu-wai, "Reading Traditional Chinese Poetics from the West: 
Three Exemplary Positions," The Tsina Hua Journal of Chinese 
Studies 23.3 (September 1993); 287-340. 
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Currently, Chang Chi's works do not occupy a 

distinguished place in the anothologies of Chinese poetry.^08 

His best known verses are admired for their profound thoughts 

and clear diction. However, the criticcQ reception of Chang 

Chi's poetry have varied from critic to critic in traditional 

and modern China. Although two of Chang Chi's 

contemporaries, Han Yii (768-824) and Po Chii-i (772-846), 

highly admired his yiieh-fu poetry, many critical debates have 

arisen since T'ang times over the reception of his poetic 

works. These debates have revealed the paradoxical nature of 

poetic interpretation of Chang Chi's verse. 

One of the ecirliest apparaisals of Chang Chi's poetry 

was written by Han yii in 806. In a poem addressed to Chang 

Shu Han remarked on Cheuig's poetic achievement: "Chang 

Chi imitates ancient limpidity,/ A noble stork he avoids 

flocks of chickens. " (° ) Po Chii-i' s 

various comments on Chang Chi's poetry revealed that he 

harbored a special fondness for the older poet because he 

308 por example, the widely read anothology T'ana-shih san-
pai shou (Three Hundred T'ang Poems) includes only 
one verse by Chang Chi. 

309 See "Tsui tseng Chang Pi-shu" (Drunk: To 
Chang Shu), in Han Ch'ang-li ch'uan-chi (Rpt. 
Taipei: Hsin-hsing shu-chii, 1967), 54-55. English tanslation 
is done by Stephen Owen, The Poetry of Meng Chiao and Han Yii 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975), 187. 
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found Chang's old ballads to be a model for didactic 

poetry.310 m much the same manner, the mid-T'ang poet Yao Ho 

831) also lauded Chang's yueb-fu poetry with 

unqualified enthusiasm: 

How admirable [his] "Song of Chiang-nan"1 

How mournful [his] lyrics for grieving women 1 

In [writing] the Ancient airs no one excells him; 

His new phrases are known to people. 

Wang An-shih, the famous Sung dynasty stateman and prose 

writer, once praised Chang's achievement in yiieh-fu poetry as 

follows: "[His verses] look commonplace but are in fact most 

distinctive; though they seem effortlessly written, great 

pains were actually taken over them." 

310 See "Tu Chang Chi ku yiieh-fu" (Reading Chang 
Chi's Old Yiieh-fu) in Po Chii-i chi vol. 1 (Peking: 
Chung-hua shu-chu, 1979), 1.2; "Yii Yiian Chiu Shu" MtcAS (A 
Letter to Yiian Chen), in Po Chli-i chi, vol. 3, 45.965-966. 

311 See "Tseng Chang Chi T'ai-chu," (To Chang Chi, 
the Great Supplicator) reprinted in Yao Shao-chien shih-chi 

(The Poetic Works of the Vice Director Yao) 
(Shanghai: Shang-wu yin-shu-kuan, 1919-1936), 4.27a. 
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By the same token, Chou Tzu-chih 

(1081-?) maintained that Chang Chi was the greatest writer 

among the many T'ang yiieh-fu poets.^^^ The sung commentator 

Chang Chieh 5S5S {/I. 1125) stated "Chang's poetry is a on par 

with that of Weing Chien. They were particularly good at 

expressing those concerns the people had in their hearts. 

Another Sung critic 

Yen yii (fl. 1180-1235) also extolled Chang Chi and Wang 

Chien *s yueh-fu poetry and ignored Yuan Chen and Po Chu-i's 

didactic ballads.315 Finally, Lu K'an-ju and Feng Yuan-chiin, 

two eminent contemporary historians of traditional Chinese 

poetry, have also pointed out that Chang Chi can compete with 

Yiian Chen cuid Po Chii-i as successors of the social realism 

pioneered by Tu Fu's (712-770) .^16 

312 See Lin-ch'uan hsieh-shena wen-chi (Peking: 
Chung-hua shu-chu, 1964), 31.341. 

313 See Chu-po shih-hua in Pai-chung shih-hua lei-
Pien ed. by Tai Ching-nong vol. 2 
(Taipei: I-wen yin-shu-kuan, 1974), 721. 

See Sui-han-t' ang shih-hua in Pai-chung shih-
hua lei-pien. vol. 2, 721. English translation by Chaurles 
Hartman, "Chang Chi," in The Indiana Companion to Traditional 
Chinese Literature, ed. by William Nienhauser (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1986), 205. 

315 See Ts' anq-lang shih-hua chiao-shih (The 
Annotated and Collated Edition of Ch'ang-lcuig's Remarks on 
Poetry) (Rpt. Taipei: Ho-lo t'u-shu ch'u-pan-she, 1978), 152. 

316 See Chunq-kuo shih-shih. vol. 2, 509. 
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On the other hand, some critics of Chang's yiieh-fu 

poetry find his poems shallow, superficial, and lacking in 

subtle depth. For exein^le, Chang Chieh criticized Cheing 

Chi's poetry as being verbose eind vulgar.The Ming critic 

Lu Shih-yung totally disputed the greatness of Chang's 

poetry because of the plainness of his diction, the vulgarity 

of meaning, and the coarseness of prosody.318 Even the 

distinguished modern Chinese scholar Ch'ien Chung-shu 

believes that Chcing's yiieh-fu can not be compared with that 

of Po Chii-i and Wang Chien (766-830) .319 comments such as the 

above are primarily concerned with the proper adherence to 

the Confucian didactic poetic tradition, in which the 

principal function of poetry is to see political admonition 

through disguised and indirect language. In their eyes, 

Chang Chi's yiieh-fu poetry is too outspoken and irritating in 

its manner of popular socio-political protest. 

However, most of these critics merely judged Chang Chi's 

poetry from the linguistic and artistic perspectives, instead 

of on its thematic concerns and poetic style. As we 

know, Chang Chi's yUeh-fu poetry covers a wide-range of 

themes, in which the poet reflects the social realities of 

317 See Sui-han-t' ana shih-hua in Pai-chuna shih-
hua lei-pien, vol. 2, 721. 

318 See Lu Shih-yung, Shih-chinq tsunq-lun in Peii-
chunq shih-hua lei-pien, vol.2, 1329. 

319 See Ch'ien Chung-shu, T'an-i lu (Rpt. Hong Kong: 
Lung-men shu-chu, 1965), 109-111. 
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his own time. Though Chang did not have a prosperous 

political career, he enjoyed a certain degree of poetic fame 

before he died. Many scholcirs have also recognized Chang's 

accomplishments in conveying human sentiments in a more 

direct and in^assioned way. Such divergent criticism in 

evaluating Chang's poems calls to our attention the changes 

of critical reception among individual poets throughout 

different periods. 

The airy and elegant manner in poetic compositions 

declined after Tu Fu died. Chang Chi continued the poetic 

legacy of the Shih-china and Han-Wei yiieh-fu. In the 

meantime, he consciously learned from Tu Fu's poetic realism 

and added more profoundity and artistry to the new yiieh-fu 

poetry. He usually addressed important theme on the mid-

T'ang society within a lin^id and narrative poem. In terms 

of poetic style, Chang's plain yet refined verses are in 

spirit much closer to that of Yuan Chen and Po Chii-i. Yet, 

unlike Wang Chien, who merely adapted popular usages of 

poetic subject and diction, he transformed vulgar substance 

of a new yiieh-fu poem into an elegant poetic creation. Based 

on the above discussion, then, I believe that as a yiieh-fu 

poet Chang's great achievement in artistic excellence 

surpasses his fellow poets such as Wang Chien and Po Chu-i. 

That is why Chang's yiieh-fu style greatly influenced the 

poets of the Late T'ang period, including Chu Ch'ing-yii and 

Ssu-kung T'u. 
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Chang Chi's reputation as a literati yiieh-fu poet mainly 

lies in his dexterity in expressing intimate human concerns. 

His yiieh-fu poetry is rich in social content cuid is 

frequently written in narrative style. In these didactic 

poems, Chcing Chi exen^lifies the social commitment of a poete 

engage. Being a poet of social conscience and a spokesman 

for the underprivileged and the downtrodden, Chang Chi shows 

us his capacity for exposing evils through poems of social 

in^ort. The realistic description of common people, the 

detailed exposure of social ills, and the emotive power of 

poetic language in Chang Chi's work create vivid images of 

the chaos and turbulence of his times. 

Chang Chi's celebrated yueh-fu poetry was a product of 

both his time and his personality. Chang Chi lived during 

the middle of the T'ang dynasty, when it was beginning to 

decline. The central government had been weakened by the 

disaffection of powerful military governors in the border 

areas and a grasp for power by eunuchs at court. Corrupt 

officials and big land-owners took advantage of this unstable 

state of affairs to intensify their exploitation of the 

common people and to take more leind. In addition, the 

frontier defenses were weakened by this internal confusion 

and resulted in invasions by foreign tribes. Consequently, 

social injustices and incessant warfares added to the misery 

of the common people. Thus, there appeared many outstanding 

realist poets, who used the traditional form of Han yueh-fu 
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to speak in the voice of others, expressing their discontent 

during the troubled times. In particular, resentment against 

military service and forced labor was expressed in the works 

of mid-T'ang poets. 

High T'ang frontier poetry is the representation of its 

literary Zeitgeist, its Middle T'ang counteiTpart reflects the 

social realities of sophisticated, difficult lives during 

troubled times. High T'ang frontier poetry, represented by 

Kao Shih and Ts'en Shen's works, usually illustrates a 

masculine spirit, a broad world view, and a splendid 

desertscape. At the same time, it also expresses conscripts' 

pent-up desire to return home after long tours of duty on the 

frontiers. By the mid-T'ang times, however, the poets 

shifted from such topics as lauding of High T'ang martial 

spirit and depicting gremd frontier scenery to the subjects 

of portraying the poignant griefs shared by the conscripts 

and their longing wives. Moreover, mid-T'ang frontier poets 

reveal the evils of war and social injustice and express deep 

humanitarian concerns. By employing a plain yet refined 

poetic language, Chang Chi is able to express what the 

frontier generals and soldiers have in mind upon seeing the 

cold and desolate scenery outside their military outposts. 

As illustrated, Chang Chi was versed in depicting the 

heartfelt pains of the people, caused by overtaxation, 

incessant wars, forced government service, and social 

injustices. By portraying people from all walks of life. 
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Chang Chi made his social commentary through many pragmatic 

observations of the mid-T'ang society. His sensitive 

portrayal of everyday life is infused with a sense of 

humanity and beauty. Although Cheuig Chi's achievement can 

not be compared with Tu Fu's, he continued an excellent 

poetic tradition of social realism found in the Shih-ching 

and Han-Wei yueh-fu. ChcUig Chi successfully composed 

orthodox and innovative literature and this is what 

ultimately elevated him to the level of a significant writer 

in the tradition of yUeh-fu poetry. 
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